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Preface ’¥•

I

The agricultural history of Kenya during the colonial 

- era- can. be roughly divided into three time .periods: - 1900- 

1922, no policy; 1921-195^) a policy of .limited dev.^bpment; 

''195^-1963? a policy of intensive development based pn the 

Sv/5mnerton Plan (see pp, 1-2 and 179-185). The objective/ 

of this study is to~'^xamine the various programs in agri-

■Sl'

■j;

cultural edue-ation developed between 1922 and 19-5^ which

provided a training base'oh which’the S^^^ynnert&n Plan was
' '■ '

The first chapter provides a backgroundable to draw.

presentation of English educational history* A comparison •• 

of the development of- English agricultural educa1j,ion with 

the ■Araeric-an experidhce.'in-the same area is .included, arid 

, the •reports of’several colonial study commissions-are 

presented to illustrate the type of influence, exerted .from 

outside-the Colony, Chapters Two through-Pive fell the 

story itself while Chapter Six summarizes the strengths■and 

^weaKnesses of th^ agricultural .education effor-b up to 195^. 

The‘final 'chapter presents a general outline of the major 

developments since ^95^ hrid some, add^ional conclusions on

•\

*

,>

/■

policy..

- &. A^icultural education is the phras.o most commonly' 

accepted for'.describing the activities presented in the 

subsequent’ chapters. The word,- education, implies concern' 

for both the/prinaiples,of teaching and’ learning and. ’the'

v‘

requisite^ practices ’to put those principles into operation.'■V.

♦iT;-
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The word, training, is usually more restrictive, referring

principally to the practice required to gain skill or

facility in a given .area. Colonial adniini'st^ntors of Ixi'th

. education and agriculture v/ere always .under pressure 'tp

provide maximum service to the Euro.pean community and to

serve the-African community at a level sufficient to keep
the -peace, "Training, not. education would ii^^^een the 

‘ - ' . ' I ■
•preferred policy and v/hile it might he more appropriate ,to

*' ' '
viev/ the programs undertaken in that light, thejphraise'

■■V- ■

agricultural education is employed in this study because 

'of its :general acceptance^

' Another, phrase which-requires some clarification is 

- cash crops, Any..crop^. can he gpoWn~ and sold for cash, hut. . 

in the colonial, era, the'' phrase had a-much more* restricted 

meaning in Kenya. It Was. used to -describe those.crops vfhich ■. 

were reserved- only for cultiva..tion hy European farmers; 

crops such as coffee, ' tea, and pyrethrum,^ It-is in that 

sense that it is always used in.this study.

There is also some potential confusion surrounding the' 

first eight.years of education.- Educationists changed'- 

their identifying terras with considerable frequency. Since 

- the changes in name do not- affect agricultural education,

I have employed .'the same terms throughout; elementary will . 

always refer to the first four years of education and primary 

to the second four years.

Ok/o Swahili \'fDrds, which-are used'with great frequency 

in English speech in Kenya, are used-occasipnally in this

'-■••Vi--

J
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s.tudy%- Shamba can be used interchangeably'with farm, il 

ba-raza is a public^ meeting usually called by the officials . , 

to announce new policy .s'^atements.

>; # V V 4. ❖ 4- V -.- 4= 4' 4='*

. Ky family and I had -the good fortune to- live and work' 

in Kenya from February, 1967 to April, 1969. In the ■ '

preparation of this, study, I had the. opportunity.to conduct 

a considerable number of interviev/s as well as to, use 

•archival sources. I owe an immense debt of grati-feude to 

■ pr.esen-fc and past officials of Kenya v/ho v;ere ■\ri.lling to; 

give so freely, of their time to discuss this subject, 

were 'a constant' source of relns,piration .to complete the 

task.

They.-

%-
V

■'•s.

Excellent assistance was provided in-gaining aGces.s. tQ_

of ihe-. -documents. I am indebted to ilrs. K. E,. I^ckhara

library of the Kinistrj'-’’ of Agriculture., "to Kathan Fedha of 

the Kenya Kational Archives, and td I, 'R. Wallace of the 

Enibu Institute of . Agriculture.,- ■

■' Cf"

A special note of thani-:s is due to Mr. G. H. Henderson, •

I had the opportunity

■■

a former Agricultural Officer'in Kenya, 

to -n^et Dick in 196^^^^^^^^^^^ he*,was on official business-in - -

lie \Ta.s so enthusiastic about the agri- ..the United ^ 

cultural potential of Kenya that I .decided to study her

agricultural history and eventually selected this topic.

• . To my iimiense gopd ;fortune, .Dick was. still living i-n Kenyav —
’'•v'
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XV , ■; .•
! E

' ■ for m'ucli-of my, oto stay there, and. he..was a great help'to

me.,:^,.

One of the assets of the,Wisconsih African History 

program has' been the personal .qualities of -its graduat^ 

students 

always a

to all my colleagues. ; .' .

. 'Financial support' plays a vital role. I ov/e a great 

debt of thanks to my employers at the University of Wisconsin 

and'University College, Kairpb^ (on secondment from the.

'• Ford Foundation-at the latter) ^-/ho made it possible, for-me - - 

to''have flexible work schedules.- Without exception, all";'

Evening seminars-were at times a painful but 

productive experience and my-appreciation 'goes out •

r-

V

if

■these'.people were a. great encouragement to me,
" ' ■' This study vxas conducted' under the sponsorship, of ' .

In this era,- much is "-beihg . writtenProf... Philip D, Curtin, 

about tlie inability of students to be in contact vjith their . , .■
. .A*-

. -

in the. fourteen'years since I 'took my firstprofessors,

• course from Prof i Curtin, he has always been of imriense. •
Cf

'•assistance to me and a genuine inspiration.

Throughout the years,of graduate study, I have been- 

blessed with a .steady and helpful partner.. To Barbara, and^

■ to'Ellen, Jennifer^ and Emilyi I offer my humble and heartfelt 

thardcs for their-willingness to sa'crifice the time that •- 

■ husband, or-, father •raght,^have spent .vrith them. .
>•
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Introduction
p»

' in 195^, A Plan-to Intensify the Development of African

■ Agriculture, more popularly knov/n as the Swynnerton Plan 

for its author, Jo Mo Swynnerton, Assistant Directorc^pf 

Agriculture, was^^ set Iri operation by the Government of .

■ Kenya,^ The plan called for a basic shift .in African agrl- • 

culture from an-'emphasis on self-sufficiency in food crops

to commercial farming involving cash crops,. Such a shift., 

represented an” economic position directly opposite to that 

demanded by the European settler-farmers for all of the 

previous;colonial history, *

The, plan'was a crisis response'to
*v

t^e situation kno\-m

as the Hau Mau Emergency. Sv;ynnerton himself alluded to 

the political situation when’he suggested that "In the' ’ 

long term the greatest,gain from the participation of the 

African community in running its o^ agriculturalindustries 

will be a politically contented and sta-ble community,

One of the most remarkable, aspects-connect-ed with the 

plan was that it was put together in two months? certainly 

something of a record forhgo significant and comprehensive 

a 'prpppsal, ^at i-t ^was done so rapidly was a testimony ■

■ to Svjynrierton’s ability, and outstanding cooperation from 

all the people consulted. It v/as-al’bo reflective of a base

in agricultural development ,built over the previous thirty
•i.

years but particularly, as Swynnerton noted, 'out of .the-
*
projects in the^Ten Year Development Plan-of 1946,3'"''

Acknov/ledg.ing the existence of a base,, however, does ■
•

i*.- ■*
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not any way suggest that African agriculture had received 

adequate^attention in the previous years-of colonial ruleV 

, Tlie'Svjynnerten Plan generated massive funding for African 

agriculture, nearly 17,OOO'J000,^ but it also opene.d to 

Africans the kinds of fundamental'fanning requirements 

previously barred to them. I

The heart of -the Sv/ynnerton Plan was the manner in^' 

which it directed that special attention be given to these • 

basic requirements during the first five-syears of intensive 

development covered in the plan, African: farmers should 

■be-assisted to consolidate^fragmented holdings .into economic 

units for v;hich they should he guaranteed security of tenure '

t

and assisted, by technical personnel to plan every acre to 

the best ecological and economic advantage. For this secure, 

consolidated holding-,, the farmers needed ready access to

/ water, nearby marketing facilities, adequate credit posslbll-. 

ities, and the opportunity to obtain improved livestock, 

a final area -for special attention, Sv/ynnerton suggested 2,- 
that the educational .program for the children of ..these 

farmers had to be such as to impart an agriculturar bias.^

.‘Ih recommending the agricultural bias, Swj^nnerton was

As

- reflecting a history of thinking that covered .the entire
s- ■.

: colonial era. ■ The first Governor, Sir Charles Eliot,, called

on the missions to'teach and encourage the Africans in agri- ' 

culture*6 This plea vjas echoed in the'Education Commission ' 

of the East African Protectorate in 1919,the Conference 

'Of Directors of Education in 1933,? and the,. Commission for

« ^ ■



Higher Education in East Africa,. 1937.? ■ , •

The Department of Education in Kenya ^'/as organized 

in 1911, and the_first government school for Africans was 

opened in 1915, but th|^ma-Jority of Africans attended'mission 

.schools,. Education-was one of the first tasks undertalcen 

by the Christian missionaries who began to arrive'irf" 

'‘^considerable numbers around,the turn of the century, and . . 

missionary dominance in education continued throughout-the • 

colonial era. "in 193.5, 'for example,_out of approximately 

96,500 African students enrolled in schools, 92,500 of them
- - f". ■' - •

vrere mission ■ stifdents,^*^ “ ’

• As the materi^ in the next chapter will illustrate, 

religious bodies have been much more closely, connected ifith 

popular education in the modern era, in Great Britain than 

has been the case in the United States. Consequently, it 

is not surprising to find a government employee, the Kenya 

Director -of Education, cifcdng Christianity as the first of. . 

his four cardinal principles for-African education.

Several years later, the Chief Native Commissioner for

Kenya confirmed theP*religious involvement in a memorandum
■ ' ■ . ■■ - ' -

v^hich stated tha.t, "The policy of the Government is that so
. • . ■ , •

far as possible.Education should be developed through the 

agency of Ghristian missions,
- Financial-considerations played ajo^lmpprtant part in 

encouraging-religious ,coJ^trol. of'African educatioh, European 

education had"first.claim on the education budget. As early 

'as 1923, this ineqdity was cited by a. former administrative

■♦A-:*
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officel* in* the Colbny I'/hen he" pdinted out that the total 

amount spent^on the few European children was the same as ■ 

that spent on the estimated-one~half million African school- 

age chiidren,^^ '

The Heparteent of Agriculture was established in 1903, 

but until 1922, its efforts were restricted .almost exclusively 

to assisting Europeans* In 1912, one Director of Agriculture 

commented favorably on the great increase in the number of

. ^

settlers for that year and observed that it was to such men 

that Kenya ” 

advancement*

must look for rapid development and consequent• • •
iil4

Several years later, still another Director 

.suggested that the Department was just if led-,-in financially 

supporting any crop which encouraged settlement, even if.’tiiat ^ 

. crop was .only moderately;profitable.!? A final indication 

of the Department's■ settler, committment can be found in its , 

contribution of .£.1,000 to the Land 'Settlement Advisory 

.Committee .whose .purpose was to promote .settlement,'‘■- - 

- V./hen the economy of the Colony collapsed in 1921, one 

of the proposed, remedies vras to encourage development in 

■ African agriculture, ' Once the Department of. Agriculture 

took up work in the African areas,'it developed an interest’, 

in training African staff and in the. progress of the attempt , 

to impart a rural bias to the education of school children,' 

Consequently, because the subje.c't was education, it might 

properly fall under.the control of-the Department of Education ; 

or because it was agricultural, it might fall to that Depart-

j

& ■■

& .

■r,..

-ment,. - The fact that missions were responsible for so mdch

V
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of ,the educational system' added-another dimension to the 

-. 5 problem of inter-departmental cooperation. The series of 

compromises worked out.on this matter are-discussed in 

succeeding chapters.

<

Attempts to develop viable programs in agricultural 

education faced nurtjerous problems. Among these v;ere the 

question of priorities betv/een funds at^ailable for basic ,

research and those.for ed.ucation and extension, priorities 

v/ithin education for'concentrating on the young people . or

%

of giving first attention to the adults already farming, 

and priorities be.tviqen the amount of time spent' on agrii- 

culture in .'the classroom and .practical work undertalcen on 

the school garden.. One of the vevY serious problems v;as'; 

that of-teacher.s in the quantities needed and v;ith sufficient 

“ training in agriculture to ensure quality, teaching, but the 

major_ challenge to'-experts .of either'Department was-that of ■ 

motivating African's toward agricultural 'education..

--Of,

Any career needs to hold some perceived attractiveness 

if people are to be'encouraged to study for it, except-^ of. 

course, those jobs undertaken grudgingly or as the last

J-

..resortv ^. Viftiite oollar jobe were in..the image of the colonial 

officers and offered good pay for Africans; •agricultural 

- *■ 'Careers haq . neither qiiality. Time-and again an, attempt was . ■ «- 

made to issue a grays war^i'iiig clerical careers were"”

in. extremely short supply. ' Stili, .what individual^ does 

not want-to. seek'the best for himse.lf, .particularly-if-'an 

• agricultural career fan headl,ohg_ihto restrictions idiich

y-

■ •'f f

4

-. ■r,'
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rpreventecL^Afric^s from growing coffee or ; tea or from raising 

improved - cattle? . '

On at least two occasions in the inter-war. era, policy 

statements but of London pointed to the unfairness of these 

agricultural restrictions. The Report of the East Africa • .

. Commission'in 1925 stated that: ."East Africa can only progress 

economically and socially on-the basis of full and complete 

^ cooperation between all- races. "^7 ^ The -Commission suggested 

that restrictions imposed onVthe grovring of ".certain oash~. ’ ' 

crops by Africans v/'e.re a barrier to full development.

Arabica coffee vras an^example of a crop which could certainly 

be' grown by Africans under proper'inspepti'oh.: Unfortunately-,-; 

■the .Commission hedgedj in 1925,'-on. this basic premise by- 

■: suggestlrig "'thatvb'he. post of coffee inspection was too 'great; h

f.
.-i..

%

!
: J

}

■/

and by "claiming tha,tv Africans had only a' very’small interest 

: in grpvdng the crop
•

18

.The Colonial' Office"referred again .to this problem 

- in 1930, in the Memorandum on Native Policy in East. Africa 

It stated that: Africans should be permitted to grow those 

■ crops, -and to' keep •i^iatever btocic that they felt -vrould be '

. .the most profitable.' Acknowledging, that the .provision-of.

. adequate food for Africans A^as'essential, (also , one of the .. 

Settler arguments-to ward off African intrusions into the 

cash market) it called for -the unrestricted production by . 

Africans of stock'ani crops foF'prqfit.'iif the justification' 

for regulations, was to safeguard quality "and to control 

vdiseabe, such; regulations must;be putpinto operation iso as

?■,. k--:

-O- '

...

/I-

- i ■
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to ap.p-l-yrequally-to all. races * :SoEie forra of market pro tec-

tlqn was needed until the Africans gained the necessary 

marketplace experience^^^

In spite of these statements, the restrictions were 

maintained until after the Second World War,and resulted 

in considerably less incentive for .Africans to taice up an 

agricultural career. Young Africans saw .only’drudgery in 

pursuing education tied to the limited agricultural possi

bilities of their forefathers.

Perhaps inevitably, racial overtones affected the' 

debate about the^ type of education to provide for Africans..

One can, for Instance, find a Director of Education alluding 

to .the direct correlation between the overvfhelming dependence 

of Kenya on agricultural' production and the absolute necessity 

to have ho racial barriers affecting participation, in tliat 

production.^® But place the same gentleman in his'cwn 

speciality and he can be found to be quite intrigued by a 

.'medical report su,g.gesting that the brain capacity of Africans 

. is noticeably'below that of the European.Or one can find 

a future Director of Agriculture recording his belief that:

. "The/African of Kenya, ho\\rever, possesses little, of the 

spirit of emulation and is.apt to consider anything that he 

*does not understand as more or less supernatural and at 

least beyond his power' and to leave it at that."^^

Forty years later and surrounded as we are by technical

achievements by people' of, all races, we may tend to forget.
'. . . . . . . . . . . . . ■ ■ ' ■ . ■ '

.the self-assured and'asserted superiority ..of white .over. .  '

•

.
-V.
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I
' black-in the early part of this century,. The tone was most 

often that ofa parent speaking to his children. Only the ■
* . - . > - ■ _r. ‘ ,

simplest of things could ‘be taught and these only v^ith the

If a potential scientificmost eleiffentary techniquesi 

conclusion that Africans possessed a smaller brain capacity'’ 

added logic to the practice of pedagogy, so much -the better 

for the education policy makers.

Reference has been made earlier to the concentration 

of effort, for settlers by both the Departments of Education 

and Agriculture. - Land av;arded to settlBa^q literally split 

the African population of the country and Ihe >-constant 

.^struggle of the settlers for greater political control over 

their. ov/n-destinies took up much, of ■ the time and effort ’of'

The perceived injustice of this 

■ “land theft" by the Europeans was so much a part of African

23'' the colonial authorities.

thinking in the affected areas that the agricultural value

Tills2kof their o\m- holdings tended to bo overlooked,
^"great attraction of land is such that it is a problem which

•

' bedevils the present Africah'government of Kenya even when 

therp are no exclusive "White Highlands" any longer in 

existence,.

One final.introductory note concerns the general f
'.economic’picture ii^venya during the years before V/orld

War II,,: • Agriculture was a very risky occupation for ;:both

' Europeans and Africans in those years. There 'v/ere only

three, brief periods, of .prosperity from 1918-21, 1925-29;,
25

and -then aga^«after 1936. The world depression'of the
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eafly 1930' s was harshly felt .'in Kenya and was 'compounded '

in 1929-31 in the western part'of Kenya by severe lopust.

infestations vrhich devoured nearly everything.- Agricultural 

officers were forced to leave- development activities in both . 

European and African areas in order to combat the invasions 

Programs of agricultural education were often running head- 

into the psychological barrier of seeking to-train for 

employment in a basically depressed industry,. ,

-
on

«»-
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Chapter One . -

British and American Programs of Agricultural Education

'One of"the great dreams of the newly independent

nations of Africa, and- Kenya is no .exception, has' Been to .

provide educational opportunities for all its y<^ung people,
' *

The hope is to provide at least'primary education for all,,

•\ri.th increasing opportunities at -the. secondary and higher 

education levels,. Only a relatively small educational'

base fcjr Africans v;as developed in Ken^-jduring tlie colonial
. ■ \ ■

era, but it needs to be recalled that the English''did- not •

•hav.? very much experience in popular education to pass^ 

along to their colonies in the early 1900*s,^ It,is possible 

to trace so.me concern for educating the poor back as far ' 

a's the last quarter of the eighteenth century, but the 

principal al.m of these early schools vras to teach .people .

'. to live upright' and industrious lives vxithin that. station

of life to which .God had called them, -— as obedient members 

of £th.e.-.working (^lass,^ This educational effort-v/as exclusively 

in the hands of non-government voluntary agencies, primarily 

, 'religious'

It was not until 1833 that the Government made its
/ ' V '

s. first grant of building funds to the voluntary agencies and 

not until 1870 did the Government.asstime o^taership of school 

buildings through funds allocated to locally elected school 

boards

%

• .

The purpose of the I870 legislation was to malce primary • 

education available to every youngster up to -the age of ' '

f -
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, elevenv By 1900, it was-' estimated tJaaf 80 per cent of--the . 

children vrere attending primary school, and just tvro years 

later, another Educatiori Act vms passed which'added great 

-..strength to the quality-of elementary education and improved 

secondary education opportunities for those-seeking university 

places. Opportunities at the secondary level for all‘young

people vrere -not a government o'ojective until the Education*
■

Act of ,19^. . . •
1.

Despite the intent of the educational program to better

prepare the masses for their station in life'*, vocational 

training v/as not inci^ud'ed as an integral part of English 

education.- It has-alv/ays been'looked^ on as ^further educa- 

•tion: that_ls, education beyond the level at which-the 

majority cease to: attend school. General education vra's 

always Considered to.be the essential base before any- ; 

specialization for a vocational'career could be properly 

undertaicen,- ’ . ,

This .separation was not absolute but fev; infusions of 

agriculture penetrated the curriculum. School gardening 

for. boys v?as' an acti-yit-y of rural schools in the. years 

before VJorld War I, but the subject vres usually only success- 

, ful in proportion to the interest and qu'alificatiqns of the *

■'■ •teacher.- An experiment using peripatetic agricultural 

' ■teachers vras tried. It was generally unsatisfactory because 

: the' teacher spent as much as two-thirds of his time on the

road, his training vres 'often too specialized for the ei’emen- ■. 

' tary nature of the cufriculum, and he -was on hand for. too

»— •
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.* V
■ short a. period to have Eiiich impact- on; the students*3

The. food shortages of the First V/orld V/af provided 

considerable impetus, to.the school gardening program and 

brought about attempts to involve the entire rural environ

ment as a teaching backdrop for other subjects In the curric

ulum.- In. the period following that War,' one notable develop- 

- ment was the movement to establish Young'Farmers Clubs.^- 

These voluntary associations were visihle evidGnce that. 

agriculture could be made interesting if.,_challengingly 

presented and the clubs provided group reinforcement for 

peers of comparable ihterests.

As educational opportunities became available to the 
" - ' -.1 ■ ■ ' . ■ . ' . . ■ ' 

lov;er classes, one-bf the interesting, facets was the demand

by parents to increase the opportunities for grammar school.-

"" education rather than yocatilonal training. The-significance

of this very human -factor is that it.also occurs in Kenya

where attempts to encourage techiaical education were often .

vigorously opposed by- African parents who wanted their ■

children to'have literary education which appeared, as the

greater''good

.In lhe United .States courses in agriculture wers ^offered

- • in the-school system from the early IBGO's, but they only
■ s- - , ■ ' . . . ■

" beghn to be common as-subjects in elementary schools shortly.

after 1850, reaching a pealc about 1910.5 Before.-the'First :

'Wo.rld -V/ar, facilities for secondary education in rural areas

were 'few and far between. . Some .secondary boarding schools

'experimented with teaching agriculture through'school,

.

h -
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farms. The consensus resulting from those experiments vras
. • ' a- . ' • '

that they were fal-Mres hecause either the. students labored 

on a large scale farm \irhich the students said v;as not 

relevant, or if the scale v;as deliberately kept small, the 

demonstration sessions had too many listeners and not enough 

participants.^ -

With ti:^ boarding school experience providing at least 

one basis, agricultural educationists'in the United States 

changed their nrogram from classroom education for all 

students regardless of their vocational inten^. to a national 

■program aimed only at secondary school students v;ho had

chosen to make agriculture.tiibir .career. Tiro factors .com^
'*'1 . ■ . .

bined.to help make this decision a good 'one,' Secondary 

school facilities of the day school variety were oeing

%

.• ■

constructed in the.rural areas in increasing numbers. The .
«>

■ program itself received a big boost through the passage of 

._,the Smith-Hughes-Act of 1917 which provided federal funds

■ for textbooks ‘and la.boratories for the new courses in 

.vocational agriculture.

The important difference here-between either the 

British or tliO British cc^lonial experience .and'the 

national, program.is the provision of funds for vocational 

agriculture not in separate schools for further education 

■ ■ but"as'one curriculum choice within_a regular secondary

school. In the first place, this was ah'elective course ~ . 

chosen by students who had decided to make farming their 

career. Secondly, emphasis .was placed on proiects v;hich

Hi-

r*- *

American-
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were carried out on the home farm of each student, which

, Kieaxrt ’that both parent 'and. pupil v/ere involved in the demon-’

This feature was responsible
' i

'stration■ and experimentation., 

for much of the success enjoyed in vocational agriculture

7 '• Keriyan secondary students never had the same 

opportunity because they-were restricted'almost exclusively .

• to boarding •sc'hools. Only since 1960 have some' home projects

■ • pf the Jbnerican style been tried‘at Chavalcali in Kyanza and

• subsequently at several other selected secondary schools.

In the United States, voluntary membershiptclubs' for

farm youths originated at the turn of the century. These 
1 . . , . . * 

early organisations took .the forrr. of corn, pig, or canning

. clubs and viero sponsored by county and state governments.^

^Enthusiasm over tlieir .success' spread nationally, and eventually

•coalesced -in; a national organization of 4-H clubs. They

are supported through funds made available in the Smith-
. .r_ •

Lever Act of 1914 and are a direct concern of the Coo.p..erative 

Extension- Service of the Department of Agriculture,

A second'"group, the Future Farmers of America, was 

organized in 1928 for^bdys- fourteen to twenty-one years of

since 1917.

age'enrolled'in.'the vocational agriculture courses developed 

■ out of the Smith-Hughe S' Act, The national direction of this 

group originates in the Agricultural Education, Branch, Office

of Education, Department of Health, Education,. and V/elfare. 

Tliese two organizations have played'-a key role in promoting 

'■ agricultural interest among limerican youth,^

Free trade and the general feeling of 'security in
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Britain during, the nineteenth century made for small • 

about the agricultur'al -f.uturb of the country so largely '

, devoted to maniifactaring. The food shortages of the First 

V/orld V/ar fo.cused attention on agriculture as a vital 

■ component of the total economy. Fortunately-for Engl and f''7. 

at least a basis for that development had been'provided in 

-tKe educational and research legislation enacted orior to '

concern

-

V

V

the ’war, .

One of the real difficulties faced byj^day's authors 

. and students is remembering that the merging government 

interests and: technological research is relatively recent^

Despite-the .great progress'which England achieved as one'
/ . ..

■ •*

of ..the leading Mghts of the industrial revol'ution, .the '
( ■

. ; goverrmiont did not"inyolve itself in, technological-'research.

The application.of the scientific method to agriculture 

by means of massive, government funding was not luidortaken 

until 1909} vrhen the Developm.ent and Road Iraproveri’ent Funds 

Act -was passed..- This legislation made .some I3 mil].ion
... , . . C-f ■

availably for Wie establislMent of national research, institutes 

_.ih forestry, agriculture, and fisheries.5^

The; first step toward this res'earch based was- tai:en 

only twenty years' earlier' vmen-^agriculture v;as'’»'^aised‘to
v*--

& ..• •
departmental’.status "vri. thin the national government by 

■organizing it as the Board of Agriculture, As one of its

early activities,’ the Board promoted programs of study in

agriculture at university level,,a policy which'ultimately
0- _

provided the personnel for agricultural research.- Practically
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■ nothing in this area existed before-the Board became active,

, For .exa.T.ple, it was only; at the end of the nineteenth-' 

century that Cambridge conferred its first diplomas in 

agriculture and not until 1908 that it .established its first 

de^gree program in agriculture.,3-0

It'was not, however, altogether clear just V7hat kinds 

-of agricultural education were going to-.be developed at'these . 

University institutions. The ste.r'y, is.told that the Board - 

of Governors at V/ye College deliberately -pjclced .the poorer 

. of two farms offered to the college reasoning|that if the ' , 

prof-dsaors could'malce ‘that far.mnpay, then they would indeed -
• -S ' ■

•have something worthv.i^aile to teach. It' is alsh alleged , 

that these board menbei’s expected the professors to prepare 

good plo’v.'raen and good shepherds and that it came -as ’ something 

.; of a surprise to them to learn that they v;ere committed to 

a university for higher education In agriculture.^^

>'Tlie.national program- in the United States follov;ed a . .

, similar pattern, though generally about tv7enty-five years 

. ' ‘earlier than, its Ehglish counterpart. Each country began-’ 

by establishing a program in-agriculture, at universi-fcy level, 

follov/ed next by emphasis bn agricultural research, and then

: ....^•ontualiyiorganlsing- the ..teaching and ‘researctrinto g;--——-----

hatibnal extensioh service.

In the. United States, the landmark- legislation for the 

commencement of a- riational program in agricu^ure wa'S the

Horrill Act of 1862 v/hich permitted states to use 'the income
' ■ ■ . . . . . . . . . . -

from the sale pf .federal.lands to establish c'ollcges for

V
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practical education-in agricultural and mechanical'arts, 

ilany outstanding university programs in'agrieulture, had 

their origin from Ko'rrill Act- financing.. It was soon 

recognized'that the scientific basis for teaching agriculture ' 

■ at'the university was not sufficiently developed and funds 

. were provided for agricultural experiment stations to engage 

in experindntation and’research (Hatch.Act of 1887)• In 

191^5 J:he Smith-Lever-Act was passed establishing the Coop- 

erative Extension Service.- Tlais Service employed the talent

devel'oned in the llorrill .Act and drew on the agricultural
■ - , ' A .

knowledge gained through the Hatch Act to take the lessons,

of agriculture into every rural community. ifi'every state,

■ The ■"English counterpart was the Hational Agricultural 

, - Advisory, Service established in 1944,

Beside the obvious consequences for agriculture'in 

. Britain-itself, the late development of a national program ' " •

¥

also had important ramifications for agricultural history • 

in the colonies. Since the colonial power'vras only beginning 

to-apply the scientific mefhod to her ovm agricultural 

problems, she was,.not exceptionally well-equipped to, impart '

CV

a scientific basis to Kenya's agricultural developments

•With some understeinding of the-relatively late develop-.

mefit' of. education-for-the masses, in England, it .is not so

-■- ■- surprising perhaps that it vras-only after, the/Hirst..V/erId ■ 

War that the British began to develop a policy for education 

in. .Africa, Three study commissions were Organized in the 

1920»sV- .. ■ • ■ . r. . . .'

*
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•In 1922,'the Colonial Office established the'Advisory • 

CoiEiiittee on Education in. Tropical ^Africa as a vehicle for '' 

bringing tpgether educational experts froni England, colonial 

educationists and actalnistrators, economic experts, and ' 

representatives of the missions,^ While the Cdimnittee had - 

no executive pov/ers, the fact that its chairrqan was the 

Parliamentary Under Secretary of State for Colonies ensured 

that it would have a hearing with-'the Colojiial Office,

The Committee's first comprehensive study and recom

mendations vrere reported to the Secretary of State for the 

Colonics on March I3, 1925. The Comniittee suggested that 

o,ne-,of the necessary conditioiis for- the advancement of 

■ Africans v/as.improVepipnt of_agriculture, but if. did not
*1- ,

offer any direct recomrr.endations for accomplishing that 

goal, tlirough education. In its only reference, to agricultural 

■education, it concluded that apprentices and trainees- should 

be attached to departments such as Medicine, Agriculture, 

^Forestry,, and-Veterinary Services.- These trainees should

t

r

- be placed under a performance bond to ensure several years 

of-service in return for the. training.
- - - 1

In addition-, it 

fecorarflended that government malie every effort throughout

its educational system to encpurage ^t.erest in these technical
.
'Careers, not only the already-overpopular clerical career,13

i- . r Despite this mild overture-in the direction of technical

careers, the position ultimately adopted by the Advihbry 

Committee was strongly in favor of the so-called literary ' 

education#- yocatioj^ar-tca^ should 1)6 given only after

..-V

/
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- a good level of general education was achieved.. Sbhools 

were not the place, to^turn out skillful cultivators.^^

The Report of the East Africa Commission was a hit.

• more specific in its treatment of agricultural education^
' • —’

The Commission criticized missionary .education for its

overemphasis on literary training and suggested that it

-was necessary "to link .up the educational curriculum of .

all-native schools vrtth the arts and* sciences of agriculture,"!^

The subject of natural science should be tiie,^basis for

■ higher education in ilfrican schools usirig thati framework to

stress applications toMaily life involving domestic animals-

development of agriculture, sanitation, and personal hygiene.

The third study group, and the one which delved most

deeply into the field, of agricultural education, v;as the

Second Phelps-'Stokes Commission, The background of the

two Pheips-Stokes Commissions to Africa and of the personnel

who made them up is an Interesting tale of an attempt to

transfer'the American Negro education of Tuskegee and

Hampton to Africa,’ The common theme which inspired the

organizers, of the group was that literary education was

. inappropriate to the current stage of ilfrican development..
\ .

' - The major emphasis, instead, should be technical,, basic

crafts and agriculture, •l^rith a solid mixture of citizenship 
training,!^

Operating under these premises, it'is not surprising • 

that the conclusion of,the "Second.Pheips-Stokes Commission 
was that Afrie^sjtfei^'lfar^more^ependent oh agriculture

• . Sc'
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>tlxan any. other people in the world and hence agricultural 

education must be correspondingly impprtant in the school 

plans.- ' The radical changes which Were being brought into 

African lives, such as taxes, land tenurd, new market 

conditions, were all baffling without education. To -further ■ 

complicate matters'; the lure of industry and cities was ' 

encouraging Africans to leave farming. . ,

' The Commission concluded that it was Imperative for 

■ the schools to impart a sense of the vital importance of 

agriculture.

4?

■V-i’

■ ^
✓ i

The first step towards agricultural instruction 
as an educational aim is the development of, a real 
appreciation of its importance in .Africa, One of 
the most unfortunatea^results of‘the education -so- •
■far given there has been the depreciation of 
agriculture in Native' opinion....There is probably 
no more vital problem of education than that of , 
helping society the world over to 'understand the 
primary importance of agriculture to human’ v/elfar^.-*-^

■ Accounts of Kenya during the colonialera, 'Without

. -regard to the background of-the author, be he missionary,'

government official, visiting dignitary, and so on, speak 

of the insatiable appetite of the Africans for education;

It is almost axiomatic for these"'^ same accounts to refer, to 

"agriculture in both"^?he European and ^rican; sectors as the 

veritable backbone of the country,. If the latter premise 

. was valid,^ and it waa, it might have been expected that 

‘agricultural education would be a matter of -vital concern 

for 'Africans, .but the significant distinction is that, -while 

iMeed it was Africans who were desirous of education,, it 

-was not Africans '^o -were speaking of agriculture as the

C-V
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■backbone of their country.- In fact, the education which 

was most desirable was that which had least- to do viith

agriculture.

As a consequence, all the recominendations for agricultural 

education were flying directly into'the winds of chahge 

which, as early as the-1920's, were demanding the opportuni

ty to pursue that type of education v^hich had .placed the -

European in the driver's.-seat- namely, literary educa-

One authority, lerence Ranger, suggests tliat^there 

actually was African interest in technical education-in they 

very early years of colonial rule,. This disappeared, he 

•' says,'when Africans began to understand that the learning

tion.

of those technical skiils'would simply place the graduate

The demand, thereafter was almostin a subordinate position, 

exclusively for •literary, education,.'18

A, Victor Murray, in his work The School in the Bush,

He .offers an interesting corrunentary. on this phenomenon.

■ ■ .notes that a bobk called My Duties, which v/as a compendium

of British success stories told in hero-like fashion, was-

readily available in African.territories., Ifeenever any

■■African began-to. a.ct on the plane of morality advocated-by 
.. ■ . ■ '-t , f'' "' .

■the book, however, Europeans said he was pushy,, not thinicing

. about, his ovm people, A'd'espiser of manual labor, and

desirous of. becoming a clerk. But the-clerk was, always

-. higher paid than a: manual-laborer so that by the'colonialists'
ifrican

o-^h principles of- moral instruction, an 

to be'fudged asia fool if he did'not aspire to be'^a clerk,^9

would have

-cr-..
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4 Hie dilemma posed by attempting to implement the two 

extremes betv/een the general education philosophy of the '

Advisory Committee and the.practical crafts philosophy of
-

the Phelps-Stokes Corarailsion was a considerable problem.

On the one hand, it was argued that' a man's'ability^ to think 

would be stultified- if practical career training were pro

vided at an' early age, while the other argument maintained, 

that if African youngsters were not .immersed-in agriculture ' '• 

from-their first years in school, they would close.their 

minds to it forever. Agriculturalists adopted the latter
- • -'4 ' , ■

argument because it seempd as if the educational sys-tem was 

conspiring to^ steal away potential farmers instead of 

", con-tributing to whnt these professionals believed to be the 

best single economic hope for Kenya's .development,.

Kenya attempted a -compromise between the two extremes. 

Agriculture as both a classroom subject and a practical 

exercise in the form of school gardening v;as inserted into . 

the curriculum. Since an'increasing number of young children 

were being exposed to elementary education, it was thought • 

wise to/provide agricultural education. Agriculture was 

cited' as-a subjedt vrith immense applications in other areas 

of the curriculum including reading, English, and arithmetic,

^ -The*intent was to'give students a basic education and to 

. '''^mal^e rural life' seem so-attractive that'graduates-vrouid not 

w^ste their time pursuing clerical careers. But, despite 

,. the'^ljoble intentio.n, 'the attempt failed.

4«

4
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Chapter Tt>;o

The Inter-War Era, 1919-1939 

In the period-between the First'and Second V/orld Wars, 

three departments in the colonial government played major 

roles in agripultural education; Agriculture, Education, 

and'Native Affairs.’ It is apparent now, by virtue of hind-

sight, that African development did not fare as well as
• ■ ■ -

it might have done-during this period had there been govern

ment-concern to ensure oooperhtion among its various agencies.

The experiences'.and frustrations of many of the junior offi

cers in the field, however were responsible for some interesting
f * ■

cooperative efforts on their part vhien they came into positions ' 

of leadership toward"the latter half of the colonial era.

Role of the Department of Agriculture 

Interest in the African areas by the Department of 

■Agriculture for the first- years of colonial rule up to 1922 

- - can be characterized as rationalized neglect. The major

concentration of its activities v;as clearly in -the European, 

areas, though some technical assistance to African farmers

was provided beginning in 1910 with the employiseht of two
» ■ ■ " ’ . 

-V/est Indian Plant Instructors..

One man v;as stationed at Mazepas near the Coast, and the. ,

other at Kibos in Kyanz'a in the western part of the country.

Their basic responsibility was that of peripatetic instructors.

Cr
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For about.,three weeks of every Eonth, they.EOved through the 

African areas offering advice on the cultivation of .crops 

-and encouraging the use-of improved seeds which vrere dis

tributed by adiainistrative officers.^

About 1920, the shift to the second stage-of agricul- 

tiirai development within-the African .areas began-to get

.Tiiat v;as the f.irst time the Department of Agri-'

> •

underway,

culture expressed a significant interest aiid concern in. the 

potential of .the African reserves. The resources of the • 

African areas \ffire too great 'to be neglecte&f’and the pro-
/ • - -I

duction of export crops such as maize (Indian corn), sorghiaa,

- ti

%
millets,, and groundnuts (peanuts)' should be encouraged. '

These crops, .the Department hastened to add, should not. ;

.,pose a threat to, the European grovrers nor should improved 

farming v;ithin-the African areas diminish _the labor supply

because increased deveQ-bpment would ultimately mean increased
^ .  . . .

wants.

•V---1

The Department's interest in entering the field of Afri

can agriculture coincided nicely with the work of the Gover-«; 

nor's Cpruffiittee' established at the end of - 1921 to suggest 

ways to, end the Colony's fiscal -crisis of that year. This 

group, knovm as the Eowring Committee after its Chairman, 

the* Colonial Secretary, Sir Charles Bowing, ;met from Kerch 

to October in 1922,’ One of its necormsendations stated that 

the African arehs inust contribute to the export economy of 

■ Kenya. Tlae proposal was primarily aimed at the production 

- of. African food crpjps; and did not in anju-my allude to removal

-t.
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of restrictions oh" cash crops-such as tea or coffee. The 

major thrust, of the agricultural, Contribution was to be maize 

production.3, The first objective of this program was.to 

prevent famine. Secondly, it was hoped to improve both the 

quality and variety of the African diet tiirough the intro

duction of new food crops suqh as Irish potatoes..^,, ■

The Department of Agriculture committed itself to a 

policy of dual .development. It publicly recorded-its 

recognition of the responsibilities to the European and 

Iifrican areas and suggested that‘the dual aspects of this 

nev; policy were fully co^.:patible. In-view of the liiSLted 

funds and limited staff available, however, the Department 

-did not propose to ^gfeblish' a comprehensive agricultural ■ 

development plan for all the African.areas of Kenya.

Instead, it decided to concentrate its activities in^the 

areas with'the highest population densities, Hyanza Province . 

■■ and Kikuyu Province.?

One of the logical implications of the development 

policy,' vras that European agricultural officers would need 

to be appointed to the Heservee. Prior to 1923} the only 

time that officers of the Department'of Agriculture went 

into African areas was by request of Administrative Officers.

■ In'^92^, three Senior Supervisors and six Supervisors (all 

- European) were , assigned to v/ork in African areas and by 1937, 

the number of such officers in the Reserves had increased 

to seventeen.^

The provision of officers was probably the major

-Q
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contribaWon by the Department in the 1920* s. The ailocation 

of departmental funds v/as still heavily'weighted in favor of . 

services most useful to the'European settlers.^ Retrench- - ? 

ment, made,necessary by the vrarld-vxide depression of the 

early 1930’s, and the .appointment of a new Deputy Director ..

Sof Agriculture in 1931, combined to stimulate new agricultural

_ plans for- the African areas. The,economic crisis .brought,

the inevitable review of the .use. of eidLsting resources. ,,

The nev/ man, H. V/olfe, came to his post from Tanganyika

where he had observed both greater quantities \and greater
i

proportions of men and financial resources expended for 

Africans. The basis his r-edrganizatiqn was the consoli

dation of scattered demonstration plots into largefvand-more
* ■ * • , 

efficient Local Hative Council seed farms, greater experimental

• i

. work, insppctfon of, produce and organized marketing facilities

' and a comprehensive survey of the agricultural.possibilities 

of the Reserves. Another major step was the formation of

' -a

- Native Agriculture Obminittees involving a local Agricultural 

Officer and selected members of the Local Native Council.
• . - . • . , _ ^ -.--.-‘-••wv,' ,,   •

• The.Committees provided an opportunity for grass-roots 

■ discussion on,, agriculti-tral projects and proposals.^ These 

improvements- \^ere solid but not spectacular in immediate

results. They.uf.ere, nevertheless, important contributions
■ ■ ■ ^

to .a growing base of-departmental loiovrledge about the problems 

and potentials of the African areas of .Kenya.

■The decision In 1937 tha-fc the agriculture and veter-
- -V'

inary services should be separated and set up a.s individual
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• departments seriously slowed further Irnprovements. There 

had been a rivalry among the services for many years. The 

‘idea of separation.had been hre^Ting at the time of the 

Agricultural Commission in 1929 for that body felt con

strained to say they could not^ recommend separation because

they could not conceive of agriculture vrLthout livestock 
9services. ’ Tlie decision to separate was^ade. in large

part bn the basis of a recommendation by an putside study ,
TO’'

conmission headed by Sir Alexander Pirn, ’

. The services operated as separate departments until 

, several years after independence, but the'validity of the 

concern: of that early Agricultural Cpm.mission was in large 

measure borne out by events. If anything, the chief veter

inary offIcials were even more conservative than their 

counterparts in agriculture in their' reluctance to allow 

Africans to enter new fields such as the raising of grade 

cattle. Although individual officers in the. field often 

achieved satisfactory' leyiels of cooperation, the split 

seriously hau'.pered the potential development of agriculture 

in African areas.

- J

•-

Agricultural Training Schools^^ ^

' ■ ^ The first formal attempt .to pro^yide training for Africans 

was,in ,19155 with the establishment of a school at the Kibos 

farm under the general direction of the Plant Instructor. 

T\fenty-two young men, most of them sons of chiefs' and head

men, attended the school. The school provided basi^c training

.*
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in agriculture so that the trainees would return to their 

areas to hecome hetter farmers, ■ ‘
-- 4

Practical work vras the major emphasis though at least 

one-hour a' day was devoted to reading and witing,. The 

first reports indicated that more formal'classroom work 

was°'^desira'ble but impossible to accomplish untiil an African 

s'chool teacher could be hired* Some encouraging progress - ,

v;as niadej however, and a number of tjie young men displayed 

■ both considerable antitude and a \ri.llingness to learn.

The Kibos School operated until 1921 when tha general 

financial crisis in the Colony brought about a rMhCtion 

in many, government ser-v^ces. The Kibos School was one of 

the victims of the Department of Agriculture's economy

7-

•ci?

measures •. **.

Training prospects brightened rather quickly, however, 

•because, by the- end pf 19.21, the Bovrring Committee made'its 

recommendation to post European officers in the African 

Reserves. These officers needed supporting staff, particu

larly to maintain regmlar contact vath African farmers. It
'Cf

..was apparent that African agricultural instructors would- 

o have to be trained, and the Department of Agriculture

established two schools. One school, .at the. Scott Labora-
. .. ... . . . .

tories,' at.-Kabete, just outside Nairobi, was opened in 1923,

arid,' the following year, a training program \\ras begun'at'

•Bukura in Nyanza Province*- A north-south line through

Nakuru was. used to segregate attendance, with all potential

; pupils: liviaig west of the line attending Bukura and those 
» - , • ,

T-.it
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to tlie east attending-Scott. Housing and classroom facili

ties at the schools permitted enrollments of up to .fifty, 

at Bukura and sixty at Scott. -

The routine at- the schools was no picnic. The days 

were long with combined hours of .schooling and practical

i

•work running .from 6:45- a.m. to 4:00 p.m. and from 6:30 p.m,. 

to 5:00 p.m. The emphasis during training fell heavily on - • 

practical agriculture, ’ because t^se future agricultural

instructors were supposed to learn how to improve existing 

African methods of agriculture rather than to introduce new 

methods. The training pro'gram vjas conducted over a throe 

year period-\'^ith'''the exception of the first, few years* at •** 

Scott v;hen the-course ..was , two-years*

The-practical work carried on throughout the cdarse- 

involved plowing,. harrowing, caltlvating, planting and 

harvesting crops, nursery work, the grovrf.ng of vegetables, 

and the-care of cattle and poultry, kirst-year students 

. spent one day a'week--in the^-classrooin learning elementary 

botany and the names?’oT tools and implements, Second- 

and third-year students spent at l-3ast two days a vreek in 

the classroom where they studied botany, soil composting, 

the ..measurement of crop yields, selection.of seeds and crops, 

. s^ock and cpop ..rotation, arid the principles of mixed farming. 

Recruiting qualified candida.tes for’these schools was 

never ari easy task,. The Department hoped that it^could. 

establish the atoission standard, at a level .of accepting

? ■*?*».* ■'
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only those who had passinE certificates fof the primary

school examination given after t^e first eight years of 

schooling. , But students who were successful on the primary 

examination almost v/ithout- exception sought either additional 

schooling or employment in clerical careers.

The "agricultural training schools were in competition 

with training schools from practically every other govern-,,- . 

ment department but particularly with Allianc'e-High School, 

•the Railway, Post Office, Kedical Department^ and leacher 

Training schools. At least in the \restern part Of Kenya, 

the latter' five schools were referred to as the "popular

■ resorts": because of .their, location near to Nairobi and their
r
training for vrhite collar- car_eors.^2_. . _

The non-'idiite collar aspect of work as agricultural

instructors often plagued recruiting because rapst Africans

thought of schooling as providing a way to escape from thp

drudgery of agricultural labor, Kost Agricultural Officers

firmly believed, however, that-an agriculturalist could not

be expected to'teach improved methods unless he had had-the'

experience of performing those tecimiques himself,
_ «

Prom the vie\-?point of the potential student, the 

-decision-to commit himself to a training program'vdiich. 

involved practical irork also involved a difficult internal 

- tussle with his ovm cultural heritage, for much-that the 

students were asked to do was considered Voraen's work, ■ 

Students from these prewar years recall that the women
■ • --'-•r.

■v;alking by Bukura on the way to the village used to tease
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them for doing women's wopk.lB V/hether the students vfere

correct in jperceiyin^ that the women teased them for that

'•reason is not as important as' the fact that the. young men

were convinced that that was the reason._

, It was also, difficult to recruit a cross-section of

students from the many different groups of Africans \vithin

Kenya.. The pastoral areas were particularly slovr to provide*.'

candidates for training. For exa.mplo, in March, 1933» the

Principal at Bulcura received a letter stating■"•thsit the ..

Baringo Local Native Council \-ri.shed to hire two agricultural

in,structors immediately but they did not want-any Jaluo.

In his'Vepiy, the Principal reluctantly had to point out .

triat no apprentices from pastoral areas had to that date •
14- '

completed training. In fact, it v;as not until December, 

1935, that the f iret nine agricultural instructors from, 

among the Kamasia, Elgeyo, Maralwet, Nandi, and Lumbwa • 

peoples completed the course.

.In the face, of the kind of recruiting difficulties 

outlined above, each of the schools found it.necessary to 

accept' young men with' as little as two or three years of 

•• schodllng.. This comparatively low educational level of y-. 

ehtri-^ however, created an interesting problem for the 

, Depaftmentt T^e dilemma was the necessity of teaching basic 

•schpoi subjects such as English and arithmetic in order that 

the agricultural instructors would be able to grasp the - 

fundamentals necessary for their jobs and the danger of 

teaching the. school subjects so well that the graduat,es
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would be tempted to move on to clerical careers.

Ultimately, the decision wbs to teach the school 

subjects, but a-t almost every annual staff meeting for 

field officers, the tiiiie taken away from agricultural.'
T * ' '

subjects in order to present school subjects was -discussed. 

Finally, in 193*+, it was again proposed to accept oray those 

v;ho-had passed the primary school examination, I'Jhen Bulcura 

opened in January, 1935? only one student was on hand for'
the tvrelve places available while Scot'l fared^^llghtly better

- ■ ■

with nine out of- nineteen. Of necessity, the decision was 

made to accept students ■vri.'th lower qualifications; a fact ^ 

with which the Department had to live until 1950. Although 

the rule for accepting only passes on the primary examination 

remained on the- books,-it took all those years for the 

supply to catch up vrith the demand. . ■ ° .

Age was another qualification for admission. Because 

. it, was-suspected that Africeui farmers vrould not accept 

agriculturar expertise from mere youths, no candidate was 

admitted under seventeen years 'of age so that he v7ould be 

_at least nineteen upon graduation. It is doub'tf ul if - even 

nineteen had any special magic about it, but once the- 

Department had decided on a policy of training youths 

, instead of older men as agricultural instructors, it was 

, probably a reasonable standard, ^

.The inabili-ty to nttraet a higher caliber of candidate 

■for the post of agricultural.instructor was a source of 

grea-t frustration to the Principals of the schools. These
\

. %
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officers and most ofMiieir colleagues serving the .African 

" ■ areas sincerely believed that the-‘only'solid path of^ progreiss 

for Africans lay in developing the agricultural, baseThey 

. were dismayed v:hen they could not at.tract the young men on 

• whom depended the future of the development program. - ' 

The overvjhelming dominance of the missions in the 

primarjT school system offered a convenient, scapegoat to the,- . 

recruiting failures. -Since the missions controlled primary 

education.they must obviously be guilty of neglecting to 

teach the values of agriculture in their schools or other-. 

\'rise ,the. young meh would come forvmrd .to fill the quotas.

As one of the alleged proofs of this disinterest on the 

part of the mission teachers, it^ was pointed out that 

in 1935> the'year when- o.nly one man.came forward for training . 

af--^'Eulcura, sixty-two of .The'sixty-five primary passes in 

the area served by Buivura v/ere graduates of mission schoolsi^^ 

The pique of the hard-working field officers was understand

able but it -was misdirected. The missions might well have 

done more for-_ agriculture, but the real problem v;as that, 

in the minds of the primary leavers, agriculture could 

not measure"nir to 'the status and salaries of its competitors,

. The problems of recruitment did not mean that the 

schools had large numbers of vacancies. The opportunities 

for:Africans in further schooling or employment.never 

matched the demand for them;.' Consequently', even though the 

agricultural schools v/ere a distant second choice,, they 

• obtained full quotas of trainees in almost every year.

Cr
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Moreover, once candidates Mere admitted, they were not 

inclined to leavej’ because of the’ opportiuaity for fiu’ther 

study" on the elementary school subjects, and because they 

were fed, clothed, and offered a small wage during training. .

In the normal course of events, increasing enrollments 

at primary schools made it possible'for the schools to 

recruit students with more schooling, if not with,primary 

As the quality improved it seemed appropriate to 

shift to a two-year course, and this was done just 'bffore 

. World •v'V/ar II.

passes.

{,

Ey the late 1930's, a certain degree of school spirit 

had caught on among the trainees. At the behest of the. 

.students, school badges, team badges, prefect badges and

formalized completion certificates v/ere’provided. Even 

the practical work,. though hardly viewed vri-th the same tiq^e . 

of enthusiasm that promoted the badges, was recognized as 

a fact of life for the program they had chosen..^^

For the first decade of the operation of the schoolsj.

the practiccil v.'ork had been conducted on a large—scale farm
*

at Bukura and on the demonstration and experimental section 

-of Scott, About. 1930, theJJepartment became very interested 

in the tuccessfur results on a smallholding developed., by 

one of the agricultural instructors at Scott, It had been 

possible bn tliis smallholding of four-and one-half acres 

to demonstrate., that mixed farming, cattle and crops, could 

produce-an annual profit of over 600 shilling's (almost $150),

CV
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The mixed farming also appealed because p.f its potential • 

as a partial restorer of soil-fertility in the Reserves, 

where land scarcity prevented continuation of the practice
't.

of; shifting agriculture.

Smallholdings at the training schools also.provided an

opportunity for developing greater individual responsibility

Techniques were taught on aon the-part of each trainee, 

scale similar to that which instructors would confront in

The hope was that futpre instructors would be
-H..

more ^confident of their suggestions and more self-reliant 

in their total approach.

The Department had earlier developed a number of 

demonstration farms' throughout ■ the Reserves v;hich in the 

interest of efficiency were laid out basically on a scale 

considerably greater than the customary African holding. 

But African visitors had been laiovm to react negatively to

the field.

V

' - the large-scale approach alleging that the demonstrations ..
1 O

■ could not be duplicated on their ow farms. Hopefully,

the use of smallholdings would help to overcome that obstacle.

.■ While Scott had’room-for only one smallholding,■^Bukura

developed many sites varying from just a few acres up to

fifteen acres.t Over the years, the Bukura smallholdings &
were an experimental measurement for the acreage needed to 

achieve reasonable profits and still maintain soil fertility. 

Placing the students on the smallholdings was also another 

■way of deemphasizing’ the school-subject side and thereby, 

hopefully, better identifying the major purpose of the

Cr
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schoQls for potential applicants.. -

Within the^Department considerable-, enthusiasm was 

generated for the smallholding as an important contribution 

to African agricultural development, although it did not 

provide a solution to'tbe problem'of fragmented holdings 

and the uncertainty of land tenure. Many agricultural and 

-administrative officers were dubious, ^d rightly so, that ; . 

. any lasting results could be achieved until land consolida

tion and the definition of rights in laJid vj-ere.^^larifled, 

a program v^ch only got undervray in the 1950's. |

In times-and places \fhbre resources are scarce, cases 

, inevitably occur vjhere two vrell-intentioned groups find 

themselves unable- to agree on a common means to achieve a' 

desirable end. The colonial period in Kenya'was marked by 

the, .establishment of .a great variety of missions. In the - 

area served, by Bulcura, the Seventh Day Adventists (S. D. A.) 

were very ^active.-.-Their religious belief that'Saturday- is 

^lie Sa'bbath day and therefore the day of rest -causes 

considerable .problems in a country like Kenya vrtiere the nor

mal. work week invo-lves“ six-days, Monday through Saturday *

Apparently, the principal of one of the S, D, A, 

schq.pls v;as a concerned agriculturalist and on several
.

occasions in the late 1930's, he attempted to enroll some 

of his graduates at Bukura. In 1939j the Principal of 

Bukura-agreed.to an experiment v^th the understanding that 

the boys could have Saturday off but would then have to work '

After only one month, hovreVer,- on their om time oh- Sunday,.-
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——he was convinced that-the boys were not putting in a full 

day's effort on Sunday 

■ Icnew'Wis'at the \i3.y their colleagues vrere 

. putting something over. ■ He therefore^gave the S, D. A. . 

students the option of conforming to the staiadard rules or 

of being discharged.- The boys> chose to be discharged. A 

volley of acrimonious correspondence-v/ent on for the next . - • 

several years-, but no-S. D, A. students came to Bukura,

-at least .under special'condita-ons,^^

He said that the other students'.

Agricultural Instructors - - - - - - - - - - ^ - - - - - -

■ . Thb Department' could conceivably explain away its 

recruiting difficulties in the face of competition vrLth , 

white collar-jobs or an-inadequate'emphasis on'-agrlculture 

in the schobl curriculum.- But 'the mann.er in which the. 

Department treated the agricultural instructors also had .- 

an effect bn potential candidates, and it bore sole 

responsibility for 'that situation.

It did not have a program to assist the students who 

completed the BuI-cura-Sco'tt courses to locate positions. 

Typically, the officer in charge of. either Bukura or Scott
. i-

- ..would send o'ut a’list of .the'potential instructors to; the 

'District Agricultural- Officers.- Almost invariably,’°'the ' 

cover letter accompanying these lists would also contain 

'a notice from Head Office t'l-iat field officers could not- 

expect any increase in'their funds in order to hire .addi- .

■ tlonal instructors. . .

■ k
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The Department's storing requirements x/ere not geared 

to absorb all the successful trainees from Bukura and Scott, 

Fortunately,"positions as agricultural instructors and 

produce inspectors funded by Local Native Councils (L, K, G,) 

were available, ilany of the graduates began-their careers 

■ in L. II,. C, positions, v{ith the hope that they would be able, 

to transfer to-' Departmental vacancies as they occurred.

For other graduates, simply no jobs were available.

In the early 1930*s, the vrorld-wide depression forced' the 

Kenya Goverjiment .to enter a period of severe retrenchment

O’

iv'

in its staffing policies at%all levels, and the African 

'Staff'in^the Department of. Agriculture vras cut back .by'• 

2? per cent.20 For several years, this resulted in an

increased percentage of jobless.graduates and vras a 

contributing, cause.'.to the reorganization of training 

oh smallholdings*. These would prepare the students to 

- perform either as instructors or as; managers of their

oxm'farms,. . - ' „

• Not all the agricultural instructors were graduates
•'-.v ‘ . _ • -

, of Bukura .and Scott,- -Some men were simply hired and then 

trained on the job,. .This practice caused some consterna

tion for the Principals of the, agricultural schools xvhose 

ovm graduates subsequently might not be hired, but it 

occurred durlrig a favorable farming cycle when increased ' 

revenues permitted increased staffing.^l

The informality of the placement ,procedui:e. was one of- 

the real x^eaknesses in the prex-rar training program.

a

Had
' \
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; the priority for agricultural development in. the African 

been higher there vrould have been ^*ore direct *re- 

lationship betv;een the resources'expended on training staff 

and the Department's ability to find ^obs for those graduates. 

It is true that, right from the early days of Bukura and 

Scott, one school of thought held that -graduates unsucces's- 

ful in obtaining jobs would at least be better farmers as 

a result of attending the course.^' A-second contributing

areas

factor to the lack of' a formal placement program was the.

Department's reliance on the Local hati-ve Councils to pick 

up the slack where-Government funds were not available*

■ But neither, of these argumentsj valid ■ in themselves, took 

into accQuuit the harmful effec-t. on morale for the instructors 

"and potential trainees which this apparent-lack of career 

interest by the Department■carried with-it.

Another status, problem stemmed directly.from the 

- instructors' job classifications. Apparently because the 

Government was slow-in setting up the 'civ-il service classi- 

'ficatiohs for'Africans- (and Agriculture, was among the last

-

C?

of the Departments to have it.s classifications established), 

agricultural instructors did not qualify until the mid-1930‘s. 

. The. total.number of agricultural instructors at vrork 

irx' the'Reserves was approximately 3?0 by 193oo Just undor 

'' ; 100 of these men were assigned to the .posts established for 

the Department of. Agriculture.-22 The others were employed .

■ .by Locai Native Councils'at salaries slightly less than •

*• the low-paying Government positions. Even more important



for the long-run iinpact on a career, the time spent on tlie 

L,. JI, C, payrolls could not he counted as government sei^ice
9 *

in the event an L, N, C, instructor transferred to the 

Department's payroll.

Once these classifications were established, the terms

For. example,also tended to he rather rigidly interpreted, 

one of the agricultural 'instructors in the Emhu area owned

a shamha and a plow. His Agricultural Officer asked for 

clarification of. the ov/nership of these items, -vHe acicnovfl-
• ■ ' 'Sv.

edged that the instructor earned coney from rentingjhis 

plow but -he felt that it vfas' useful for agricultural

demonstrations and that it. v;ould be a loss to the district 

if the instructor'were req^uired to sell it, , The Senior 

Agricultural‘Officer replied, that the shamha could be kept 

if^no government time was spent on'it hut the plow must be 

sold-,. was considered as engaging in. trade, and the. 

Instructor vias therefore competing with private enterprise,23 

At no time v;as the job of agricultural instructor ever 

blessed \ri.th an. aura that woCild make it a cherished position •

as compared to others available to Africans, .Prewar white_ _

collar jobs in Kisumu, Hakuru, Nairobi, and Mombasa may by • 

today's standards^ heVbhial and racially degrading,'but 

they always had the advantage of - the mystique^ that .len'ds^. 

Itself to the big' city job and the'man who has been, there 

with stories of a life far different ..than that experienced, 

in the rural areas,

•’Vi- ■

< ’
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The agricultural^instructor hed no such advantage, Tn , 

fact, he was the man seen everyday and, hefore V/orld V/ar II, 

primarily viewed by his'fellow Africans as an enforcer- of' , 

agricultural regulations. One of the African politicians “
oil.

remembers them as men vrith hippo v/hips."^

The conscientious instructor v;as liable to the occupa

tional hazards of the law enforcement officer. One instructor 

Kwikaria Njanduvi, was directed'Jjy his-Hgricultural Officer 

to make an inspection of villages, compost pits, and.^crops.

As he -made his rounds, he called on a woman to remove ian , 

ash heap near her house,. The woman reportedly then.asked 

her two daughters to help, but one refused and attacked 

Wucaria'with; a pailga, inflicting a deep wound on the' left 

Itnoe and another on the , right, leg above the ankle. The

mother and daughter then joined in the attack and beat - - -

ikjikarla on the shoulder and head. The official report 

indicated that Kwikaria was in the hospital and would be 

off duty for at least twenty days, ■

On a more.positive note, the Agricultural Commission

of~1929TW6mmenddd”that“~the“agricultUTal7offl-cers~stationQd:“''....
; in the Reserves should meet annually to discuss their mutual 

problems^ The-first such meeting was hold in 1930 and 

proposed .ah' annual refresher course for African instructors

in eaqh pro'vince- the details to be vrorked, out at the

provincial level, . .

. Bulcura was the first to set up such a course in 193^« - 

Its two weeks were spent revie\d.ng' very basic techniques.

Cr
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Four hours^such as crop husbandry and seed selection, 

each day were- spent in lectures and four hours in practical

work,, ‘'including' six teacher trainees from I-Iaseno Central
-S' .

School along. v;ith six agricultural instructors added to the 

innovative aspect of the first_course. But innovations 

can also precipitate additional problems because the

f

. teachersf preferred to listen to lectures in English and the '

The Principal solvejd the: .. instructors--preferred Svrahili,

problem by having the lectures given in Sv;ahili and t^en 

translated into Dhpluo,26

The refresher course was held again in 1935 ^-/Ith tight

-V..,

.agricultural instructors and several teacher trainees in 

attendance, .From the experience-of these first tvra courses, 

it was-obvious to the Bukura Principal that the agricultural
t'

instructors had retained little from their previous Euicura 

training,: He suggested that performance in the refresher 

courses should becorao a criterion for promotion,27 The 

agricultural officers in the field, however^ re;iected the 

’ suggestion. In their viev;, the courses were an opportunity 

for the.instructors to update their general iCnowledge of

Ct-

agriculture %ri.thout, undue pressure vihile promotion-was to 

be granted solely on the basis of performance in the field,28 

These refresher courses were conducted on a once-per- 

year basis until after V/ofld V/ar II when the number was 

considerably increased as- staffing permitted. The idea of 

refresher courses was a significant innovation in agricultural 

training,. As-the Department's overall knowledge and
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experience of Kenyan farming■conditions increased, it was 

able to pass this knowledge' along to the men in the field... •

Adult Education .

All the training provided by Bukura and Scott was for 

young people except for the refresher training, which did 

not get underway until the mid-1930*s. For some reason, 

the department had despaired of teaching adults in any 

formal fashion. In setting its priority for the education 

,of youth, it referred to failure in teaching oldej^ people29 

though it is not possible to’ determine where or howi^that
t

negative; experience v;as obtained.

In fairness, the, thin, staff of agricultural officers 

and minimally trained agricultural instructors could not• . 

have given r3uch attention to adult education in any formal

. . sense,;. ...donseguently, vfhenevem they had_ a-hev/ policy to

present or-a now crop to introduce, they attempted to 

concentrate these educational efforts at a public meeting 

knovm as a’ bafaaa.

^ .

C.' .

The technique of instruction via barazas.was used by 

“al'l“4ep’artme''nt^,“’l3Ut7'^rtIibugh'’t^ of an area were

expected to attend whenever one was called., the technique 

wasnoj a conspicuous success,- Attendance was often.very 

small even though agricultural officers vrould send .out 

warnings fourteen days in advance and follow that up with 

another announcement twp days in advance including the 

enticement that free seed .vrould be distributed. On the



day of the haraza, .often only-a small fraction of the 

expected farmers would attend. "

' - Oixe perceptive District Commissioner highlighted some

of the problems of barazasi
It is important to have a definite programme of 
instruction in the field for each area. Lectures 
are apt to be very tiresome affairs, and to drag • 
an ol(L.man five,miles along a thirsty road to tell 
him to dry'^his hides in the shade \'j111 achieve little 
except an emphasis of the thirst, when the old man 
icnows that his vroraen-require the .skins for clothihg,

■ that if he sells them he gets. the same middleman's
flat-rate .hov;ever they are dried and he's got no 
Slcins either for sale or clothing anyvray, 
careful study of the requirements of each area is ^

‘necessary beforeliand. Do officer should be t 
exiiected to perjure hiniaelf by diarising a certain 

‘ number of. lectures delivered during the month; nobody 
realises more than the ol^ native the utter bore
dom of a repetitiori of counsels of perfection; ... 
probably the officer would do far better to let 
the old man talk; they love talking and hate 
listening, particularly to an old, old story; 
and the officer, leaving a meeting at vfnleh he ■

, has only interjected an occasional apposite '■
. _ _ _  remark, will probably feel..thalt-.b_qth.he and

they are better off for a closer understanding 
of one another's point of viev;.30

Education for adults was also potentially available 

by observation of the Department's demonstration plots.

In this type of effert, hovrever, poorly planned or operated 

demonstr^ations,, can be worse than hhving none at all. The 

same'-astute, critic of the barazae-suggested-that the Africans 

considered the demonstration plots to be useless. By-con

trast with their ovm shambas. the government spent large 

sums of ..money and produced crops that v;ere often vrorse than 

their o'ivTi..31 Others vrere convinced that, every time the 

government sought lahd-fdr the plots it v^’as just another

C.r
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way of stealing more land.

An informal device to teach both young and' old was that 

of agricultural shows. The. first such show for Africans 

was'held at 1-iaseno (Kyanza Province) in 192^. Some 25>000

Africans.were estimated to have attended, a number considered

I'Jliile it is practically impossible,toquite remarkable, 

measure the educational benefit deri-fred from these, shows,

■ they did provide a social outlet v/here, on a voluntary ■ •

basis, progressive African farmers could, demonstrate,juccess

and potential African farmers could see the possibilities

for development.
1 ■' '

Another feasible area for agriciatural education was 

• the indirect teaching involved in labor of Africans on 

European farms. Vievrooints-on the'value of this training 

■ rim the whole gamut. frsm..„optimism to p.essinism.,..^Eurq£ean_

farmers, v;ho needed the labor, vrere inclined to speak v;ell

On the other'"hand, thereof.' the training they off-ered.

always the basic question of whether the.things observed 

on European farms were transferable to the Reserves^

was

' ticularly when thd lessons may have been primarily on crops 

• barred to African production,.

It was ironic that the Europeans v/ho farmed irere the- 

men vrith the loudest political clout and the absolute 

conviction thht they were the progressive backbone of Kenya, 

Yet the accepted colonial, generalization was that aiay , 

African v;ho farmed was. automatically'assigned to, the most
^ •

baclarard category and viewed as clinging to the old ways

■'7
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in a manner that made it impossible to teach him. - ' '

The Department of Agriculture had neither the research-

bas'e^'to teach the "right" methods' nor the familiarity with 

techniques for teaching illiterates.. African agricultural^ 

methods were the result of experience. Many of the European's 

methods of agriculture, and some of his cpops, were not 

immediat-ely transferable to African areas. Those poorly

V.

operated demonstration plots referred to earlier were 

symptomatic of the Department's needs to undertake..many ■ 

years of research, most of it conducted right under th§ 

skeptical eyes of the African farmers, before it could 

speak confidently about its suggested methods or crops.

The honest course., would have been to acknowledge these 

deficiencies. Instead) tha-t unsaid admission was . replaced ..

by a false sense of superiority, and was. a trademark of_ _ _

It was unfortunately carried-colonial power in Africa.

•bver into’-fetoo many of the ostensibly well-meant foreign

aid projects of the 19-60's. .

The Department said publicly that it recognized its
V

dual obligation to assist both European and African farmers.33 

But its top officers were stationed in'Kairobi where 

Europeans^'dominated the'political, social, and economic 

spheres of life. While travel v;as admittedly difficult 

and almost impossible in the African areas during the 

rainy seasons, the Head Office staff made little effort to 

visit the African areas. Most of- these major officials v/ere 

brought in from outside the Colony and their eyes and ears

C.r'
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were almost exclusivelyVcaptured by Europeans.. Consequently, 

they had very little' first-hand knowledge of the situation 

in African areas other than those adjacent to Nairobi

That is one reason why the recommendation of the 1929 ' 

Agricultural Commission for annual- meetings of the European 

officers stationed in the Reserves took on added importance.
i

These men knew both the problems and potentialities of the 

Reserves and their annual meetings forced the Head-Cffice 

staff to give consideration to their ideas. They helped 

bring about the refresher course for instructors, they i 

badgered the Department constantly until they'forced it to 

make a special request for speeding up the clalslflcation' 

of African..staff, and they plugged away, albeit unsuccess

fully in this era, for permission for Africans to grow

.__cash_cropslan(lJto. be all,ow.e.d..-t.O-.-Oi«L-grade_cattle..- - - - - ______
■{- ■ . ^

.• '' Some of their concern must have influenced the Director

into putting forward a proposal, which for its- time was

.quite radical and almost tv/enty years ahead of its time.

The Department suggested, in 1937}. that a floating sum of

£25,000 be provided from the Land Bank so that progressive

African farmers could obtain ten-year development loans.

Because 04, opposition by both the ,Land Bank and the

Provincial Commissioners, the proposal unfortunately died

, aborning,3^

• Cf
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Agriculture;in Schools

Bukura and.Scott produced an average of about fifty
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to sixty graduates each year, most of ’whom pursued profes- 

■ sional careers in agricultural service. The Department of 

.Agriculture v;as convinced that it could not develop a 

viable- training program for those Africans already farming.

, .Yet, somehow more and more Africans would need to be trained 

in improved methods of agriculture.. ,

l\fhat better program could be devised than to teach '

agriculture to the young people attending school in ; 

increasing numbers every year? VAien the Department^was' 

first beginning to take an active role in the Reserves, 

it was estimated that 42,000 'Africans were in schools..

By 1936,’ this 'figure had climbed to just over 100,000 of. 

wilich almost 97 per cent wore enrolled^ in elementary schools, ' 

slightly oyer 3 per cent in primary schools, and only 0.2 

per cent in secondary schools

, Mo one, of course, consulted the iifricans as to whether 

agriculture should be taught.in the schools or if so, how 

it should be done. . The'first Africans to have ev'6n a seiti-" 

official voice on the subject of.education-were-not—appointed^

■ . to the Colony's Advisory Committee on /ifrican Education

' until' 1936.3^' It has bee'ri alleged that the primary p.urpose ' 

for 'the teaching of agriculture in African schools \iras 

simply to train laborers for emploinent oh European farms.

Mo doubt some Europeans had such a motivation, but for - 

those civil servants involved in the Mrican areas, it 

seemed simply and overwhelmingly evident that the majority

o.
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of Africans wold have to live’ by the soil. Development',
■ A' • •

-then and now, requires a. broad and prosperous agricultural ' 

base and the proper use of human resources was therefore 

of necessity initially focused on agriculture. It was

natural that an agricultural bias would be Inserted into .

whatever'education was offered to Africans in order to 

stimulate the interest of young people in the land.' The . 

present African government has adopted the same premise; 

President Kenyatta has as one of his key policies.,,tjiat bf 

"back to the land."

Even;though the coloniai’ government adopted the policy 

that agriculture must be a basic part of the educational 

■ _ - sys-tem, there, v;as some initial sparring between tHe-Depart-* 

i ■ ments of Agriculture and Education as to, just v/hat should 

be their spheres of; influence. The Education Department 

suggested on several occasions in the 1920's that all teach

ing, of agriculture, including the schools at Bukura and 

Scott should be conducted under its auspices by agricultural

—- - of-fi-e er-s-as signed—to -them—for -the se-p urp o se s —Ag r ic uLt ure—

was never prepared, however, to relinquish control over 

the. training of its ovm.professionals.

\

cv

■Recommendations issued in 1927 by the Committee on

Agricultural Education for Africans suggested that agri

culture should be a .compulsory subject in elementary schools. ' 

In secondary schools, while not compulsory, agriculture 

should be accorded a prominent place in the curriculum so 

that students vrould be awa?e of the importance attached to
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it by. the. Government. European instructors should be in 

charge of agriculture during the last four years.of secondary ' 

school and also for traininjg the African teachers teaching 

agriculture at the lower ,levels»38

Both Departments were, hovfever, cognizant of Education’s 

inability to provide enough European teachers with agri- 

cultural backgrounds to make the Committee's recommendations 

feasible. Over the next several years, the representatives 

of the two Departments discussed the issues and ultimately

reached agreement in a Memorandum of Understanding concluded
_ _  ,, . . .  , . ^ .

in-1930 and officially published i,n 1931* While the entire 

document is reprinted in' Appendix A, it can be summarized 

as establishing that agriculture as a subject 

regular schools ^rould be the responsibility of the Department

of Education while vocational agriculture vrauld be taugirt_ _ _ _

by the Department of Agriculture at its training schools,

Tlie Department of Agriculture would also undertaiie to train 

—teacher’s of agriculture for the Department of Education i^/lth

finances provided by the latter. The Department of Agriculture

agreed to provide advice and technical assistance where 

; possible in the elementary and secondary schools.

Pubiicatipn of the,document provided an additional 

basis by which the -officers_from the two departments under

took programs of cooperation. Officers of the Department 

of Agriculture assisted in the development of the agri

cultural part of the new syllabus for primary schools drafted " 

in 193i<-.39 • ' ^

0-

C*
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, The school .syllabus existing prior to the Memorandum

had been criticized because,the literary courses and the

technical components did not seem to be interconnected.

Both- Departments accepted the premise that agriculture should

not be taught as a vocational training su-bject, but_/they

were still faced mtb a number of difficult questions.

Was it necessary to develop- certain skills, such as.reading.

and writing -  and in which language, vernacular, Swahili,

or English -t- before agricultural training could'’'ha.ve a
\

lasting effect? Hov; many hours in any v;eek were necessary 

to.give the.^ curriculum an agricultural bias? How much of 

...the rural environment surrounding practically every school 

could be interwoven in. OTiting topics, science examples,.

Ho

and so on? Finally, since almost 97 per cent', of the students' 

were enrolled in elementary education,’'*'^

cated knowledge could be dispensed and what kind of practical

hov/ much sophisti-

training on school gardens could be undertaken without
■■■®'

placing too much of a physical strain on the younger students? 

_ _-Tlie^-esul:ting--sydrla-bus^whid.e -undo'hhfhdry'cl^f '^and'

understandable to the experts who'drafted it, was extremely
^ ^ ...

complex. .It covered^eyery conceivable-agricultural task 

^ ■ from the 4)r.oper size of gardens, to rotation of crops, even 

tO'experimental work. For the teacher A^ithout specialized 

training in agriculture, attempting to.teach that syllabus 

must have seemed a very fo-rmidable task» The average teacher 

would have had to undertake reams of private research .or to 

attend spe’cialist Courses.. .To expect him to do the former

Cr ’

. •
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. without pay incentives was sheer folly and specialized 

' courses were not developed on any scale hefore the Vifar. 

Successful implementation of the syllabus was achieved only 

by random individual teachers, and, while v/ell-intentioned, 

it. did not produce any large-scale results.

One of the real cooperative efforts revolved around 

-attempts to upgrade teachers’ qualifications in agriculture, 

African teachers were included in the annual agricultural ■ 

instructor refresher, courses held at Bukura from their., yery' 

outset in' 1934, Those few European teachers \i±th English:, 

agricultural qualifications discovered that these had only 

limited transferability to Kenyan conditions. In \diat v/as 

an interesting and practical experiment to provide local 

agricultural l-mov/ledge in. 1934, the Department of Education 

seconded a European teacher for four-and-'one-half months 

of intensive instruction in agriculture under the Principal 

of Bukura,.

. The teacher received basic instruction in crop_and

TT—ahimal husbandry. by'lneahs-br-prarctical-observathon^-off tne------ ;
farm, -on safaris In.the district, and through considerable 

discourse with the principal. The two men seem to have, 

gotten along'very well and when the Principal reported 

enthusiastically on the progress of his pupil to the- Depart- 

*ment of Education, the latter agreed to an additional three 

months training. There was a definite sense of academic 

rigor to the program. The student tos required to take
V ■ 4

six examinations; three on agriculture, two on botany,.

42
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arid one geneTal examination as a final.:

After the final examination, the Principal reported 

that his pupil was certainly now qualified to teach 
elementary agriculture, both practical and theoretical!^ 

The Director of Education responded that he considered the

project such a success that, he would repeat it as soon as 

he found another suitable officerUnfortimately, he • 

apparently never did, since the project was not repeated.

The Director of Education vras a frequent guest at the • 

annual staff meetings of the European agrj^etiltural officers - ' 

stationed in the Reserves

k

As an outgro\rth of these meetings, 

agricultural staff 'were- invited to assist in inspection of .

the school gardens, it was agreed that school^gardens vrould 

closely follovr agricultural policy for their area, and a 

— program-o^-cbope-ration between the Local Native Council 

seed farms and schools was established.

Establishing a,policy for cooperation between Depart-

course, lead to some unanticiDated antagonisms 

A headmaster may ask for an agricultural ins'tructor to 

assist with classroom teaching of agriculture because none 

of his teachers is-qualified. The instructor's superior 

may decline because if he agrees to one such request, he

^5

...

will be unable to meet all the demands and still keep his 

agricultural instructors on other.projects. Or, as often

..happened \d.th the frequenfchange of officers, the advice

of one man may not be that of the next,. For example, one



headmaster complained that he was advised by the previous ■ 

agricultural officer to plant soya beans in the school garden 

for sale to the Kairobi market and nbv7 this particular 

officer tells him that’s silly.

On the other hand, the agricultural officer may be

One such■ asked to make a study which is then ignored.

example .resulted ,at the Government African School at '

Kapsebet. ihat school was located in Hand! country', a group 

that was primarily pastoral, and the study report,.suggested 

that aiiimal husbandry ‘should be the primary emphasis, | 

particularly since the Veterinary Department maintained a 

station nearby at Baraton. Yet, several, years later, the 

school- was-criticized- in an inspection report by the Depart

ment of Education for its almost exclusive concentration 
e ,

on maize.^7

The national policy of cooperation had many local 

variants. The Senior Officers for Education and Agriculture 

in Nyanza Province reached an agreement that the class

schedule was to be set aside during periods of the year 

, h 1 when maximum time on the land ,was needed. In ret-urn, the 

Department of Agriculture instructed its agricultural

officers to drav; up. a scheme of planting for .school gardens 

and to place-OTitten instructions in the,, school log books. 

Agricultural 'instructors were, directed to visit schools at 

least once each month,

.But carrying_out the cooperative plans was a difficult 

■ proposition. The traditional school holidays often came
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dtiEing the hest planting and harvesting 'seasons. l-Iany 

schools-did not have funds for the proper tools, 

assigned to the school garden vfas frequently of such .un- 

certain tenure that any long range planning for its use 

v;as difficult. Agricultural officers objected to scheduling 

the school garden wrk for the last period of.the day because 

the children were too tired, but education'officers felt 

that'scheduling during earlier periods left the children 

too tired for their academic subjects.^® Under tho'se-'-
's

yf* circumstances, the following charges and counter~charges 

were certainly not unexpected,. *'I feel that the lafgest 

stumbling block'is lack of desire amongst the teachers." 

and-the reply suggesting that

- •

The land

I thinlc the present 

uiisatisfactory condition is largely due to the lack of,

encouragement and advice from your Debartment," (Agriculture)
- -V'-f

particularly sincef’the charge continued, most schools were

. . never visited by a representative of the Department of

Agriculture,

Obtaining land for school gardens vms another problem 

• because sites v/ere, after all, carved-out of the-already

..r

scarce land- in the African reserves,. "It was not so difficult

"to get land required for school buildings, but when acres 

of land were requested for school g'ardens, suspicions ran 

high., Vihen land for school gardens v;as finally conceded, 

it Was often the lan^ considered least suitable for farming 

which was why the Africans were ultimately persuaded to
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50relinquish it to the" school.

Government officials often differed on the acouht of •,

Should the
;■■

land needed to.operate a proper school garden, 

plots be sir.ply large enough to demonstrate the best methods 

for existing crops and the potential for some new crops?

Should they be large scale seed farms vdiich provided not 

only training for students but a seed facility for area 

farmers? Should they be operated at a profit? This
-j

debate has never really been resolved.

It-must also be borne in mind that of the 1,50^ schools 

in operation :in 1936, 1,453 were'operated by the missions,?!

Their main purpose in establishing schools was to assist 

evangelization. V/hile |.gri?culture" could conceivably have 

served their interests by keeping their converts close to
I,

home rather then have them wander off to the cities, they 

really had all they could do to teach the four "r's"

■ reading, vn?iting, arithmetic and religion..

The Department of Education did establish two schools 

which had a unique agricultural emphasis and which vrere ■ 

q,uite' successful in their agricultural programs. At Kaguno' .

• " School in Central. Province, the program xras set up to blend 

literary- and vocational education,. .The three years of 

schooling at ICagumo v;ere for Standards IV, V, and VI and 

it was "the" Government school for those standards in 

Central Province, ' --

The school was divided into A. and B streams. Those'

'in Group A were identified as 'students most likely to pass

n
5

Cf

•v—
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Blit-.'the exams for secondary school or clerical careers

even this group spent at least seven hours each v/eek. on the
■ ' » . ' ' •

school farm or workshop. The Group. B students were iden

tified as those likely to he eligible for Scott, the National

Industrial Training Depot at. ICabete or as potential successful 

farmers In their, ov/n’right,.' They were given a good literary 

education'but spent'three- full mornings oh the farm and

52vrorkshop,.

The best kiiovm example of a successful agricultural 

education program in the prewar era, and deservedly so,

-was the school at ICapenguria among the Suk. The Principal 

. of the school from its founding in 1931 until 19^ was 

I'ir, G, K, Chaundy, He vms, in fact, the first European ' 

officer .posted to that area and, when he arrived, he foimd 

the Suk"stricken ;iath famine, suffering from prolonged 

drought, and devastated by several recent locust plagues.

The principal crop of trie Suk was eleusine which they planted 

. along the hillsides, a practice which resulted in fairly 

widespread erpsion.'

■■ : Chaundy found the'Suk very skeptical about the use-

. fulness of 'a school. He 'spent his initial efforts in . 

traversing the entire district, making himself known to the 

people and “learning the language. When he began the school, 

riis. immediate emphasis vras on agriculture, introducing 

Irish potatoes as a new crop for the school garden. So 

successful was this crop, particularly spectacular amidst 

the famine,' that many people.asked to send their sons to
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the school.

Chauridy: did not restrict his education efforts to the
i '' '■

He found one chief who was vdlling to letschool garden, 

out a small plot of land which Chaundy developed as a

demonstration seed farm under the direction of an African

The seed farm was a success andagricultural instructor, 

other chiefs were persuaded to give land for similar plots.

Chaundy placed some of his successful students in charge 

of these plots; So successful was the total program that 

hy 19^, erosion v;as checked and sufficient nev/ crops \ 
introduced so that famine seemedan unlikely possibility.53 

-There are several articles v/hich cover the story of 

liapenguria in greater detail but the question for our . 

purposes is, could Ifapenguria have been mass produced in 

prewar Kenya? -Probably not. Chaundy was an unusually 

well-.quallfied agricultural educationist, a very rare 

combination in those days. He -v/as allowed an unusually

long tenure at his post in Jfapenguria, something, that didn’t

He arrived at a time,seem possible in most other areas 

when nothing but improvement was possible, and he came into

an.area' relatively untouched by previous European officials 

so that there were no memories of bright ideas gone astray. 

This takes nothing avfay from the success of Chaundy’s 

innovation; it merely indicates that he had a psychologically 

favorable latitude hot available to many other officers.

He also .receive!^ from the. Department of Agriculture, an 

"African agricultural instructor,v;ho was not only.apparently



well-qualified but who took pains to learn the Suk language. 

It is most unfortunate that this unidentified individual 

has not received some public credit for his efforts,

A number of wealmesses are apparent in the prewar ■ 

program of agriculture in scho'ols. Although fairly generous 

allotments of time v/ere given to agriculture in- the syllabus, 

there was little anyone could do to enforce that provision.

School children and their parents vrere in many cases simply

Not ■not in favor of teaching agriculture in the schools, 

entirely without reason, the parents saw this as a way to 'v 

keep their children in a position oi: subservience, a;

generalization, the- quality of agricultural teaching_ v;as

Little effort, was expended during teacheh train-very poor,

ing on the teaching of agriculture as a specialty, ...Not,. , 

until the late 1936's, was there even a semblance of a 

textbook relevant to East African agriculture. Children

often would up cultivating the school garden for the personal 

use of the headmaster, or.they were assigned to garden 

tasks as a form of punishment. Funds generated from 

successful gardens often disappeared into the., general account 

r ■ with little atterapt to plow the money back info the-'"land,

- it was frequently alleged tloat no tools v;ere available for 

:.use by the students. Agricultural instructors and teachers 

were often guilty of setting bad examples with their ovm 

■ farms.

-

As an unfortunate climax to this situation, under the 

pressure of war, schools were directed to concentrate on
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the production of food crops in order to reduce boarding 

costs, to’ cul'tivate as much land as possible for the total

food effort, and to cease experimentation except, where it

The schools, like the. whole?5.. served an essential purpose..

countryside, resorted to practices designed to get as much

out of the land as possible for the war effort; practices 

which were educationally despicable and were very harmful

to the' land.

. Jeanes School

■ One. dgricultural effort under the^direction of the i, . 

Department of Sdupation was so unique that it deserves to 

be treated as a separate topic.. In the years before V/orld 

V/ar II, it was a practical, impossibility Sor the various 

mission stations to provide educational facilities'for all 

would-be students within the immediate proximity. To 

extend their reach, missions often established several out- 

. schools, or bush schools. Students attended the bush schools 

for the first three years of elementary education and the best 

students then went on to the school at the main station.

The teachers available;had. no professional training and

-i^ere most often former students who had completed nb, more ;

’ than the" standard to which they v;ere assigned to teach.
.... . -ea:-' ■̂

Supervision from the main station was very vreak, since the 

staff there v;as usually fLaiy occupied with teaching and the 

after-hour responsibilities of a boarding school'^ situation.

In the American South, a situation quite similar existed ::

-■w

V ■■
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for Negro, students and through the philanthropy of a Miss 

system of peripatetic teachers was developed to.

This Jeanes

system vms well-knoTO to‘the members of the Second Phelps- _
, - i ’ ' ■ ^

Stokes Commission (1923-2>+), and they recommended that a 

school be established in Kenya for the training of'visiting 

teachers..

Their recpmsehaatioh vras accepted by _the Kenya 

Government and development funds for an initial five-j’-ear 

period were provided by a grant from the Carnegie Corpora- \ 

tion.

Jeanes, a
provide new ideas and increased supervision..^^

The Jeanes School was established in 1925 at-Kabete,

The operation of the school Wes'just outside of NaiTobi. 

placed in the hands of a specially recruited staff which

retained considerable autonomy for its ideas and methods 

of operation though it operated under the aegis of the 

Department of Education..

Candidates, for the course were normally men already 

teaching in the. bush schools^ ApproxLmately tvrenty-five 

trainees were accented each year. These men, were usually 

" at least twenty.years of age and many of them vrere married 

and ,attend,ed the course vdth their families-. -.This concern 

to .include wives in the training program' so that both could 

act as examples in the community was unique to the Jeanes

program., •

During that time,,The course was tv;o years- in length.
4 ■

Jeanes teachers were.-instructed in methods for studying

their own comiiiunities in order to select the best potential
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community development projects.. The training pr'ograra paid 

particular attention to the development of teaching skills 

but also included lessons in medicine, agriculture, and _■ 

handicrafts.

*VJhen the training was completed the Jeanes teacher
s' ■■■■ /'

was assigned to visit a number of the bush schools. He 

was instructed to spend-at least several days at each school 

suggesting liev; teaching methods and new subject matter to 

the teachers, introducing extra-curricular activities, and 

advising on \;ays to use the school buildings for communitj^ 

education activities involving the».local adults, finally, 

he vtas'to malce certain that the teachers and village officials 

developed ‘the habit of contacting the 'specialized govern

ment officials, such as the sgvicultural instructor, for

assistance'.

The system of Jeanes teachers possessed, at least . 

in'theory, considerable potential for agricultural educa- 

tion, because their training program involved a concentra

tion on agriculture, Advocatesjof the system suggested 

that the ideal graduate would be exemplary^of all tliat v/as 

• good in the old EnglisH" squire-landlord. The successful- 

Jeanes teacher would introduce the newest scientific agri-" 

cultural methods on his ov/n garden and he \TOuld persuade 

his friends and neighbors to do the same..

It was not expected that the Jeanes graduate would 

become .a i!uliy qualified teacher o'f agriculture in the 

bush schodis," nor that he vrould attempt to duplicate the
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lie wasspecialist skills of an agricult^al instructor, 

taught hov7. to do. the best possible farming for the food

Then, through the example of his 

garden and his.leadership in the village community, he

of his own district.crops

.o\m

vrauld lend support to the instruction and advice of the

In return, theseadministrative and agricultural officers, 

officers were requested to give the Jeanes teachers _ 

assistance by providing them \d.th issues of seeds, notifying

them of barazas and demonstrations, and in general, encpjirag- 
, *■ 

ing them ahd giving recognition to them as leaders of bettgr

agricultural practices in the Reserves.'"

In the part .of their training program devoted to 

agriculture, Jeanes^teachers were given background knowledge 

in areas such as basic food crops, markets and marketing, 

..preventative innoculation, breeding, seed—selection, crop 

rotation, and the use of ne\r iiaplements.- Dairy and poultry 

work were undertaken in the second year of the course.

On the site of the’ school, a six and one-half acre 

smallholding was developed to shov^ how. a family could feed 

itself and pay for .c^thes and school fees from a farm of 

The smallholding v;as intended to .be the heartthat size

of the agricultural effort, and that emphasis tied in very 

well vri.th the Department of Agriculture’s interest along

One astute visitor, however, observedthe same linos, 

that the smallholding was placed on perfectly flat ground.

" Since so much of the agricultural land in the Reserves v;as 

on sloping ground,, this gentleman suggested that if the
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teachers later used all-the methods they savr demonstrated 

.on flat ground, they vrould be in for trouble on their d\m 

shambas..^*^

The early Jeanes trainfees had not anticipated the 

manual labor requirements of their future role as agricul- 

•tural leaders, nor were they aware of the grand desigif for 

rural development which at least some of their most ideal

istic teachers visualized as the role of Jeanes teachers. 

Like their counterparts at Bukura and Scott, school to,Jfchem 

meant desks, readers, and blackboards. To ask them to study 

food crops, to better public hoaltl! by locating mosquito 

breeding grounds',' and to-preserve their culture by learning 

folklore, songq, and games vras not the cup of tea they had 

come,to understand’by the term education.

Over the long pull, however, the" staff seems to have 

been .quite successful in generating an esprit ^ corps 

which included some sense of the value of agriculture for. 

African development.’ Miile recruiting was never easy and, 

like the Agricultural Training Schools, was said to be 

detrimentally affected by the desire for clerical careers,/ 

those'viio came to Jeanes generally left imbued \\rith a spirit 

of community..4evel6pment. , .

A number of interesting innovations, new at least for 

Kenya, were undertaken by the Jeanes staff. One of the 

most important was the truly iripressive number of viays in 

which they sought to keep in contact with their graduates..

A Swahili language paper was published-each quarter. An
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English sumary of the same paper v;as prepared'for Inspectors ' ,

of Schools, Districl: Cpmis si oners, and others v;ith similar 

responsibilities. Staff members toured every part of the 

country at least once a year, spending as much time as possible 

with individual teachers but at a minimum, holding a disj^ict 

meeting for all the teachers in the area. Each year at

"Kabete, a three-week- intensive refresher course was conducted
’ , ■ f ...

dur^g
one of the months when the regular school system vms 

closed for a holiday,Jeanes staff gained valuable ±n^^^ 

sights from-these aiinual visits which they were in turn 

able to put into; the next training session,. In this program 

of follov;-up contact,' the Jeanes program was unique and ii/’ell ' . 

in advance of axiything the Department of Agriculture, conducted

for its agricultural Instructors,

A short-lived innovation was an attempt at direct 

cooperation v/ith the Department of Agriculture. In 1934,
■ ' 'i'"

. the. Jeanes,..staff .conducted-a. one-year course for eleven

experienced agricultural instructors with special emphasis
• • 5' ' ' ■

on the principles of cooperative marketing and teaching 

skills. At the conclusion of the course, the Department 

of Agriculture officially expressed its appreciating 

including among its compliments remarks to the effect that 

the course"'had resulted in improvement of the instructors' 

ability to convey information, improvement in their ability 

to keep to the subjecf.under discussion, better understanding 

of cooperative principles and improved assimilation of 

techniques of produce grading,. Every indication was given
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months:, Jhe-Depaftaeht "changed, its attitude and took tlse
that future courses would be welcomed •"

position that little of real value had been achieved, . Ko
63

further courses were conducted.

This negative attitude assumed by Agriculture defeated 

the dreams of the Director of Education that the coopera

tion evinced in inaugurating the course foretold an era 

of cooperation Tor agriculture, medicine, and education 

through the auspices of the- Jeanes teacher. But- the- attempt 

to provide departmental staff v;ith a broad picture of the 

techniques und programs nepded for comprehensive develop- 

ment in-the African‘ar<^as .vias a forerunner of the successful 

. ;h-multi-department program conducted at Siriba College^in the 

postwar er^^ . _ - ■ . '

Cancelation of the course, did not terminate coopera-
. j, ■■'1-• '.--r

.--tiye efforts in the-hield. As,the result of a suggestion

received from, an agricuitujral officer, a policy was' established 

that all Jeanes teachers were to mal-ze regular visits to

k

agricultural seed fhrms to acquaint themselves with the

Another cooperative- effort was•local agricultural policy.

. the field day, held in some districts as .often as once a

quarter. During the field, day, agricultural officers brought 

Jeanes teachers up-to-date on local policy, and.emphasized 

some .'topic pertinent to the season such as seed selection or 

weeding, /After the raid-1930‘s, the quarterly newsletter 

published by the Jeanes School alvrays contained a short ' 

article by the Director of Agriculture stressing some soil
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conservation technique such as' contour planting, anti

erosion measures, compost pits, and the planting of I'apier-

grass.'

In the early 1-930’s, the work of the ^eanes teachers 

in such areas as housing, sanitation, handwork and garden

ing, wsre favorably reported by administrative officers, 

throughout Kenya.. Among the most successful gardening 

activities vrere distribution of seeds, promotion of compost 

pits, and encouragement of students to start gardens at 

home. The school received considerable international pub

licity and schools were established ih other parts .of Africa 

on -the Kenya., pattern. -The pioneering aspect of the School 

affected both staff and students and this crusading spirit 

was favorably corrmiented upon in the early years.

As the decade of the 193^‘s came to a close, however, 

enthusiasm for the Jeanes effort began to vrane. Instead 

of, the usual lauditary remarks, administrative reports 

began to contain comments to the effect that Jeanes teachers 

were, only us'eful in backward areas where the Government 

had not developed any-African departmental field staff 

such as health •i^rarkers and-agricultural in^ructors. Ih 

the more developed areas, the deanes teacher was--in.the 

v;ay and at least one officer accused them of being mainly 

ahti-government'agitators. The Inspector of Schools for 

. the Department of Education vra,s lukewarm about the value of 

Jeanes teachers but hisitant at the practical difficulties 

of trying to phase them out,^^- . "

l,.
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. The Principal of Jeanes knpw. that there were short-

• comings. -In the self-evaluation vriaich was refreshingly 

typical of the entire Jeanes operation, he, suggested that 

the weaknesses were teachers reverting to old methods, 

hush schools at vdiich no progress could he reported year-

after year, and agricultural and hygenic stagnation in the
■ ’66 ■ ' ■ 

teachers’ own villages,

. Adequate-supervision was a continual problem in the 

program. Desnite the worthy effort of the follow-up 

program, the Jeaiaes system suffered badly from any program 

of systematic weekly or monthly supervision in the, field,.

The question of deciding \-fao vrere the proper supervisors 

for the Jeanes “teachers presented serious difficulties.

Most of the teachers vrere sent to Jeanes. by their missions 

and therefore reported to the missions on their return.

But they needed assistance in agriculture and health to 

fully perform their duties, and the question of whether 

officials from other departments could deal directly with 

tlqem or only through their mission supe,rvisorE was never 

fully resolved,'Koreover, the bush school teachers to

. whom ~the Jeanes teachers were supposed to offer advice had

none-Of the comuosite training of the Jeanes program. As
■ ' h- ■ - ■ ■ ' ;

• limited-as the education of these teachersi was, it was in 

the literary educational pattern offered by most missions,. 

These wouldr-be colleagues as well as village officials with

a smattering of ,li-ter-ar-y education were simply, not in-.tune. .

with the efforts of Jeanes teachers.
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In the face of all these difficulties, the reaction

of the Department of Education to the tal<e-oyer of the

facilities at Jeanes hy the military at the start of World

V/ar II is not surprising..

It has hecorae increasingly clear in recent 
years that Jeanes Teachers are being replaced 
by specialist workers trained in the different 
Departments engaged in Kative V/elfare, and it- . 
has, therefore, been decided to discontinue the 
training of Jeanes Teachers ah the end of the , .
year.bo .

Administrative Officers and Agricultural Education 

This third stream of agricultural education“is the 

most difficult to document because agricultural activity 

for adainistrative officers was an ad hoc operation usually- 

performed out"of'personal interest or an observed need of 

the people they we^ serving. For .example, one can reminisce 

• with a retired administrative officer v/ho can recall being 

the first' to introduce potatoes in one area and staging 

the first .agricultural shovr. in another area.

The assignment of agricultural officers to the Reserves 

■ in 1922, made it necessary for the Comimissioner of Native ■ •

: ' Jiffairs and the Director of Agriculture to delineate the

1

69.-

"chain of command” between the administrative officers and 

-the agricultufal officers.
1’*

Koreover, since only seventeen 

'European agricultural officers were stationed in the Reserves
!'

by the late 193.0's, there were some African areas which 

were not -even visited by'agricultural officers before the 

. . SecOhd'. World 'War'a^^^ which received visits only .
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infrequently. Some agricultural programs for these areas 

were originated hy a^iinistrutive’ officers. -

The method adopted placed Agricultural Officers under 

the operating control of the District Comraissioners (D. C,),- 

although the A, 0,'s advice on agricultural matters \i;as 

paramount,. For exar'ple, Agricultural Officers conferred 

with b, C,*s regarding plans for agricultural development, 

and discussed their proposed safaris id.th D. C.‘s. They 

made their monthly reports, however, directly to the Director 

of Agriculture, including points of agreement and disagree- 

ment ivd-th their D.i C.'s, with a-., copy sent to the'D. C.‘s.

The D, Cv autnorized 'action on suiy agricultural matter in 

special elrcumstcmces, but he reported doing so to the 

Director of Agriciature* The D. -C, vras permitted to co.mmu- 

nicate directly v;lth the Director of Agriculture on the 

understanding that copies vrere sent to the Agricultural 

Officer in his area.

On the other hand, the African agricultural instructors 

received instructions only from their Agricultural Officers, • 

If the D, C, was disatisfied with the performance of 

— instructor, he-.reported that fact to the appropriate .Agri

cultural Offices,?®

The need for administrative officer's to assist agri

culturally reached its "on-paper" high-water mark vd.th the 

scheduling of a two-week agricultural course for administra

tive officers taught. by, staff,from'the Department of Agri- ' ' •

culture,71 The course was endorsed by the. Governor's

f

any

- ”1
. —
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. Office but no records v;ere located confir;ning the actual 

staging of the'course or its outcome. The proposal never 

surfaced again and one can only surmise that despite good

intent ions_,_jjagh d.ep_artment- -fpuad-^i-t-'s-per'So~nner"~3'usy^too 

busy and too thin to cross departmental lines for additional 

training. •»>

The more- important question v;as the degree of coopera

tion achieved in the field. The overall impression is that, 

officers in a given district, regardless of their depart^^ 

mental attachments, and allo\v-ing for normal personality
•s*

c.onflicts, got on quite vrell, even to the point'of supporting 

bach other vrith their-respective department heads in Nairobi., 

One can', for exar:ple, find the record of an agricultural 

officer v/hose mulbs load died in a disease-prone area and 

v;ho was requesting permission from his department, to charge

L-

the cost of gasoline for the car he felt it necessary to 

purchase to ma'ie his rounds. His colleague on the administra

tive side was so concerned that he asked his'Provincial

Commissioner to intervene on behalf of the Agricultural 

Officer because he feared the Qepartment .of Agriculture would■n

just sit on the request.

Some-of this cordiality in the field appears to have 

been treated .vath su^icion in Kairobi, On at least'one 

occasion, the Director of Agriculture reminded his three

•.'.r

provincial Senior Agricultural Officers that their task 

V/as to execute policy They vrere not to give in to bfessure 

from their Provincial-Commissioners.to formulate agricultural
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policy.

The Directo-r recognized that different applications

of-vthe overall policy v/ere essential because of. geography.

Senior Agricuitural Officers were free Jo advise at the 

provincial.level vriien Head Office had already accepted 

differential policies, but any nev; suggestions were to be 

■ discussed first with Head Office before they were shared

vrith administrative colleagues..

A p^olicy position such as that need not have stifled 

cooperative projects at provincial and district levels and 

under normal circumstances probably would have been 

effectively ignored. ' Unfortunately, most of the cooperative 

potential among officers of. the various departments, agri

culture, medicdlj- education, and administrative were badly^ 

ham-strung by the inter-war situation in \diich all European 

officers vrere subject to fairly freqUeiit transfers. Eirst, 

this tended to stifle their enthusiasm for learning the , 

vernacular languages which ’.-rould'liave been most useful for 

a greater understanding between them and the Africans. It 

also made it.difficult to carry put any long range coopera

tive scheme because one could never be certain that a new •

man would share the earlier enthusiasm for;the project..
.

.i.’

«•
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' Chapter Three

The War Years,

The outbreak 6f World V/ar II had immediate repercus

sions for Kenya because of the presence of the Italian’ 

enemy in Ethiopia. I'lany of the European agriculture 

immediately called to active duty and 

increasingly large numbers of Africans vrere dravm. into the 

military service as the vmr progressed.

' Agricultural^education was, of necessity, alow- .

' priority item aiid,activity in this area may best be

characterized .as a* holding’operation. It should'be neted, ■ 

however, tha.t many, of the projects for the postwar period
■ - I ' '

grew out of planning sessions conducted during the War.

officers.were

i.;

Agricultural Training Schools

By 194o, the system of 'training at Buicura had been 

developed almost'exclusively along the lines of' mixed 

farming on smallholdings^ During the tvro year course, 

certain second-yeah? students were selected to talce charge 

of 'a smallholding which they then farmed with the assistance 

of two or three junior trainees. As an incentive, the 

senior in charge \iras allowed to keep any profits generated 

.. from the 'smallholding,. Tlie average holding v/a's about six 

, and one-hcilf acres, though an attempt was made to ha.ve a- 

variety of sizes in keeping t/ith the varying sizes of 

■ holdings■in'the African areas in western Kenya.
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The primary purpose of these smallholdihgs vras to

provide .media for teachingjigriculfeural. instructorsv -Hope^

fully, the holdings were also representative'of African 

■ farming conditions and thereby useful as experiments on 

the appropriate mixture of.stock and crops of varying

It \ras.,recognized, hov;ever,. that the number ofacreages*

students assigned to these plots represented a similarity

only to a monogarnous family vfith no children of marriage 

age, which for its time was an uncommon condition in the 

area surrounding Bulcura.^

Since the change to a two-year cour^se in 1938, the 

trainees were not to be’under eighteen years of age, and a-

renewed effort v/as made to require a passing certificate

With' theon the Kenya African Primary Exam (K*. A, P, E,), 

manpower demands of the V/ar, hovrever, it would have been

. impossible to operate the school if these rules had been

rigidly enforced.- Instead, the Principal- concentrated on 

selecting young men who were motivated toward agricultural 

careers, regardless of their qualifications.

Interestingly enougli, mthin a few years of operating 

under these relaxed standardsj he felt that he was accom

plishing ’more in the two-year course than had been'accom-
» -v

plished in the three-year program v/hen the qualifications -

of the trainees were not very different,^ Some of this

increased success is probably attributed to the use of the

■ smallholding system. Another contributing factor was
. » •

' ^improved esprit de- corps among the students which reflected

^_ _
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itself "irTp^Srticipation in' extra-curricular~~acflvi-t-ies such- - -

rj^as—soort-s—and-Bh^Scouts^Sid^in the fonnation of ah alumni, . ... 

or Old Boys, association.." Boliura also had-the good fortune 

of having the samejnan, Malcolm Graham,, as Principal from 

the mid-1930's to 19M+. He vms vitally interested in the 

educational process and in developing techniques for moti

vating students* - ,

The Principal of an agricultural training school was

Using Bukura as anforced to he a man of many parts* 

example, about 19^3, the Principal was also the District
h.

Agricultural Officer .for the 300 square*mile area around

This task took him av;ay'from. Bukura

It was expected

the learning sii^.

, "*for at least ten'working days--each month.

that the Bukura farm, a large-scale, farm viiich was 

maintained in addition to the trainee smallholdings, would 

carry on the investigational and experimental vrark for that 

district as well as.serving as a demonstration farm for 

the surrounding area. Fifty-eight students were under 

instruction in 19'+3,' assigned:-in groups of 'four to the 

smallholdings then in operation* The Principal devoted what 

limited time remained to the instruction of these student-s*3.

The agricultural trainf-ig school at Scott Laboratories 

in Kabete was located- at the southeastern edge of the 

Kikuyu Reserve, Because its location there was so^j-emote 

from the main Kikuyu farming areas, its total size too 

limited, and its main emphasis so heavily devoted to coffee 

reseaf ehY the Department entertained plans- to move it
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“beginning as early,as the late 1920*s* The original pl^- 

envisioned a nev; school at.'Einbu ninety miles north of Nairobi,

but development funds in the form of a* Colonial Loan were 

not approved prior to V/orld V/ar 'II,

Late in 1939, the Department decided to close the 

training school at Scott and to train ixastructors at six 

seed farms financed by Local Native Councils at Fort Hall, . 

Nyeri, Meru,; Machakos,. Kitui, and Embu.. The principal 

justification-for .this decision was that, whereas Scott 

was devoted alixiqst entirely to coffee research, the L, K,. C, 

' farms were capable of demonstratiiig mixed farming techniques 

on, smallholdings, seed, production and selection, and soil 

conservation techniques. The Department of' Education ' •

supporJxe’d. the . proposal on the grounds that pupils had been

reluctant to attend Scott because ,so much of the-work there 

vras devoted to coffee. The grand total of L^jOO was alloted 

for the developmeixt of all six new training sites,. .While 

it vxas hoped that the .desks-and beds from Scott could be

distributed, it was acknov/ledged that funds vrere sufficient
■ ...

to. provide only for the building of rough huts for student 

housing.^ ■

•In the Department's instructions to the"responsible„ 

Agricultural .Officers, they \rere told' to plan only three 

or four lectures a month, leaving the bulk of the training 

in charge of an agricultural Instructor. As quickly as 

.circumstances permitted^ they were to adopt the Bukura 

■' system of training the students primarily on smallholdings.

-x,.„
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Under no .circLunstances were they to let the management of 

the schools. Interfere \ilth their more important experimental 

and extpnsion work.

It is 4ully realised that the training to he _ 
given^n seed farms cannot be of a high academic 
character- This is neither expected or desired.- 
The training, in the main, should be of a practi
cal nature with sufficient book work to enable the 
apprentice to keep accurate records and make_ 
accurate measurements. The type of boy required 
for training is one with character, who is not 
afraid of hard work and mio is .about l8 years 
old.- He should be able to impart his knowledge 
read.ily and forcibly to others.? ^

Agricultural Officers v;ere given just two months J:o % .

arrange for the opening of the nev; schools, by January,

195+0. Hot surprisingly, after one school was in operation 

for only three weeks the Agricultural Officer was presented 

with a grievance letter citing poor quality of food prepa

ration, no board and bucket for washing clothes, no week- 

' ends out, and soap very iirferior to that formerly issued ' 

at Scott.^

Although the evidence is skimpy, it does appear that . 

at best, these seed farm -schobls were a minimum educational

In fairness to■ effort to train agricultural instructors, 

the officers in the field, one can glean from their

correspondence on matters such as exchanging student tests 

for grading purposes that they made an Effort to keep up 

some kind of standard."^ But under the pressure of wartime 

food production quotas,- the educational activities of. the^ 

Department were low priority items as the follovAng example 

''-of -the sltuation'at Embu'wilT suggest.
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Although Bulcura and Scott had v;lth great relief ceased 

' - to teach school suh^ects as preparation for the primary 

^■^ination, the recruiting difficulties- of wartime must 

have forced' the seed farm, schools to return to that practice. 

In 1943, the Inspector of Schools in Central Province 

visited Erabu in order to certify its suitability as one 

of those schools preparing students for the primary examina

tion. • His ’report charged that the teacher in charge of the- 

school, and its only teacher, v;as totally unsatisfactory. 

Absolutely no class records were kept and the pupils' work '| 

books showed no evidence of his perusal even though they 

were filled with mistakes.^'

I'/ithin a month of the Inspector's visit, the apprentices 

■wrote to their Agricultural Officer stating that those vrho 

were about to complete their thiee-year course had not^beeh 

taught how to wite their reports, hov; to prune fruit, nor 

’ had they learned much of anything about plant pests, farm

accounts, tobacco, black wattle, coffee, cotton, and so on.

In all their time at the school they had had no textbook 

•ron agriculture and now A^re aljout to graduate mthout any 

• . real Icnowledge of their expected vrark as instructors,^

Although no recorded action folloApd'tlieir complaint, 

the teacher .charged as incompetent by the Inspector resigned 

•vn.thin a few months. At the time of the teacher’s resigna-- 

tion, the Agricultural Officer at Embu AnrOte a comprehensive 

report on the situation, .iii A^,iich he suggested that a 

successful’ agricultural school needed a well-run farm,, a

S!

L
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full-time resident agricultural officer, and an excellent 

African teacher.^ Eone of these conditions were met at Embu 

and more harm than good was being done. .The existing school
■X. ' . '

was developing simh a bad name that v;hen the proposed nex-r 

one was eventually constructed, it might not be able to- 

overcome the bad reputation.^® —^

.. 'He recommended that the students be sent home for-later

recall, or sent to another school, or si.mplSF employed in 

the field.until such time as the new school was opened.

But the school limped on, and tvra years later the Acting 

Senior Agricultural Officer reported tc Head Office that 

Embu still had no teacher, .juid that Port Hall \ia.s operating 

with a most unsatisfactory teacher^ He recommended that all 

the schools be_closed and that vrork be.undertaken immediately 

to build some decent facilities at Embu. He suggested that 

only Embu reopen when its facilities were ready, using the 

African teacher from l-iachakos. This suggestion vfas ultimately 

adopted by the Department.

. V/ritten evidence for the attitudes of agricultural
I. »

instructors toward their training and their jobs is very 

difficult to find. Fortunately, the Old Boys Club at 

Bulcura, organized in 1939-» provided .at least two occasions
- ijfe-

for correspondence vri.th officers of the Department of 

Agriculture wiiich give us some insights intp the situation, 

V/hen the Club vras established, the annual refresher 

course for agricultural instructors x-ias placed on a voluntary 

attendance basis and the dates set up to-follov; immediately 

after tlie meeting of the Club, Little is recorded about

11
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-the tenor or thosQ "alunini” meetings until 19‘+5. Early in 

that year, the Xihairnian of the Old Boys Club wrote a Idngt.hy 

letter to his Agricultural Officer concerning the conditions 

and training of agricultural instructors.

V/hen we ask for a proper scale of salaries, we 
are i’lformed indirectly that "we are not eligible' 
or that ouf course does not standize Zsic/ us for 
this or that scale." ilnd yet, Bukura Training 
School is 20 years old. The Hative Agricultural 
Course sprang, up in the province somewhere in 
1918 at Kibos in Central Kavirondo under the 
management of a certain settler, the centre from 
which it was transferred to Bukura in 192^. 
Therefore .the Agricultural training as a whole 
is 27 years of age. As a rule, a person 27 years 
old is adult, and when a person is*adult it is 
assuTiied that-eVery part of him is adult; if not, 
there must be something going vn’ong or not quite

.And so it is

i

right i or some lack of nourisliraent. 
v;ith Bukura Training. - The Bulcura Course has not 
yet been clarified. Although considerable, 
modification in .the course has occurred, we 
believe that the quality of Bulcura products is

• no\.:- lower than formerly,. Tlie truth is that
• Apprentices at Bulcura do not novr know where they 
stand and Bukura itself appears to be at a .'
standstill,

V

I
The critical tone of his letter continued with charges 

that substandard boys were still being accepted, then 

trained as smallholders, and some eventually hired as

Three categories for training were suggested;instructors,.

top boys for instructors, volunteers for smallholding train

ing, and old men for nev; methods courses,. All the courses 

should be strictly graded so that'any certificates issued-

would mean something.

The vn-itef’added'that all instructor trainees should 

be guaranteed jobs if they passed the strict exams because
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The terms ofmany instructors were.needed in the.field, 

service should also be made equal vn-th other departments,.

•The Chairman referred to a former classmate of his at

primary. sehooi"wnd“didrnot^obt-ain a passing certificate

but who thereafter joined mother government department

and was drawing twice the salary the Chaiivaan v:as drawing

as an agricultural 'instructor, ~ ■

Interestingly.enough, the Agricultural Officer for

■ .I'orth Kaviro2ido District supported the truth of these con-

tentions,^3. From'the record of previous staff meetings,
. %

it seemed that there v;as generally widespread' luiderstanding

on the part of the European officers serving in Eyanaa that

these categories of complaint on the part of their instructors

were valid and Head Office had been encouraged on numerous

occasions to do something about it.

Still, in every bureaucracy, there’are points in the

line of hierarchy, at'\?iiich officers undcrtalce to defend .

•the. status , quo rather than pass oil the complaint to a

higher official. In this case, the' Senior Agricultural

-Officer' for Hyanaa decided to reply, ' Since the setting

for-the complaints had arisen out of an Old Boys Club meeting,'

• the S. - A., 0, direc'tejl .the Chairman to see to it that members

gained •thdfipascimum benefit from such meetings by sticking

A -to the proper’topic, -wiiich wasDagriculture, and noted that

items such as ierms of service, while, of interest, v;ere

certainly secondary to the main purpose. He charged that:

Unf ortunately it is only too apparent ' tha-t ; :. '
many Agricultural instructors have been attracted

A

%

. .'ll

• A''.
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to the Department by the lure of Government scales 
of, salary rather than by any particular love of 
the land. I-f we are to obtain an efficient 
African staf-f^everything must be done to change 
this You as CJhairman of the B,: 0,. B, C. are 
in a position to instil in our Instructors' 
minds the right attitude of thought and I • 
request you to endeavour at all times to do 
this.1^1-

• • •

But the all-inclusive statement of the Chairman suggests

the deep sense of frustration felt by the agricultural

instructors.- Once'they graduated from Bukura they were

stationed in remote areas, often for-many years on the

non-official payroll of the Local Dative Councils.= They

were expected.to present -the Department's policy, but in 
\ ...

.return they had practically no opportunity to advance them- ■

, selves other than a-few extra shillings a month after many 

years of service.. '

• The friction generated by this difference 'of opinion 

was an important ..prelude to the . next conflict which 

developed at the annual Old Boys meeting in December, 19^5. 

The Old Boys met for their reiinion at Bul-zura on the l4th, 

l5.th, and l6th of December..' The refresher course was 

scheduled to begin on the 17th but the Principal nev^ to the 

post that year,, closed the course immediately vfnen he 

discovered that the instructors-had not brought their own, 

maize meal as;directed, and had refused to buy it locally.

He alleged that'the food boycott was engineered by the group 
prior to their arrival at Bulcura..^^ ■

In response, the Chairman of the .Old Boys- Club accused 

the Principal of being totally unprepared for the course.
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that he v;as illr^tempered and refused to discuss the matter 

with any of the delegations they sent to see-him. 16' After

some time', the Senior Agricultural' Officer ruled that he • 

was convinced of advance collusion on the part of the Old

He held tlte Chairman of the Old Boys Cluh accountableBoys^

■ and ruled that until responsibility could be demonstrated,- 

further meetings of the Club vrould be permitted.Hono

meetings vrere held or refresher courses conducted in 19^6.

The refresher courses vrcre restarted in'19^75'and■then with 

only a maximum of ten. insfruc'tors all from the sane district.
4 ■ ' ' S. ■ •'

The Old Boys ^ Club was'ne'ver revived.

-v-.

L

Aftrlculture in the Schools

The prewar shortage of staff qualified to teach agri

culture in the schools was intensified by the wartime man

power demands. During the inter-war,.period there had also 

been a continual decline in the ago at vniich, .^rican children 

began elementary school so'that it approaching the ages 

common to Western countries.- For children of this-age group,.' 

it seemed educationally inappropriate- to' stress the theories 

of science.
i ' • r-

" Accordingly, in late 19^+0, the Departments of Agri- 

culture and Education reached agreement on a new policy 

• V for agricultural education in the elementary schools.

Nature study vras adopted as the subject to provide the founda

tion for science study, including agriculture, to -be talcen . 

up at a later age*-- The teaching of pi’actiical agriculture, on
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sclpol gardens yas recognized as extremely di-fficult in view 

of the lack of staff and youth of the pupils^ Schools were 

encouraged to undertsice school gardening in those locations

where an officer of the Department of Agriculture could he

School gardening vrould hemade available for -assistance.

carried on only where a good example could he set for the

the .rather vague and noncompulsorysurrounding area,, 

nature of these curriculum stipulations was not philosophl-

cally acceptable to .the Department of Agriculture but it 

recognized that this was prohably^the maximum possible 

under the wartime conditions.

In anticipation of the postira.r needq, the Colonial 

Office in'1942 circularized all the colonies on the subject 

of•: agricultural education off icers.' The dispatch suggested 

that since the prev^ar demand for officers vrlth.this training- , 

had been on the increase, a large demand for agricultural 

education officers could be e:q)ected by the end of the War/

- Each colony was asked to report the ways In.^Aiich it imparted 

a- rural ^as to its education and its assessment of the 

, number 'of agricultural education officers it vrould require,^9 

Kenya responded that the proposal \ms vrarmly v/elcomed 

by the Departmeiats&of Education and Agriculture and by the 

Three posts within the Department of Education 

were suggested; a senior officer in Nairobi and tiiro itinerant 

officers, one to cover Central and Coast Provinces, and the 

other to cover Rift Valley and Kyanza Provinces,, G, 2C,. Chaundy, 

the ver3>'successful officer at Kapenguria school, -vras recommended

\
Lwas

4

Governor,
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for the post of Senior Agricultural Education Officer,

The recoriinendatibn to appoint Chaundy v/as accepted-pand- he-"- - -

began,his nex^ duties on January 1, 1^V4, ' ‘

Since many problems.of coordination had existed betxij'een. 

the Departments of Education and Agriculture for the pre

vious tv70 decades, it is not surprising that much of Chaundy‘s 

initial efforts'vrere expended in defining the working 

relationships. He suggested that his primary function x^as ' 

to develop' and maintain the agricultural xrork in all goverite..^ ' 

ment and. mission schools. Accomplishing that task required i 

visits to each of the areas concerned and the' cooperation 

of other Departinehts in outlining policies,- Copies of all 

reports xirould be shared vfith the Agriculture and Veterinary 

Departments and no Reports which dealt vath interdepartmental 

policy questions'xTOuid be Issued x;ithout prior consultation,

VJhen agreement on policy-xras reached, reports xrould''tl^n be

issued by the Director of Education xirith copies--to'other..

Because this first statement did not stressDepartments,

the role of administrative officers in formulating, policy

at either the district or proxrincial levels, an addendixra x/as 

.later added to make the policy understanding much more 

responsive to the^ potential for cooperative-effort by all 

departments.^^

The Director -of-Agri-culture provided initial support 

by xn-iting to his fnree” Senior Agricultural Officers in 

Central, Coast, and Kyanza Provinces to call particular 

attention to the new post. The Director asked that theym
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give Chaundy all possible assistance, particularly in suggest

ing to “him the_needs of agricultural education in their 

respective districts and appri sing‘"him of the agricultural 

policy for their areas

. \'fhile the post of Senior Agricultural Education Officer

to the Colonial Office initiative,\jsis established in response 

a number of- committees vri.thin Kenya were studying plans

for postwar development —- many oi idiich included ideas

At the national.the subject of agricultural education.on

level, the Committee on Postwar Employment of Africans
f h.

i

recognized that the trend toward seeking urban employmont

It suggested that Governmentwould undoubtedly continue, 

therefore had the resoonsibillty to do everything possible
s

to maiie farming for Africans, a profitable exercise.

We are therefore of the opinion’that the 
Goverivnent is not just'ified in e:q5ediency or 
equity in preventing or dissuading, call it 
what “you will, the African-fronr groining-any ' 
crop which experience has proved can be grovrn 
vriLth profit and with small.initial outlay of. 
capital. On the contrary, vie strongly 
■fecoraraend that he be encouraged .and assisted 
to grow-eropsj\diich normally assure a 
cash return.. ' ' '

The alleged problem of disease control could be regulated,

the Committee asserted, particularly if the Government

' provided an agficAtural school in each of the larger

provinces.. - - .

At-the district level, there v;ere a variety of reactions.

-The agricultural development plan for Kericho District covered 

ten pages of detailed suggestions, but not one word.of ■

good

over

i
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it v^as devoted, to a need for agricultural education in that 

district..^? On the other hand, in Central ICavirondo District, 

the Committee on Postwar Development stressed that agricultural

‘training had not previously been popular because agriculture
Committee^

was not viewed as;a money-maicing career.. The 

suggested that every Primary School after the V7ar should 

have an agricultural specialist o'n its staff and that agri

culture should be a compulsory examination subject,

At one of the meetings of this Comr.iittee, the Venerable—-^
V

Archdeacon 0\7en,- for many years the Chairman of the Kavirondo 1, 

Ta:cpayers* V/elfare Association, was reported to have said 

that it vias unnecessary to have a provincial agricultural ■

. school because the Africans educated there would not utilize 

that education for the betterment of agriculture in their ' 

ovm areas.27 Ifcether or not he made such a statement, 

circulation of the story tl;at he did brought ft?rth an 

interesting reply from one of trie silent majority of Africans. 

Again this statement is of particular interest because there •' 

are so fev; recorded sentiments of Jlfricans regardirig agri- .. 

cultural! education.

Archdeacon’s r.emarks'were challenged on the grounds 

that the educated African vras indeed very interested in 

the land but since he,had had no capital, • he'previously had 

■ first sought wage emploimient to earn the capital. Educated 

Africans recognized that the postwar rehabilitation of the 

land in Nyanza was absolutely essential and that an agri-- 

cLiltural school was an important component of that plan.

the

-
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Properly trained African assistants were essential to teach

I’he population was increasing at the
• -- - , ■

‘S®(3 tiiue that the land v;as deteriorating and agricultural

education to preserve soil fertility was a must. Consumer
• . - •:—.  .

demands were also increasing and the majority of the people

soil conservation.

-.
'!■ .

could only satisfy these demands through improved agriculture. 

Since the people of Nyanza were both pastoral aiid agricultural, 

the combined veterinary-agricultural school at Maseno was
Pp

a must for postwar developments.

other Proposals for Agricultural Education 

In the closing days'-of the V/ar, tvro interesting proposals

for training Africans in agriculture were suggested by
' ' /

Europeans who are better knovm for othor activities ‘during 

the colonial hiatory of Kenya.'

■The first scheme vras suggested by that colorful

• ->

character, Col, E,; S, Grogan, whose career started well

As v/asbefore the war and carried on to independence, 

his v;ant by virtue of personality and influence. Grogan-

first broached'his ideas'directly to the Governor in , 

September, 19^3, At the request of the Governor,, the 

-- Director, of Education and the Chief -Kative Cerrmiissioner then 

• met ‘t'ri.th Grogan to assist in refining the idea,;,.

'■*

■ The proposal at this stage was described by the two 

of.flciaL participants, as extremely vague, Grogan was 

r: apparently suggesting that training in dry farming and 

■ irrigatlpn 'be proyided for Africaias. at the site of one of
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his large land holdings, Taveta, in southeastern Kenya,- 

The majority of the dtudents would hecome independent 

agricuaturalists and craftsmen' 'but since some would 

uiadouhtedly join Government,' Grogan propo'sed that represent

atives of Government should visit trie site v/ithout delay. 

Since the site vra's adjacent to the border v/ith Tanganyika, 

there v;ere also'"inter-territorial ramifications to be, 

explored. V/hile admitting that the proppsal had possi

bilities; both- officials felt the project was too. ambiguous
k *

to vmrrant a site visits.

Just about ten days later, Grogan prevailed on these 

officials to meet again, vrith the Director of Agriculture 

also-in attendance.. On this occasion, he .suggested that 

the center should be of university or .college status, and ■ 

that it would issue a really meaningful diploma based- on - 

a learn-while-working system not as a collar-and-tie place.

It was-agreed that an esti.mate of costs, both capital and 

recurrent for an institute training some 300 pupils should 

• be dravm up.

Before the end of 19^3, the Director of Agriculture ,

i.

instructed one of .his agricultural officers to visit'the

The officer"^• 'site and revievf the project with Grogan,.

reported that the land in question was knovm as the Jipe

Estate owned jointly by Lord Egerton, Sir John Hamsden

Tney expected to relinquish some 19}000 acres ^and Grogan

of the estate^retaining only ..1,000 acres along the shores 

The officer reported, however that Grogan

-• •

' of Lake Jipe,.
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and his colleagues might he seeking an exchange of land 

involving areas adjacent to their present holdings includinig 

the Kitovp springs and forest and''some ■ land in the Ziwani.. 

area. Grogan had by then expanded the scheme to include
r - ■ . ■ '

fisheries, horticulture, stock farming, a school farm 

operated on a commercial basis, an experimental atid research 

station, a demobilization center, and a settlement project 

for disabled veterans..

In forvrar.ding his comments to the Governor’s Chief 

Secretary, the Director of Agriculture stated rather \iTyly 

that the scheme appeared to be much larger»jaov; than as . 

-previously disdus'sed. The Director wanted the questions 

on exchange of land, v/ater supplies, and .the details of the' 

school and. research station spelled out more clearly. He 

was pleased that Grogan included experimentation and research 

'but noted that Grogan had previously alvmys opposed the 

“ . ; research proposals put forward by the Department of Agri

culture., He was not prepared to say that the proposal 

represented the greatest need of the colony in terms of 

African education., - - • '

At the next gathering of officials in April, 19'-h4,

Grogan stated that he ^'ri-shed to explode the theory that
. ' A-

settlers were not interested in the development of the ’

:^African, and that he ^'jlshed to provide am.munition in the- 

United Kingdom for the friends of Kenya. He stated that 

he had yet .to work out details of the scheme but he 

■ envisaged someone like an agricultural officer as principal

*
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of the institute- and that ail the training v/ould he associated 

with the proper"use of the land.

On the question of land, it becanie fairly'appearent _at.

this meeting that the key-issue in the proposal-was the'

exchange of land, though the Colonel did offer a sum of 

£.^0,000 to help defray the capital costs of the'institute. 

The government officials expressed concern that the Africans 

vrould not necessarily approve the exchange, particularly 

the loss of the ICitovo springs. Grogan replied that they

should be given additional grazing lands for any they 

might turn over but they werer already usin^ his land for

■ grazing purnoses and hd had to turn then off once every year 

to. remind them idio oimed it*. He. e:cpressed confidence that

■ the entire scheme would pay for Itself. If the Africans 

vrere genuinely interested in education, they vrould provide 

their labor free in return for maintenance.

In July, Grogan expressed his philosophy of education 

as follows;.. . . . -

4 .

.«sv

My vHsh is to lay the foundation of a large
scale'centre vrhere—- through generations-
Africaii "Dick V/hittingtons" can be helped to 
■perform efficiently .the sitiple transactive 
tasks, v/hich' must necessarily be the lot of 
the multitudes; and if perchance the odd 
Dick V/hittington* s capacity and ambition 

. tend toviards Lopdon herself he may pass on 
v/ith the added aiid vital advantage of 
knovnng something about the basip tasks, of 
civic life. He mil have the foundations v/hich 
give purpose to the-higher educa'tron.

r want Taveta to become the Mecca of those 
wlio seek skill for its ovm sake and are prepared
to strive in sacrifice -to that end. _ _ _ -

.In fine I want it to be the "Tuskagee" /si^ 
of. these parts issuing diplomas of efficiency 
'which will command widespread respect.30

.
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All traces of the proposal disappear at this point,

but two reasonable •pQssibilitles.jian. beloff-ered-^for-its

deriiise, ■ In-that its educational attitude suggested the 

Tuskegee approach, the proposal was thirty years or so 

behind the tiraes. The Afric^in soldiers of'the Second V/orld 

V/ar had been trained in skilled mechanical jobs, not home

crafts, and their horizons broadened much too far to tai-:e 

any bacla'/ard steps into the simplistic education offered._ 

in the plan. In its implied premise that Africans needed 

additional generations of European tutelage, Grogan's plan ' 

was , typical of old settler sentiment. - A second reason the 

. plan never got-beyond the drawing'boards vras the suspicion 

on the part of the civil, servants that its main Intent v/as 

, ■ to get bettor land for Grogan and. his associates.

In today’s independent Kenya, Egerton College is the ■ 

multi-racial school'at which_qualified students earn their 

diploma in agriculture.. As'j^e institution for this purpose, 

it is overwheLmingly African in ,the mal-:eup of its student 

body, though, until 1-962, it was exclusively European^ So 

. rigid was tlae interpretation of the European-only clause ±n 

Lord Egerton's deed of the land for the college that, in 1957, 

» ■ the first full-fledged African Agricultural Officer, P. T,

Kirie-, was asked to ifave-the premises after he had checked 

- in for, a conference that should have included him.

in i959> when Malterere dropped its diploma program, only isiv 

four years before Independence large sums of money had to 

be expended to develop a diploma program for Africans at

C

Then
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Siriba College,- rather than opening Egerton to /^Cricans, ..

'tsee- ppv"-iG7-ilO)—' , ’ _ _ _ ^ _ _ _ _

Yet in the waning days of V/orld War II, the eventual 

integration of Egerton v/as anticipated in a proposal which 

falls into the interesting category of the ?!what might have 

beens" in history*. The Study Group bn War Memorials chaired 

by Colonel (later Sir) Michael-Blundell proposed an integrated 

scheme for improving land use and g-eneral agricultural 

development. To accomplish that purpose, the Group suggested 

that an agricultural college be established to train youths

of all races - -  and specifically that Egerton College be

■^enlarged for this purpose, EgGrton^s-students would vrork and 

study together, though not housed together, with the 

idea of demonstrating the fact that land problems are common 

to all regardless of race, and of- promoting racial harmony*"

He suggested an intaJce of‘fifty students each year-and that 

Ihe greater proportion- of these students should be ilfrican,32 

The Department of Agriculture did not respond favorably 

to the suggestion. It offered as.objections its belief that 

many Europeans would not contribute to a project which ' ■ 

suggested teaching all races’ at -"one place, that, the maximum 

total student enrollment at Egerton could feasibly be only 

sixty of which fifty places were already reserved for Europeans, 

and that because the practices of farming were so different 

for the different races, it was impractical to attempt to 

train together, A soil research institute was suggested as . 

a more suitable war memorial,. Without analyzing-the merits

-«

^ 1 •



of the D.epartaent ‘s objections,, the. negative response was 

- sufficient to kill the idea

Yet., the'spirit in \jhich this proposal vfas offered was 

so unlike that of the Taveta scheme as to suggest the 

different type of .experience and understanding on the part 

of those Kenya Europeans vrho served with Africans in the 

War. This leavening of realism’was to make for many progres

sive steps in the postv;ar era, though they tend to .be over- 

shadovred by the spectre of Mau Mau^.

I
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Chapter Four

DevelopitiR-^a..Base-fer the- Swyxmerton Plan - Continuation
of Existing Prograns

V/artime planning studies undertaken at all levels of 

Government hy groups such as the Committee on Postvrar 

Development in Central Kavirondo culminated in January, ^ 

in the appointment of a national Development Cpcimittee. 

After reviev/ing the earlier studies and analyzing the work 

of its ovm sub-eommittees, the Committee* published a^report 

in July, 1946 \vhich established the guidelines for postwar 

development. \ _

The basic principle ;pf-development planning vras stated

s
i

to be:
sfe-

_ _ to use the natural resources of the country,*
including man power,- in a manner calculated to 
increase the national income of Kenj'-a in the 
shortest space of time so as to raise as quickly 
as possible the staiadard of living of the 
majorityof the inhabitants,.,..!

The Committee suggested that there vrere txro priorities 

for achieving this development. ■ The proper utilization of

• • • •

I

soil (including minerals), water, and,forests, .vrns one of 

- these.^ In African areas, intensive soil conservation 

measures involving rigorous enforcement where necessary

Tlie^^epartment of Agriculture’s policy on 

mixed farming was accepted as the basis on vhiich to keep 

additional areas from needing reclamation measures and for 

maintaining the soli balance in those where'fertility \ias 

restored.3

• were emphasized..

;,V
g
■1

The other ma^or priority was said to be the proper
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utilization of the manpower of the country, 'particularly

that of the African sector., The Anglo-Saxon fetish for the

nohility of work was still-a major , concern of ..these . pastvrar. .

planners for they made special note of the fact that economic

disaster faced Africans unless they could be convinced of
4the principle that everyone must, work.

One of the.unique contributions to the final report 

originated in the sub-committee on Joint Agricultural and 

Vetrinary Services, While acknowledgirig tiie responsibility 

of the Agriculture and 'Veterinary Departments to develop 

sound agricultural practices, it vms suggested that only- 

- the Adfi;inistratlon had the power to eiiforce'Tihe required/

Officers of

technical departments vrould therefore need to .work tiirough 

administrativeofficers at both the provincial and district 

. levels..ajQ.d..the acMinistrative officer vras to be considered 

as the "captain of the team" in each case,^-

On the surface, the tone of•the report and the style 

of .administrative practices it .suggested: v;ere not. all that 

different from the prev;ar era. Colonial administrators "" 

still viewed Africans as basically unappreciative of the 

.value of the land," as J.azy, and as therefore in need of 

enforcement'measures in order to be saved inspite of them

selves./

i

JLt. ' '

rehabilitation measures in the African areas.

■i*

But as distasteful as that^style may have been for 

Africans, more effor-^^nd more money were put into develop

ment. Teamwork at the provincial and district ieveis may
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have developed out of a perceived, need for enforceEient but 

it developed-nonetheless.. Consequently;, when African demands 

erupted into the violence of I-lau Fiau, the crisis agricultural 

program, the Sv/ynnerton Plan,' had a considerable base on 

vdiich it could mobilize resources for a quick step forvrard. 

The Committee - touched briefly on agricultural education. 

It made several general references to the need for increased 

vocational education^ and for continued instruction in 

elementary agriculture in elementary schools.7 It called for' 

all possible steps to be taicen to encourage Africans to 

pursue careers as veterinary assistants and agricultural
p , .

.instructors.^

'’V.

\
{„

Agricultural Training Schools

Although the training of agricultural instructors was 

an item of lov; priority throughout the V/ar, an interesting 

proposal for the training at one location of comparable 

staff from several departments vras developed. Ultimately 

the cast of - characters involved in' the planning operation 

incXuded agricultural, veterinary, education, and admin-,

- istrative officers, but the full story dates back to the 

inter-war period,.

VAien Bukura and Scott began as training centers in the 

.early 1920's,-no building funds were available and the 

schools developed on an ad hoc basis out of savings from 

the* recurrent funds of the Department, In addition to the 

unsatisfactory financial arrangements, experience soon
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demonstrated that other sites would be preferable. Although 

Bukura was geographically centrally located, it Wps not on 

main rbutes for economic or administrative 

was virtually inaccessible during the rainy seasons. On 

the contrary Scott j v^hile near to Nairobi and easy to reach,

. was located on the v-ery edge of the Kikuyu Reserve and had 

very limited land available.9

The Department of Agriculture put forward proposals 

for capital funds for new agricultural training schools as 

early as 1930i That first proposal was submitted to the 

Governor as part of the Department’s request for inclusion

r'. ^

purposes and

4

in the.Colony's application to the Colonial and Welfare 

Development Loan. The pro-joct did not rate highly in the 

list of priorities drawn lip by the Kenya Government and was

same fate^^^-not funded. A similar request in 1937 Nad the

In 1926, meanwhile, the veterinary services division.

.of the Department of Agriculture decided to establish separate 

training facilities for training veterinary assistants.il 

‘ Sepai’Ate training also helped to compartmentalize separate 

administrative relationships for the African agricultural 

instructors and .veterinary assistants, but of even greater■:*

importance, it resulted.in an artificial division of crop 

and animal husbandry Many officials both inside and outside 

the Department of Agriculture recognized the folly of this ^ 

kind of division for African agricultural development,

•- But the difficulty was compounded by the official separation
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of veterinary services and plant industry, into tX'TO distinct 

Departments, Veterinary and Agriculture, in 1937.. Prom that 

point on, a naturally agreed upon merger of their training 

activities became unlikely.

In July, 19*+0, the Department submitted a new appli

cation for funds and- specifically named Maseno (Kyanza 

Province) and Embu (Central Province) as the sites for the 

nevf schools.: This proposal contained an important new 

OTinlcle because Maseno was designated to be developed as a 

joint effort vrith the Veterinary Department for a combined 

training center.12

. Tlie Provincial Com-nisioner of Myanza was principally- 

resnonsible for promoting this cooperation at Maseno^ ■ 

Administrative'officers developed considerable Interest 

in the idea.of presenting agriculture as one united package.

As far back as 1931> the District Officer for Central i.a.virondo 

had insisted that the only sensible thing to do was to move 

Bulcura to Maseno, along side of the veterinary school, 'so 

that at least. African visitors could observe the demonstra

tion activities side-by-side-.l^'

Early in 1939> the Provincial Commissioner of kyanza' 

called the attention o^..the Governor's Chief Secretary to 

a recent meeting of h;is District'Officers at which these 

•men registered their unanimous opinion, that' Buicura should ^ 

be closed, and that Maseno should be operated as a combined 

agriculture and animal husbandry center. Among other things 

he wrote:

•-W

.1
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the proper care of the land itself has come to 
be realized as the fundamental probleji, taking 
priority in importance either to the raising of 
cattle or the'grov;ing of crops, and it has' become 
absolutely obvious to anybody vith eyes to see that, 
by concentrating instruction in animal husbandry 
at Kaseno and agriculture at Bukura, we are actively 
preventing the natives from realizing the essential 

..interdependence.of these things, while the proper 
care .of the grasslands is a problem which is being 
left in the air because of the reluctance of 
either department to appear to encroach into the 
domain of the other. It ought now to be completely 
obvious to anybody not blinded by prejudice tliat 
there must be a single centre at vdiich a boy may 
learn all that concerns him to know as a farmer 
about crops, about cattle, about grass and manure,. ■v„.
and about the prevention of soil erosion.I'''"

Because of the prodding of the Provincial Commissioner,

Agriculture and Veterinary'.agreed to the joint proposal for

Kas'eno. in the application-for fuiads made in July, 19^»

The Native Welfare Committee delayed consideration of

the plans for the nev; schools for almost eighteen months.

Since it was wartime, additional delay was necessary, because

the original plans had to be reviewed to eliminate reliance

on imported noaterials.

These delays were fortunate, however, since they 

provided an opportunity to include the Department of Education • 

in the project. As far back as 1937? the Department of ;
a-- ■ . • ■

Education displayed an interest in training teachers at 

the proposed-new agricultural school at Embu, but at that 

time,it had proposed no plans of its ovm to join in that, 

project. Now, in October, 19^1? the Director of Education^ 

suggested that he be allowed to establish teacher training 

centers in conjunction'uirith the new schools at Embu and

»-

'
. . . '■"S'

I

i

^ .,v
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I-iaseno„ There were, he suggested, already many memoranda 

agreeing on the importance of agriculture in. the curriculum-, 

hut it was also apparent that the Department of Agriculture •

could not even consider providing sufficient staff to serve 

as agricultural demonstrators at schools. Therefore, the

regular primary teachers vrould have to teach agriculture and

what better way for them to receive their training than as 

part of a combined center,^?

After the cost estimates v;ere revised to provide for 

the inclusion of Education, the proposal'was resubmitted..

This time there v;as a year's delay while the*Standing 

Fihance Committee reviewed the-proposals. By August, 1943,' 

the Government*s .internal housekeeping was in order, and the 

Governor, -Sir Henry Moore, fon-/arded the-request to the 

Colonial Office, ■ -

It called particular attention.to the- anticipated value 

. of combined training. Each Department would benefit by 

increased numbers of African specialists; and the aim of the' 

combined training centers was not to malce co.nfirmcd agri- 

■ culturalists out of all the prospective.teachers,-but to • - 

expose them to enough of the subject to'.improve their teaching. 

Because the Government believed .that the majority of primary 

pupils would havg^to return to the land, better agricultural 

■teaching was seen'as essential. Agricultural instructors 

at both sites and veterinary assistants at Maseno would 

benefit by the opportunity to get some expert training in 

in teaching techniques.

-

■ K

16
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Although approval of the request vras received from 

the Colonial Office in January, 19^-,. iniiujiiierable problems- 

prevented either school from being constructed for several . 

Typical of these difficulties, the Director.ofyears.-

■ Public V/orks reported that the cost estimates vrould now be

- in the neighborhood-of £.100,090 rather than the £>-i-6,690 

v;hich was requested in the original request and approved. 

Event'ually,- the projects were restudied, and an application 

for additional funds put forv;ard and approved,. By late 1946 

bids for construction were accepted, and each of the centers 

moved slowly forv^ard to.Jtheir opening dates in 1949. .

17

4

Tiie Combined School at ■ilaserio - Kyanza Province 

The Colonial grant included' fluids for the npw schools 

at both >iaseno and Erabu, but a. signific-ant difference in 

inter-departmeatal training evolved at each site, T^e Embu 

program involved only the Departments of Agriculture and 

Education, and the combined tra-ining amounted primarily 

to adjacent locations .vath some shared facilities.

' . l-iaseno, on the other hand, was a sincere attempt at 

integration of training for Agriculture, Veterinary, and 

Education.. The principal champion of the training merger 

was the Provincial Comissioner (P. C.) of Kyanza regardless 

:0f the person holding the post between 1939 and 1949. Tlie 

cooperation fostered by the Eyanza P., C, was. the single 

most important reason for the difference in degree of 

integration.

% ■

. «
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VJhefi the good news of the grant was received in 

January, , the ,P,. C.. K* E,. Hunter, irsimediately notified 

his District Officers and told them that construction would 

hegin forthi'ri.th.-^^ V/ithin a week of that' enthusiastic

announcement, he learned that the supposedly permanent water 

supply was in fact inadequate 'to the needs of the combined 

center.. Because of v/artime staffing problems, it was over 

a year before a proper water survey could be conducted and • 

alternate plans proposed. In any event, the report of the 

Director of Public Works on the increased costs would have 

■ delayed' construction, but the speed with ■stdiicfa the P, C, . 

vranted to move is another example of the leadership role 

he" played in getting the combined s'chool in operation,.

Although the grant was av;arded on the basis of the 

combined approach, provincial planning sessions continued 

to reflect the serious difficulty of getting these depart

ments to cooperate effectively. During most of the decade 

from the initiation of the idea'in 1939? to its fruition 

in 19^9} the leadership of the Veterinary Department appears 

to have been the chief villain.- Perhaps the most obvious 

explanation for the obduracy of' tiie: veterinarians is that 

they regarded the impending arrival of agricultural students 

and teacher.trainees as an invasion of•their private preserve,.

- For example,.in the very early stages when the idea 

was being gener^ed into a proposal,, the Provincial Com

missioner wrote to the Governor's Chief Secretary to 

■* describe the terme of an agreement for operating a combined

4
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training- center at Maseno. .Within a few weeks, the Director
»- ' C'"     —T":- - - - - - - - - - - - '

of .Veterinary Services vms on record as opposing the use of 

the word combined as he had understood that there would be 

two separate institutions merely located adjacently. He 

simply lost that argument,

V/hen the grant was awarded in 194lf, the P, C,., ilr. 

Hunter, met with-hds committee composed of the Senior 

Veterinary Officer, the Senior Agricultural Officer, and 

the Inspector of Schools for Kyansa PfbvinW^. The report 

of that meeting indicated that all those present vrare 

unanimously agreed that the agricultural objective vras to 

provide African staff vabl a basic background in all aspects 

nf farming aiid a specialty qualification in either crop or 

' animal husbandry,. Tlierefore, the school vrould operate with 

a combined first year, after which those ’/no seemed most 

. inclined. tov;ard animals v/ould be enrolled in the veterinary 

■ section Wnile those whose aptitude was tovrard the land would 

enroll in agriculture,, Several other suggestions were made, 

and the P, C, asked the Chief Secretary to discuss the 

proposals ^rith the Department. Heads in Nairobi,^®; •

Die 'inevitable sis months' delay follovred before the 

Chief Secretary distribj.ited the proposals to the Department 

Heads for review,. This v;as an invitation to trouble, and it 

was not long in comingv iUniost immediately, the Director
ft.

of Veterinary Services complained that the site was already 

too restricted for the veterinary breeding herd, and now

'i *

I
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more land vrould be required for crops and playing fields. 

Then the Director of Education decided that the laind avail

able '\/as Insufficient for his long range target, of 350 

teachers in training and announced that his department vrould 

pull out.^^

Only the Departments of Agriculture and Veterinary

vere, therefore, on hand for the January, 19*^5, meeting

\'ri.th the P, 0, for llyanza under the auspices of the Chief •

Secretary, At this time the Director of Veterinary Services

objected to the administration of the entire farm and th§

school under a, single manager. The Director of Agriculture

responded that the tv/o departments could not continue to

work in vrotor. tight c^npartments, IThe Provincial Commissioner

supported this last point,’

My one concern is to ensure the greatest possible 
cooperation and imderstanding betvreen the 
Agricultural and Veterinary employees.in the 
field. For some years, this spirit has been 
conspicuous by its absence,22

He insisted that,-the students should live, play, and study 

together to de-velop some common bonds for future cooperation,,' 

■ By the end of the meeting, the tvro Departments compromised 

on everything ..^except student housing. Ultimately, the 

* Governor vras forced ..to rule that tho veterinary and agri-
A . o ^

culture students would indeed live together.

Bat this apparent agreement was short-lived, because 

the Director of Veterinary Services subsequently armounced 

that the breeding herd could not also be used as the'
17
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demonstration herd for mixed, farming and that a separate 

herd would have to he created for that purpose. This 

raised the question again about the sufficiency of the 

land available. In that correspondence, hovrever, the 

Director revealed his true objections to the project ■— ’

his belief that the school would result in the training

"For many years we have had toof .white-collar Africans,, 

struggle against'the sense of superiority that is apt to

develop in the African who is given the least smattering 

of education,.‘'2^

Once again, the Governor' intervened andj not only forced 

a workable agreement between'Veterinary and Agriculture, 

but also insisted.that Education'return to the project.

He accepted the idea that long-range plans might not make 

the present site the best possible, but funds for the pro

ject were available and the concept of combined training.

, merited a test,^^

c.

i

A long- interval then fbllovj-ed between final building 

design, letting of the bidsj 'and construction itself, s.o.

that the shaky truce of late’19^5 v;as'still under stress 

in the plaJining sessions, of 19^8,

/*>

Fortunately, K, .L, Hunter 

was still .Provincial Commissioner and still insistent that 

a truly combined center be put in operation,■ »

He was apparently successful in keeping the departmental

■»

officers from torpedoing the project iri.th their interminable*^ 

Another squabble in'19^8 involved the questionobjections,*

of management, with the-veterinarians insisting they must
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manage the part of the farm v;hlch included their breeding 

, herd. Agriculture then took the position that it, therefore, 

must have jurisdiction over the portion of the ..land allotted 

The P. C, continued to insist on one farm

• J

for farming,

manager under the direction 'of the Principal of the school,

and his view ultimately prevailed,.-

Still another agreement v;as‘hammered out touching on 

management details. The three departments agreed that the 

Principal of the school should be an officer appointed by 

the Department of Education. The Director of Agriculture 

v;as to appoint one staff .member who would b^ responsible

as outlined by
•5.

for implementation of agricultural policy 

his Director, This agriculturalist would-teach his- 

professional subjects and would operate the farm. The 

Veterinary Department vrould also appoint one staff member. 

who vrould carry out the policy for stock management as laid 

■ dovrn by his Department,. He vrould teach the animal husbandry 

subjects, and be the livestock^manager on the farm. Each 

department would undertalce to dravr up .a syllabus for its 

section of' the curriculum but vrith the closest possible 

collaboration between all the departments. As far as 

possible, first-year students would undertake a common course.
*

26Siriba vras selected as the name of the school,

■ Further policy matters vrere placed in'the hands of , 

an Advisory Coinmlttee made' up of the Provincial Education 

. Officer, the Provincial Agricultural Officer, the Provincial

:
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Veterinary Officer, the Provincial Medical Officer (after 

the training of Health Assistants- v;as added to the curriculum

in 19?1), the Principal of the School, &nd the.Provincial

The daily opera-Comffiissioner"vri.th the latter as Chairman,, 

tion of the school was dearly laid dovm as the responsi

bility of the Principal, an officer of the Department of

The detailed professional training in each area 

in the hands of the staff members supplied l^y their

Education.

was

respective departments,27

After follovring the disputes in the many years of 

planning, one might expect the actual operation of the 

school to be a repetitive,story.of disagreements and self- 

centered attempts, of each department to protect its ov/n 

' empire. It is a pleasant surprise, therefore, 'to find that 

Siriba'functioned in a spirit of cooperation that v;as in 

the 1-ridest possible fulfillment ,of the aspirations .of those 

wiao originally conceived the plans.

One hundred and fifty students were enrolled for the

c.

two-year course -  fifty in teacher training, fifty in

agriculture, tv/enty-five in veterinary, and tv/enty-fiye in 

medical,. ■ In the early years of operation, considerable 

attention was paid,, to maintaining a balance among the 

students not only as to' nuiabers but also as to entrance 

s-tandards. All the studu&ts had obtained passes on the 

Kenya African •Primary Exam.ination, Another factor, which k 

no'doubt helped to-keep a cooperative spirit among the

' *
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students, was that all the successful graduates would go 

out to jobs of equal pay, in contrast to. so r.:any of the 

previous training prograias.

In their first year, students spent approximately 

two-thirds of their- time in general .studies and pne-third 
on their profe^ional subjects. . Tliis ratio'was reversed- 

for the second year* The original idea to run combined 

courses'during the first year was difficult to put into 

practice. Scheduling difficulties only allowed for integra

tion in the courses on civics and current affairs. Outside . 

of the classroom, however, -the professions wer'e well mixed 

in the housing arrangements-and-they competed in athletics 

according to their housing. Every student spent one hour 

in the morning in field vrarh on the farm or house gardens.

Not every aspect of the combined operation worked 

perfectly. It was still difficult to generate enthusiasm 

for agriculture among the -teacher 'traihees. VJhile. they 

demonstrated a mllingness to discuss the theoretical 

aspects of agriculture, they showed a marked reluctajice to 

. engage in the field work. Yet, their exposure to the many ■

, facets of agriculture may have made its mark’ over the long - 

run. Several of the-Siriha trained technical assi-stants in 

^agriculture have^ commented that they made their best progress 

in the field thanks to soise of their old classmates, 

Apparently, as the teachers settled doi;m to married life 

in.thelr communities, they took an interest in improving 

their.o\m. shamhas and turned to their Siriba agricultural

Vr

#
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classmates for help,.. Their gar.dens then became good examples 

vathin their, contfaunities and in turn generated increased 

respect for the advice of the agriculturalists among other 

farmers in the area-

• The otherwise outstanding cooperation between Agri

culture and Education v/as temporarily disrupted in late 

1951 and early 1952 \dien the Education Department announced 

its intention to enroll an additional 150 students for 

preparation as teachers at the next highest salary grade, 

which meant that they were therefore, out of phas® \\rith 

the agricultural trainees. The Provincial A'gricultural 

Officer expressed his feeling that the balance vrould be 

greatly upset and that it would be' many years before agri— 

cultLU?e would be able to recruit at that level,29 Eventually, 

Education only recruited twenty-five students for training " ' 

at the higher levels and Agriculture also found'it possible 

■ to recruit at a higher standard and to establish the same 

terms of service.

I,

Embu

In contrast to the early planning efforts at Siriba, 

the proposals for Embu invariably seemed to be several years 

behind in both spirit ^d results,. One important advantage 

of the Kyanza site v/as its possession of land, a. provision 

not easily resolved in the Embu area,. Beginning in 1935, ^

a series of meetings were held \ri.th the'various’clan elders 

of the Kichugu Division of Embu District in an effort to

t
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obtain a site, for the school. Vtoen the District Officer 

and the Agricultural Officer returned from another un

successful meeting in late 1939} the D, ,0. reported to his 

Provincial Commissioner:

we took pains to explain to the people the 
advantages of the proposed school and the need 
for land. We were politely informed that their 
needs were also urgent and, in view of the 
increasing population in that area, they vrould 
be failing in their duty to their children if 
they agreed to the setting apart of so largo 
an area as 400 acres.30

Eventually, in 19^1, the elders agreed to sell land 

adjoining Erabu township if a government primary school v;as 

included as part of the project.. This land ^amounted to 700 

acres,' .because the Department .of Agriculture insisted on 

,a mi niTrmtn of 400 acres for its school...and experiment station, 

and the Department of Education wanted- pver 200 acres for 

its schools and school farms..31 • •

Oiace the Departm.ents of Education and Agriculture

• • •

L

■ . agreed to the joint proposal, the general progress of the

Never-project was tied to the success of their request., 

theless,- like Siriba with its,unexpected problem of water 

supply, Emlju had some difficulties of it.s ovm which added , 

One six months' delay x-ras caused by a Depart-to the delay,

ment of Education official who could not attend the first 

site meeting, and,-until she did, the site plans could not 

be forwarded to the Director of Public Works.32

*

Another six months' delay ensued while the two Directors ■ 

argued out an alleged inequity, which apparently gave Educa

tion only 170 acres out of the 230 .it felt absolutely
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necessary. Perhaps because no Provincial Conunissioner 

acted as prompter and referee for the school, the terms 

of cooperation were much less well-defined on this project 

than at Siriba, Education maintained that it needed the 

full 230 acres in order to operate the farming activities 

of the primary school and the teacher training center. 

Agriculture replied that its 453'acres would provide the 

agricultural facilities for the schools as it vras to„do at 

Siriba. But, in’ this case, "Education insisted on carrying 

on its o\m farraing effort,.and a compromise v;as eventually 

reached on the acreage,33

In the long run, these tvra schools were set up as 

completely separate institutions, even .geographically 

separated by a road. Both, departmental schools v/ere opened 

in 1949, and minimal cooperation between the ,two schools 

lasted just one year. Initially, the agricultural students 

obtained their arithmetic and English instruction at the

'%

teacher training institution, in return for classroom and 

practical agriculture at the Department of Agriculture's 

school. But in 1950, the Education Department hired a 

, European teacher with an agricultural background and 

* decided that this gentleman should teach agriculture to 

the teacher trainees which ended the mutual assistance

34 .program.

V/ithin a year, that European teacher left and a 

provincial'committee examined the future of the Education
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farm. It was decided then that only a small fruit and 

vegetable garden vrould be maintained' and that the education 

students could see demonstrations on the agricultural farm.

• In early 19^9, Kr. G, B. Rattray was appointed as 

Principal of the nevr school and an opening that same Piarch 

was anticipated. He v/as directed to study the existing 

syllabus and to make recommendations for changes tlirough 

his District Agricultural Officer and the Senior Agricultural

Officer for the Province. He had hardly begun his study when 

he discovered that, despite plans for the school-having 

been developed for almost ten years, no one l^ad apparently
L'

remembered that furniture 'vrould be needed for classrooms 

and living areas. The opening ,.wa.s postponed until August 

10, :19H-9, . when the school was officially opened, by the

Governor, Sir Philip Mitchell..

During the delay a meeting of District Agricultural 

Officers was held at Embu to finalise the. syllabus. It 

v/as agreed that in addition to classroom teaching, a 

smallholding similar to African farms’ in, the Embu area 

should be developed for practical demonstrations. One of 

the officers in attendance, hov/ever, felt so strongly that 

one smallholding v/as no-^ sufficient that subsequent to the 

meeting, he v/rote a lonlthy paper outlining his views.

He argued that one of the smallholdings should indeed be 

the typical, mixed, primarily subsistence holding. But 

he said there should be at least tv/o others geared to the 

market economy, one stressing dairy activity, and the other
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Only tlirough ocular demonstration ofvegetable production.

■the viability of these activities, he maintained, would

prospective agricultural instructors be able to comprehend 

fully the agricultural potential of their land and thereby 

pass jthat knowledge along to the farmers,36

A copy of his proposal eventually reached Head Office 

and the reaction is interesting, because it reveals the 

basic unvril ling ness, as late as 19^1-9} to cut the Africans
V

in on a full share of the agricultural market, The Director 

suggested that the proposal was very thoughtfluL but he 

doubted the ability of Africans to comprehend the complexities 

^ the market situation,.

• It must be remembered tha-t .the first and all- ■ 
important feature of agricultural training is to -

• instil in the mind of the African the necessity 
for the Colony to remain self-supporting in its 
food requirements, a problem which,is going to, 
become increasingly difficult as the population 
increases. It would therefore be OTong*in my 
opinion to shov: at Embu an area where the . .

.^production of foedstuffs can be incorporated 
•r ., in' the small-holding plan or any other system 

which might to the African mind appear more 
attractive.3/

Student enrollment that, first year was approximately

- K

sixty studentsj. eight :pf the students were secohd-year carry

overs from the old seed-farm school, while the rest were

%. 19?0, only twenty-six studentsfirst-year -students,, 

remained from the previous year's intalce and twenty-five

' new first-year students were admitted,.

Theee first enrollees qualified for'the school by 

obtaining’a pass on the Kenya African Primary Examination, 

In their first year of the two-year course, they were -
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expected to. talce elementary agriculture, botany,, animaJL
' -t-

husbandry, elementary science, booiciceepingj hygiene,

English^ and aritlnnetic. In the second year,, the program 

consisted of advanced agriculture, lx»tahy, animal husbandry, 

nutrition and science. Students in both years \Teve expected 

to spend at least twelve hours a week of practical work in 

the fields.38

This standard of a mere p on the ICAPS examination 

was lower than v;as felt desirable and efforts vrcre continually.

By 1955, tv;o

V._

made to upgrade the entrance requirements, 

years of schooling beyond ILA.PE \ras the minimum requirement*

'Students with passes on the Kenya African Secondary School 

Examination were encouraged to attend, and in 1955, thirteen 

of the thirty entries did have that qualification* By 

1957, the-minimum entry level was raised to a pass on the 

KASSE exam. It is interesting that as the standards went 

, up-,, the number of students successfully completing each 

year's vrork declined* Then enrollments began to decline, 

and Principal Rattray's disgust at the alleged self-ri.mportajace 

of the ICASSE students became more and more pronounced*

By 1958, only fourteen students vrefe enrolled in a school 

•with accomodation for 100,
j

A:-
The reasons for this sad misuse of a needed training 

facility are.not easy to find* 

at Embu vdth the success at Siriba*

One can compare the failure 

In doing so, the most 

-- intriguing explanation, though probably only correct to a 

■ small degree is tiiat, left to its own devices- as at
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Embu -— the Departiaent of Agriculture was demonstrating 

its basic lack of interest in training.Africans,- li/hen 

forced by the situation to cooperate and measure up to 

other Departments, as at Siriba, it could achieve success^

Again, responsible only to itself, the Department was 

much slov/er to develop the farm lands at Embu than at Siriba. 

Apparently, the development proposals for loan funds applied 

only to buildings and did not include funds for developing 

the land. By 1950, the people near Embu were grumbling 

about the failure to- develop the land.

Another factor difficult to measure waS*the effect - 

of the Kau Mau Emergency dii recruitment, -Enrollments did 

not significantly decline in the first years-of the Emergency, ■ 

but after the initial outbreaks, Embu disciplinary problems 

increased, reflecting the militant atmosphere in the area.

As the Principal moved to combat the unrest, his heavy 

handed treatment may well have discouraged applicants, 

despite their othem-rise general' desire to get an educational

certificate and a job. In 1957, for example, when only
• *

thirteen ilASSE passes were enrolled in the first year, the ' 

group presented a list_of complaints at the beginning of 

the second term, They_^were all promptly suspended on the 

grounds tiiat such insolence could not be toler'atod.

Ultimately,-only one student v/as disciplined and permanently
Ll-|

suspended, but five others left in sjoapathy.

As entrance standards rose, attracting candidates was 

difficult when little in th§ir previous education would

1+0 K

.7 ■

> -
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Theencourage them to pursue agriculture as a career, 

officers of Central Province recognized this problem by

criticizing their ovm move to higher standards mthout
U-2

preparing suitable propaganda in the secondary schools* •

Embu also suffered by comparison with teacher training

schools, including the one located directly across the road.

It is interestingI'riiere student amenities were superior, 

to note that the students at the Embu Institute of Agri

culture went on strike in 1968 for reasons similar to the

i1957 strike, charging-that the food, beddixUg, aiid clothing 

allowances \rere not up to the standards of teacher training 

institutions,

There may.be a tendency to scoff at the student con

cern for amenities, but it is a very real problem in a • 

society A-fcere ev-ery step up the educational ladder is exT)ected 

to be measured by-increased status and privileges. It.. 

was hardly ah attraction to have facilities of a standard 

below that of many of the secondary schools from vfnich-the 

students vrere being .recrnited, As Guy Hunter has -vjritten:

A diet of maize meal, squalid aiid overcrowded 
dining halls, sub-barrack room dormitories, 
inadequate light and s'oac'e .for study and 
recreation in a latitude.where it is dark
by 7*00 all tl^e year round- these -
conditions are simply not good enough for 
young men.who have a serious syllabus to 

‘master, ah important Job to do, and a need 
for self-respect and even some privacy,^3

IS.

Bukura

During the long years of controversy preceding the

. 'lx ..

>* .
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opening of Siriba, Bukura vras left With - the -task of pre

paring agricultural instructors.. Under the two-year training 

program inaugurated at the outbreak of the V/ar, the'average 

eiirollment was fifty-five to sixty students. V/hile ostensibly 

the entrance requirement was a pass on the Kenya African 

Primary Examination,' the Department was still a long way 

from attracting students of- this, caliber. Out of fifty- 

five students enrolled in 19^7, nine had passes. Over 

half of the balance had less than five years of schooling.

Unfortunately, and perhaps because of the Department's 

efforts being concentrated at- opening Siriba, the farm 

management of Dukura appears to have been badly-neglected.

In 19^7, the Department vms forced to admit publicly thht 

the smallholdings v;ere overcropped-and overstocked with

some 150 head of cattle oh approxiraatel3'' fifty acres of
' ■ ' . ' ' ll:
very poor ..permanent pasture. The cattle were infested vath

liverfluke said to have resulted from inadequate water - - - - -

supply, ko disease-preventing cattle dips' were anjn-^here

on the premises- hardly -the proper state, of affairs

for -a combination- training school and demonstration farm.^? 

i But better day.s were aliead. ..In'T94-8, 'the Department'

. appointed-two new officers, to Bukura. Mh'. Korraan 0. Whitton ■ ■ 

was appointed as Principal, a post he held until 1954.

Also appointed was the only African to graduate from 

- Makerere in the postvmr'194o*s, Peter Vuylya.

■- remained at Bukura until 1957.

.

^!4- - V,

Mr. Vuyiya 

Both men tbok considerable 

interest in training,procedures and apparently got on well
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together..

In addition to the training for agricultural instructors, 

Bukura held a number of refresher.courses for assistant 

agricultural instructors and agricultural instructors already' 

at work in the field. .Since the immediate postwar emphasis

in agriculture was on soil conservation, these courses were

V/hile only three
...f

primarily devoted to such tecliniques. 

courses were held in 19^+7, the number was increased to ten

The courses vrere tvro weeks long, and progressa year by 1953.

reports on each man attending were sent to the District

Ken -who did poorly v/erd often requiredAgricultural Officers, 

in the same year to attend special intensive elementary

Teachers' short courses emp'hasizing simple tech-■ cotirses.

niques for improving school gardens v/ere -also .cojiducted,

groups from the area were encouraged.46and visits by farmers

Since the case for moving Bulcufa to some other site

dates back to the early 1930's, a number of proposals in
_ ,_ _ _ _ _ - - - - - - - -

the intervening years suggested uses for the site, if and 

when the move took place. Among these, were its development 

as ajp: agricultural .experiment station, its sale as a'site 

for a mission school, and even some consideration, during

.that brief ■■pe’riod 'of Education's withdrawal from the combined
• -

■f

institution at Siriba, .that-it might be used for training 

teachers. >

With the development of the smallholdings at Bukura, 

hov/ever, the idea that it might -be used as a-place to train 

adult farmers seemed, to' be the one with the most appeal.
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The idea, originally put forward by l-ialcoim Graham, eventually

- receiyed the strong support of the Provincial Commissioner,

K. L., Hunter. In .his argument's for the idea. Hunter admitted

that his first thought had been to use Bukura for those

young men who couldn't quite make the grade at Siriba, but

v/-hen they finished their, course they would be v;ithout land
■*

and probably without a desire to return to the land. Adult 

farmers already possessed land, had.some capital, and 

training for them promised iniinediate results.VJhile it 

is unlikely that Graham -and Hunter \irere the only Europe^ 

officials considering the possibilities of adult'* agricul

tural education, it is only in the mid-194o's that official 

support for farmers' training began to' develop culminating 

in a large-scale program at the end of the 1950's. (see 

PP. 162 - 176)

Agricultural Instructors

By the niid-1950's, ah increasing number of Africans '

\-ath university training in Agriculture began to be'available 

to the Department of. Agriculture. It was perhaps only 

natural that the Pepartment seemed to /ocus most of its

concern'for African staffing.on this.group, and agricultural 

instructors "^'were somewhat’ff7erlooked.

In the inter-war years, the Department, itself, wa.s^still 

groping for research solutions to the problems of African 

agriculture, ^id the instructors themselves had only very 

limited training, " In’that situation., they were often used
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more as policecien than as teachers.. About 19^0, this 

situation began to change, and, gradually over the next 

decade, the compulsion aspect of the instructors' job was 

replaced by greater emphasis on persuasion,. Increasing ' 

African involvement in project planning at the local level 

through Local Native Councils, District Agriculture Com- 

mittees and District Education Boards was, one reason for the 

change. Greater emphasis vms placed on the team approach, , - 

because departmental offic^ers were more concerned about 

developing coordinated projects.

Increased-numbers of staff \vere also available to each 

department. Agricultural, instructors increased from 

on the staff in 19^7, to 1200 by 1959 with an Additional 

1000 men designated as assistant agricultural instructors.^^ 

In addition, the quality Of instructors v;as improving, and 

with the frequent use of refresher courses, the instructors 

were better able to explain policy and projects to the 

farmers. ' ■ -

For^a brief period in the early and mid-1950's, female 

agricultural instructors were employed in several areas.’

. The experiment was begun .in Kericho, because the District 

Agricultural-Officer there had found it impossible to get 

the Kipsigi -v-romen to attend barazas on agricultural develop- 

. ment.-.. He then persuaded the African District Council to 

hire two older married vromen who worked four days a week.

The women wore trained by the D, A. 0, to work on specific 

projects such as:soil control, and they worked solely vriLthln
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their o\m areas..

The experiment was successful enough to spread to other 

with Kyanza reporting a total of tvrelve women at vrorlc 

by the end of 1952, and Central Province indicating Torty-

The use of these vromen also

areas

six employed during that year, 

received the official support of Head Office, and recruiting

of additional numbers vias encouraged, alvmys on the condition 

that funds were provided by the ^ifrican District Council,- 

Training vras still on the basis of one project at a time 

and still provided by the European D, A. 0 

consideration was being given to more formal training

though• 5

programs.

By the mid-1950's, the program appears to have gone 

The Department never- could malte up itsby -the,, boards.,, 

mind on what type of establishment to set up for T^men,

and then the infusion of S\^nnertq^j^4^ funds made it 

possible for the first time to fully staff an area vri.th
t

male agricultural instructors on the Department's payroll, 

African District Councils then'v;ere able to use the funds

previously tied up for agricultural instructors for other 

purposes, and the m^on^y for female ihstructors was among the 

“first to 'disappear in this fashion..

Typical Educational Activities of a District • 
A'gricuitural Officer

Agricultural Officers never agreed among themselves 

about their educational activities. Some felt their prime 

endeavors should be in research-oriented activities such . .
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as seed farms and experimental stations. Others saw them

selves principally as advisors able to assist their junior 
staff to carry out the actual field work. Certainly fev/, 

if any, primarily saw 'themselves as-educationists in any 

usual sense if for no other reason than no career oppor

tunities existed for specialists in education vrithin the 

Department of Agriculture'.

On the other hand, one former District Agricultural

Officer contended that everything he was trying to do 

involved education.
■''s»

Ko program, he said, could operate 

The conscientious D, A. 0. 

had many opportunities to be involved in educational 

activities vrith agricultural, instructors^ with schools, and

Without some kind of education.

with farmers.

Every pay day offered the opportunity to hold, a short

baraza for ■•tHe^^^rlcult:ural_instructors on some sulject 1

The D. A, 0, had to-make certainof immediate importance, 

that he set up a schedule to get his instructors to the

various refresher courses v;here-they could be given an 

intensive briefing on some new program, such as the intro-’ 

duction of a casij.^ crop like coffee, 

faitiliarity with that crop might be limited to the two weeks

But since the instructors’

in the course, the D. A. O'.-s-had to establish seasonal barazas 

to demonstrate each process that affected the farmers; steps 

such as planting, spraying, pruning, harvesting, and so on. 

Given the minimum educational experience of maiiy of his 

.instructors, the D. A. 0, had to'be prepared to repeat this
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■ Despite his other, cojnmitments, he would get involved

Vftiile the detailed vrork on thein the' school program, 

school garden was left to the instructors,, the D. A. 0. 

v/ould speak at the schools to encourage young men to pursue 

agricultural careers, would organize competitions for the 

best school gardens and. for the best answers to the exara- 

inatio.n questions. Finally, he would help to organize a 

Young Farmers' Club on a regular basis,

V/ith the development of farmers' training centers, the 

groat bulk of the training for farmers fell omthe centera ^■*r-

staff and on its instructors, but the D.; A. 0., still main

tained responsibility for crop development, in his o\m area. 

Ke had to thinic through his program carefLaiy, .so that it 

v/as not; ^ust a pet project that would be forgotten when his 

rep-lacement' appeared on the scene, 

departmental counterparts

He had to educate his

so that they agreed on the policy 

and the best wayS to implement this policy. -They had to

}-

agree on priorities, so that the residents of the distriqj: 

were not caught in-the middle. Finally, the perceptive 

D, A. 0,.knew that he-had to get the women interested in 

agricultural training, and give them an opportunity to benefit
sS.-,.. _ ■ ' *

from the various training opportunities available,

• During the immediate postwar years, it would have 

been difficu3.t for any D, A,. 0, to be as thorough as thq 

ideal. The Department was still badly short-staffed and 

, frequent transfers resulted vdth little opportunity to learn
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In the two years, 19^6 and 19^^7, 

six changes of Agricultural and-Assistant Agricultural 

Officers in one district in Hyanza Province took place,.

The"District Cofflialssioner for that area reported that 

agricultural work in-the district was very backward, and 

he contended that even more than administrative officers, 

it was vital for agricultural officers to be in an area long 

enough to get to know their districts and to get the confi

dence of the people before real progress in agricultural

Only- \ri.th tho funds

about a district in depth.

51development would be possible, 

provided by the British'Government to support |:he Swynnerton 

Plan was it possible for the first time.to create a fairly 

solid staff.

Agriculture in the Bchool System

The emphasis given agriculture in the school system 

during the postwar era can be roughly divided into four 

1. Five years betvreen 19^5-^i-9, vnhen a modestperiods:

effort v/as made to improve procedures and practices; 2. A 

period of concerted effort between l9'-i-9-5^ as a result of

the Beecher Report on African Education; 3* A brief period 

of specialized interest in programs at the intemiediate 

school level about 1956 ;_^4, A kind of holding operation 

• until independence, because the emphasis shifted to adult 

trai’nlng through Farmers,.’ Training Centers,

T-vlaen the Department of Education established the 

. position of Senior Jlgricultural Education Officer in 1944, 

a ne\T statement of^ cooperation for agricultural education

t-

J-’-
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between the Departments of Education and Agriculture vj-as 

one^bf the first results. . The tvro Departments agreed that 

only rudimentary work involving nature study and s'oil con- 

-servation vrould be undertaken at the elementary level. 

Agricultural science vrar. to be a classroom subject at the 

primary level, and this was to’be taught in close coordination 

with practical work, so 'that ample land would be needed for 

each primary school. The Department of Agriculture was 

resDonsible for all agricultural training at the post

primary level except where an agricultural center vras not 

established. In such cases, the Denartmeiit of Education 

might, provide such training dt 'its schools hut always 

in .conformity with the agricultural policy for that area.

The Agricultural-Education Officers of the Department of .

Education were to be responsible for all ,the agricultural
. ■ .

vrork in elementary and primary schools. Agricultural
. , '

• officers were to work with them on agricultural policy

- —rmatters and. were welcome to visit the schools,. The Depart^-

ment of Education also undertook to encourage some of its, 

students to go on for specialized agricultural training.

By 19^-5, two Agricultural Education Officers were 

*employed as field officers by the Department of Education, 

After a. year or so on the‘®j'Ob, they suggested that they 

" stop bei^ng itinerant. insp©ctorSf[of agricultural education 

and set ..up .as managers of large school farms in association 

with teacher training colleges. These farms would train 

teachers of agriculture in secondary schoors, and “serious"

'r

?2

Ijk
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. agriculture vrould only be taught at secondary schools using 

a real commercial fare as the basis for the practical v;ork.?3 

Agriculture would be eliminated altogether in primary 

schools' curricula.

The reaction of senior field officers in the Department

i.

of Agriculture to these proposals was almost totally negative,

One responsebut for an interesting variety of reasons, 

suggested that secondary schools vrere not knovm to be, a .

source of farmers, and the proposal seemed like an ideal

job for the Agricultural Education Officers, providing them 

\T±th peace and quiet in addition to farming at Government
It was argued tliat the Department of Agriculture54expense;

should sever all its, connections with school agriculture.

leaving it to the Agricultural Education section of the 

other Department..'■ This new proposal was unnecessary because 

sufficient nuBibers of teachers vrould soon have agricultural 

training as a-result of the nevi schools at Siriba and Embu.^^ 

' , Another argument had it that too many Africans vrore already ■
- . .
engaged in agriculture and that the education policy should 

■' ' not be agriculture for-"hH‘students, but J-nsteady to make 

better farmers of a fevf. Serious training in agriculture 

*should wait .until an.age v;hen boys were reaffy 'to decide- 

• their futures. Attempting®to set up school gardens around
■ ■ ■ ' I. '

h every school, often me-ant that poor land had to serve as the ■ 

demonstration, sites vrhereas concentrating efforts at a few ^ 

•schools in high potential land might achieve the best results.%

’ the proposal'did-not come to fruition, its
; ' '■ . . . . . . . . . . . • '■■■■'
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presentation adds insight into the frustrations inherent 

in this false line of development effort in agricultural 

education. The maximum staff in agricultural education 

achieved by the Department of Education occurred in 19'+?, 

when it employed three men, one in Nairobi, and the two 

proposers of reform who had responsibility for all of 

Central Province and all of Ilyanza Province. It was a hope

less task. Not only v;ere the two field officers to inspect 

every existing school, but they v^ere expected to help design 

and lay out the garden for every nev; school, <5f iriiich a 

great many were coming into existence in the postx^ar period, 

Knov.'ing also that they were wasting untold manrhours in 

travel, the officers felt they could accomplish far more by 

staying in one place.

liie arginnents of the agricultural officers v;ere also 

reasonable. The school system had, to that time at least, 

produced fev/ if any agriculturally oriented students. The . 

officers in the field vrere already spread too thin to perform 

their direct agricultural tasks 'and assisting the schools 

was a.difficult burden on .thfs already heavy load,

ffet, the official position of the government was that:
»

.In a rural community,•the teaching of agriculture 
h^must form an essentialspart of education

is the policy of the Government that the Agricultural 
andifeterlnary Depahtrnenth' shall'cooperate in fhis^ ^ 
wofk-'in the schools and help in the establishment of 
model agricultural holdings which will.serve as 
instructional centres for the whole community,^7

That statement is typical of the pronouncements made

over the years,V Agreement was not hard to reach at the

It• • • •
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level of theory, but once discussions reached the level of 

inp lenient at ion, successful projects vrere not easy to achieve, 

School gardens were a cherished part of the agricul- 

tTTral education programs. In the rationale for such gardens,

it was possible to draw on a variety of purposes- to malce

the child jLnterested in plants and the soil in which they- 

grov;, to build an intere-st in the art and profession of 

farming, and to provide interesting and suitable practical 

work, v/liich could develop the childs' pov/ers of observation 

and reasoning vrithout giving him unnecessary, dull and 

uninteresting work..

In some instances, the pfogr'am did work successfully.
‘ 4 '' ■ ■ ■ . ■ • ’ ■

One account described in glov;ing terms an apparently success

ful school farm at Kisii hfhere the layout'was beautiful, the - 

farm fund thriving,-and the boys so interested that the 

Young Farmers’ Club had to restrict its membership.in 

another instance, the parents were reported to have under

taken to do the heavy garden woii-i for the very young 

children, riot only did this Cooperative activity help to 

bring those gardens to a higher standard, but the' community ' ' 

involvement helped to make it possible to use the gardens 

as demonstration j)lots fo:p the entire area.

From the point of view of the headmasters of schools,

^ the school garden v^as often viewed as among the most diffi

cult of his tasks. A not untypical letter.from such a 

headmaster to his mission superior suggested that there 

vrcre very few teachers vath any degree of specialization

%

*
59
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in agriculture. Agriculture was only one of the subjects 

■ they were required to ■teach. If one asked for assistance 

from the local agricultural instructor, it might be months 

before he shovred up and then his teaching ability vms 

dubious. This particular letter suggested that agriculture 

would only be successfully taught when both its. theoretical 

and practical aspects v;ere taught'by a qualified teacher.^®

At the district level, one of the agricultural officers
-^1

offered to provide training for teachers al: the Erebu Agri

cultural Institute because he saw it as hopeless to demon

strate approved agricultural practices through <(teachers with- 

out such training. V/hy hot concentrate agricultural educa-- 
tion in a few .scl'ipols with trained teachers?^" The reply

from the Provincial Education Officer suggested .that it was 

the policy to require every .school to have a garden and it 

would therefore be improper to single out ce^-tain schools
«»

for special agricultural teachihg.-^^

A key question f or practical- agriculture at schools, 

particularly vAiere school farm's were established rather 

. than just gardensj was whether the aim of these farms/. 

gardens should be primarily demonstrational vrithout -concern

: *a.s to profit or loss or if profit should be the major objective. 

Mission schools had difficulty raising capital funds for 

. wchbpl farms, particularly vfnen the progran: of intermediate 

school farms waS; developed in the 1950’s., A request for a 

Goverment loan on the same basis as that afforded to Govern- 

■ meht' schools for farm development was denied with the; suggestion
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that missions should draw on their ovm resources, since 

they vrauld he able to repay themselves from the farm-profits 

within three or four yoars,^^

This position on prof its'v;as in direct contrast to tliat 

taken by the Department of Agriculture.,- The Director of 

Agriciature believed that a training farm would largely 

fail in its objective if it tried to be self-suoporting.

Ke suggested that the profit motive had historically made

the teaching process ii^eff'ective \,r{:ierever it had been tried - 

in the past. Satisfactory training could iiot be achieved
6ifon a commercial basis..

It was ..difficult to give up' the school program, even

if the results seemed so pathetic. Everyone kept expecting

to be able to turn the corner v/ith the next generation of 

students. The .alleged emphasis pn "vmite collar" education

seemed to be driving every graduate into the few major “ 

cities where unemployment vras already a problem. Consequently,

it_should not be surprising that the Government report on

African Education published in 19^9 (most commonly kno\m as 

the Beecher Heport) also took a firm .position promoting 

a^dditional agricultural education in the schools.-

Archdeacon Beecher wass.well-qualified to chair the 

committee on African Edu«3^tion. For most of the V/ar years, 

he was one of the Europeans designated to represent African

interests in the-Legislative Council —- until he was able 

to v/ork himself out of the job by insisting that an African 

In an article published just after the V/ar, thesucceed him.
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Archdeacon had pointed out-the Increasing problems in educa

tion and their effect on rural life. The Colonial Develop

ment and 'Welfare Fund had announced grants to Kenya totaling 

^<350,000 per year. But as the Archdeacon noted, on the 

basis of the schools vdiich would be in existence at the end 

of the first postwar five-year plan, recurrent expenditures 

for those schools would be £.500,000 per year. Yet, the taxes 

needed to support those recurrent expenditures vrere in large 

measure being stifled by the cash crop restrictions still 

in effect in the African.areas, vmich in turn helped to make 

rural life unattractive and contributed to the dirift to the 

towns. A massive program of rural- reconstruction was needed,

■ requiring large-scale capital loans, - Such a progr.aia would 

also assist the Africans to advance in the-partnership of 

ruling East Africa..Unfortunately, the farseeing implica

tions of these proposals were not appreciated,- at least not 

until the Mau ilau emergency. Then the Government embarked 

on its first large-scale grant program to African agriculture 

-  under the aegis of the Swynnerton Plan.

The recommendations of the Beecher Report^^. s'ugge'bted 

that agricultural educational activities should be a special 

activity of the primary schools.ho formal training in 

agriculture should be undertaken at the elementary level, 

but elementary schools should'Lmpart the right attitude 

toward agricultural labor and an appreciation ef the importance 

of the land.

The program developed in' the .primary years should

. '
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that those students would not likely be employed 

As in djiie^Ieaentar'y ' sdhddr, the agri-
recognize

as simple laborers, 

cultural curriculum should develop an appreciation of the

land and the courses should also impart an awareness of 

where the landovmer could turn for more help»

The Report suggested'that teacher attitude was vital 

to the success of any agricultural program in the schools.

Hence agricultural information should become an integral

The Report also noted that.part of teacher, training, 

in those schools where officers of the Agriculture Depart-

ment paid frequent visits, interest in agriculture, was

Therefore,great, and the school gardens were excellent, 

the Denartraent should Involve itself in .the. curriculum as

All of those suggestions were accepted-much'as. possible."

by the Government,

V/ith regard to agricultural training at the secondary

■ level, the Report suggested that the adtainistrative and ' 

technical.officers of the Government should give every 

encouragement to the students who werei-going to attend the 

agriculturally oriented schools at' wundanyani, Kapengnria, 

and Kikuyu. In the Government’s official response to the 

Report, put forward in 1951) the Government stated that 

ICapenguria and Kikuyu were not achieving their objective of 

training students likely to return to the land as farmers.

It suggested that the schools might be better used to train 

teachers' of agriculture,^® VJundanyani never did open as a 

secondary school of agriculture, and Kikuyu had already lost
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all its pupils by the time the Government'response was 

published,. There was, however, considerable av/areness of 

this-need to train teachers of agriculture. Spattered 

individual efforts, such- as a one-v/eek course for headmasters 

at the Church of Scotland Mission in Turauturau were not 

though not ever sufficient to reach all the 

The Beecher Report took a

uncommon,

teachers in active service,, 

small step toward filling the need by recommending that

sixty out of the 2,625 teachers in training each j'-ear 

be given specialized training in agriculture,

V/hile refresher courses for teachers, sponsored by the 

Department of Agriculture, dated back io the prewar,days at , -v 

. 'Bukura, the frequent turnover of officers in both depart

ments often meant that the thread of continuity-and coopera

tion was lost, A good example of this -occurred in hyanza 

in 1951 when the Educational Officer at Kisii .called the 

attention of his Provincial Education Officer to the fact 

■ that while the first refresher course at 'Bukura for the year 

had been very successful, all the remaining courses vrere 

scheduled at times .that did not .coincide with the school 

holidays,

Apparently.this particular Education Officer was 

extremely serious about the value of these courses, because 

^ he then on his o’^fn, organized such a course for the August 

holidayl One hundred and two teachers attended the one-^^^eek 

program "in xmich he involved both the local Agricultural 

InstructoFIm the District Agricultural Officer. Among the

- ^

11.
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many agricultural subjects covered, he reported that the ■ 

demonstration of compost, making was particulai’ly successful 

and thirteen of the teacher trainees requested a booklet on 

the subject. 71

He was quickly supplied mth the booklet by the Pro

vincial Agricultural Officer, but the accompanying letter 

called his attention to the fact that canpost making was

The_ aggrieved72not the accepted policy in South Kyanza. 

and chagrined Education Officer resnonded that ;d.th the 'best

of intentions he had follov:ed.the primary school syllabus

This v;as avjhich specifically encouraged .compost making, 

serious failure' in liaison between the tvro departments since

the agricultural policy had apparently been changed a full

year previously. The Education Officer grimly expected

considerable confusion v;hen he had to correct the training

given and also bring the error to the attention of every
71 ■

headmaster in his area.

Agriculture, both^theoretical and practical, was a 

part of the regular curriculum at teacher training ceirters,. 

but it v;as not a subject in ^^^hlch a.,compulsory pass was

Agricultural officers';v/ere frequently asked to

In 1952

. in Eyanza Province, several'agricultural officers who had 

•been requested to perform this duty arrived at the training . 

centers only to discover that the students had already been

In this instance, the negative ■ 

result brought a renev;ed effort at cooperation, • The

required,
%■ ■ t

scrutinize t'ne exa.minatipns_gand practical vrork.
jf

allowed to depart for home.
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Provincial Agricultural Officer.informecl his counterpart that 

I'iovemher was an extremely, busy season for agricultural, 

officers. As a result, the Provincial Education Officer 

c, agreed to move the agricultural exams to a time between July 

and September \Jhich vras convenient for the agriculturalists. 

The Principals of the teacher training centers v;ere supplied 

with 'lists of the specific'areas in agric.ulture which needed 

concentration, and a special point was made to praise the 

cooperation of the agricultural staff and to call attention 

to the existing level of Cooperation bef^j'een the two depart

ments.

- X.

i
74

The reluctance of Education to’make agriculture a 

compulsory pass subject in the teacher training centers 

was a source of irritation for some agricultural officers. ■

From their point of view, Kenya was basically an agricultural 

If - it-was■not a compulsory subject then one of ther.— ■country.

key factors for African development was being deemphasized,

At least one education official suggested that it v/as;

impossible to mal-;e the subject compulsory because the fa-ilure

rate i-rould then be so high, a critical reduction in the

number of teachers available would result. On the other 
* - -

hand^. some agricultural off^ers did not favor compulsion

either, because they despaired that the subject could be 

properly t.aught under the auspices of the Department of 
Education,'^

.-•- The other potential source of agricultural teachers 

for'the classroom vras the staff of the Department of

f ■
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Agriculture, particularly the agricultural instructors. The 

classroom use of agricultural instructors tended to wax and 

v:ane depending on the degree of individual initiative aiid . 

cooperation among field officers' of the Departments of 

Agriculture and Education. On occasion, experiments were 

tried in which agricultural instructors were assigned to 

teach agriculture at a given number of schools. Some of 

these were quite successful,but in the final analysis, 

this method was stymied by problems of both quantity and 

quality. Not enough agricultural instructors had teacher 

training. Their ovm technical training had'been geared to 

field demonstrations and inspeptlohs. In the immediate 

postwar period, many of the best instructors were those'

v;hose training had been conducted in Swahili, because their 

English competence v/as minimal. This conflict .about the , . 

language of instruction v/as brought home vriien the nev;

syllabus on Gardening and Nature Study v^as produced' in 19^9 

by the Department of Education, Copies were offered to 

Agriculture, but when the Senior Agricultural Officer for
' i ■ * .

Kyanza asked'for IjC in. Swahili, he was informq^d that it had 

only' be.en published in English,. Some of his best instructors 

were thereby prevented from making direct use of the' syllabu*s.^7 _ 

l-^Iany officerf^of ttie Departa:ents of Education and 

Agriculture made a determined effort to make the program 

vrork. But in the face of the rapid grovfth of the entire 

educational system, it v;as a discouraging exercise. Sir 

Philip Mitchell, as Governor of Kenya in 19?0, recognized

:/
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the difficulties inherent in this effort when he v/rote

that the educational system had done-little to interest ,

The effect of that failure cut twopupils in the land.

The influential educated minority showed littleways..

Interest in the land and the Agriculture and Veterinary

The schoolDenartments could not get enough staff.

curriculum \^as-still pegged to the English examination

Under the circumstances, it vms too much, lie said.system,

to expect to be able to incorporate an agricultural bias
- \76

in education.

The Government had accepted the Beecher recommendation
s

that agricultural programs should-be emphasized at the

But by 19?V, even this program was provingprimary level.

difficult to implement.. The Director of Education decided

, that a new policy agreement between Agriculture,” Veterinary 

Services, and Education vras necessary, which would call for 

a reduced program of agricultural education in the schools. 

In his letter outlining the'nev: proposal, he- put the case

bluntly and to the point.

There are still many people who believe that an- 
emphasis on Agriculture in the schools will lead 
to young-’-men and women taking up agricultural 
occupations. Those who hold these views forget, such- 
points as availability of land, land tenure, cash 
incomes in Agriculture ... and other occupations, the

thes.desire for vfnite collar jobs, 
I do not thinli it is necessary to

lure of urban life 
prestige, etc. 
elaborate the fallacy that if only Agriculture 
could be taught efficiently in schools there would 
ipso facto grow un a large nuraber of keen young
agriculturalists.79

Responses to this letter from the Provincial Agrf-

cultural Officers indicated that they were inclined to ^

■fcT ■

h......
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agree,but both Directors of Agriculture and Veterinary
f *

Services were unwilling to do so. A compromise was eventually 

worked out and another statement on agricultural educational 

policy was set forth.

Elementary schools would concentrate on simple demon

strations and particular attention would be paid to promoting 

enthusiasm on the part of teachers so' that the notion of . 

drudgery in farming would be avoided at all costs. Instead 

of a school farm, agriculture at primary schools would be 

taught through smallholdings, Tlie primary schools were to 

be the center of local life and provide sound practical 

luiovrledge of agriculture and animal husbandry. Secondary 

schools were to' concentrate on academic pursuits except for 

' one or tv/o, which would have a mixed program. Special 

emphasis would be given to agriculture for teachers in 

training, particularly to acquaint thorn with the aims of 

the S\irynnerton Plan,

The political, racial, and emotional overtones involved 

in the agricultural bias were such that very fe\i v;ere willing 

to vn?ite off the school program, even though it was carried 

on'without conviction. By the late 1950's, however, the - 

new emphases of the S-v/yruierton Plan and. the rapid growth 

of farmers* training centers laeant that Agriculture's 

interest in school agriculture would be proportionately 

diminished. %
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Chapter Five

Developing a Base the Swynnerton Plan - 
Some'~New Aspects of Training

In addition to the programs such as those for agri

cultural instructors and school gardens which had their

roots in the inter-war period, some other programs came

Among these were a fullto the fore in the postwar era. 

scale degree program at university level and the first

serious efforts to provide training for adult African 

farmers. 'These programs do not necessarily directly relate- 

to one another, but ultimately, each in its ovm way contributed 

to the pool of trained personnel on which the Sv;ynnerton ■

Plan was to dravf. ■ ' . .

' ’f-i

Piakerere^

' The most well-loiown of the institutions of higher 

education in East Africa is Makerere University College.- 

For many years, until the universities in Ilairobi and 

■ Dar es Salaam vrere developed, it was the university for

Although Makerere v/as established at Kair.pala,. East Africa.

Uganda in 1922, the first Kenyan students did pot enroll

until 1929,. Their late entry resulted directly from the 

slov; grovrth of educational.opportunities for fvfricans in 

Kenya.. The first secondary school, Alliance High located 

just outside Kairobi, did not begin operation until 1926. 

It was not .until 1936 that the first Kenyans.enrolled in

the agricultural 'coilrse.

. ■ ■ -N



As of 1936, the agricultural course was a flve-yeeyr 

The fir-st year v^as really a continuation of a

The second

program.

secondary school'program in general education.

Subjects such as plant andyear concentrated on science, 

animal physiology, agricultural chemistry, agricultural

botany, survey and elementary agriculture vrere introduced 

in the third year.. The fourth year involved practical work 

at tv7o agricultural research stations in Uganda, and, in the 

fifth year, the students returned to the carnais to study 

advanced and exi^eriniental agriculture, agricultural mycology, 

agricultural entomobogj, diseases of stock and basic economics. 

The entire resident staff for the course consisted of one

secondment from the Ugandh Ueparteent of Agriculture.

He called on his colleagues to assist with’the sections of 

the course for which they had e:'q5ertrse.

The agricultural course V7as not popular among Kenyans 

for all the reasons which affected recruitment to the 

Department of Agriculture's Training Schools, such as low 

status and lov7 career pay. But in the case of Maicercre, 

this student negativism was compounded by tlie Department's

man on

-4 ~

failure to -take any-significant interest in the course

In that year, the de la' Warr Commission onprior to 1937.
* ...

Higher Education requested estimates on the numbers of

graduates the Department would consider hiring over the next 

ten years. The Department expressed a v;lllingness to take 

on some fifty-five graduates.^

A second outgro^rth of the de la V/arr Commission was

■ ■
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the proposal to convert the Makerere certificate course 

to a diploma course comparable to those awarded in the .

United Kingdom. The proper curricultuji for such, a course, 

in agriculture became one of the major items for discussion 

at the 1939 Conference of the Directors of Agriculture for 

Kenya, Uganda, and Tanganyika,. Having directed the prepa

ration of a syllabus the previous year, the 19^ Conference 

approved a draft syllabus, but the Directors of Agriculture 

Tor Kenya and Tanganyika called attention to the fact that 

the standards were so high very few students from their 

countries could qualify, at'least for some years to come.3 

The diploma course in agriculture was also^ a five-year

_ _ Program. .From the - layman'* s point of viev/, it did not look

very different from its predecessor, but the caliber of 

■ entering students was improving every year,- and vriiile t.i'tles 

- of courses remained the- same, the material vras on a higher v 

plane so as- to' turn out a more advanced graduate. The 

did^loma ccairse was no more ""at tractive. Over the years, '

19^-195?2, the annual total enrollment averaged about six
. . . ■_. . . V

students, and less than a dozen students from Kenya received • 

diplomas in that perioci,

j One must also keep in mind that the science laboratory 

facilities at Makerere were ui^ble to accomodate large 

intakes of students each year.. Even so, up to 19^6, the 

existing laboratory spaces had never been filled. In 

anticipation of postwar growth, however, the Principal 

suggested that the annual enrollment in science be divided

..
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with ten entries for Medicine, five for Agriculture, five 

for Veterinary Science, and five for Teachers of Science, 

In a .ioint reply to the quota'proposal, the Kenya- 

Department Heads for the above areas suggested that there 

had previously been a preference for the Arts curriculum 

because only, one additional year was needed to obtain the 

teacher certification,- instead of the extra tv;o years in 

their areas, Tliey urged the Principal to seek additional 

accommodations for science students and affirmed their

4

determination to find ways to get more secondary students 

-- to select science,?

Despite the affirmative res-oonse .to the de la v/arr 

Commission, the Department’of Agriculture did not create.

■ any position's for Kaicerere graduates, VAien the •first 

diploma graduate in agriculture, P, B, Mbatia, completed 

his course in Sejjtember, 1939, he 'v;as hired as an,agri

cultural instructor on temporary terms and paid 50 shillings 

per month. After five months, he resigned on grounds of 

insuf.ficient salary. Both his Agri'cultural .Offic.er':.and.-the 

'District Commissioner- reconmiended that he be -given a raise 

because of the high quality of his \iork. After ■ several 

bureaucratic delays, he vms rehired at 75 shillings per

A year later,, when

■ he requested leave j he i-/as notified that employees on 

temporary terns w not entitled to vacation. In February, 

1942, his salary was raised to 90 shillings per month but

. the terms were still: temporary,. Two months later j he

%

month, but still on temporary terms.
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discovered that a Makerere classmate had" been employed on
. . . . . . ' .

permanent terms by the Veterinary Department at l^O- shillings^ 

per month. Apparently, despairing of ever changing the _ 

bureaucracy, the young man resorted to performing his tasks 

in an unsatisfactory manner arid was then terminated in , 
August, 19h2.^

Some of the interdepartmental inequity was subsequently 

removed by creating a post of African Agricultural Assistant 

for Makerere graduates. By 19^, six graduates were employed, 

forming a core of African staff unchanged until the 19^0's 

when Makerere improved its agricLiltural program. Annual

staff reports indicated that the•performance of these men_ _

v?as generally, quite good. Still, they were by no means, 

treated on equal terms, A European diploma holder expected 

to take up his first position as an Assistant Agricultural 

Officer, It would be 195^ before the first African received 

that title and then with the Lmportant racial qualifier of 

Assistant Agricultural Officer (Africari.^,

Transportation was another symbol of discrimination.

In 19^5>' the Agricultural Officer in-charge of one of the

African Agrieultural'Assistants requested permission to-buy

a motor cycle so that the Assistant’s advanced training could
■ ■ ' ■ ■ ■ ■

be used by.the A, 0, for special vrork in any par.t of his ■

The Director of Agriculture declined the request.district,.

on the grounds that African Assistants would no doubt use 

these cycles to spend too much time motoring through their 

districts v;hereas they should move slowly, by foot and
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Mcycle, in order to maintain close contact vrith the farmers.'^ 

V/ithin the Department, some members of the European 

’ field staff worked diligently to ease the disertrr.lnatory"'“~

One of these"^barriers imposed on their iifrican assistants.

It v;as Climbers vrho had initially 

urged Head Office to establish a suitable salary and title 

In meeting after meeting,•Ghambers raised the.

v/as P. G, Ghambers.

for Mbatia,

question of recruiting and properly staffing the Department

Finally, after a decade of effort.

In 19>+9,

with llakerere graduates.

be v;as able in his ovm vfay to achieve a milestone, 

v/hile serving as Senior Agricultural Officer for Kyanza, 

he called.for a special staff sho'rf-course for Agricultural

Officers, Assistant Agricultural .Officers aiid Kalterere

The advance, announcementtrained Agricultural Assistants, 

simply stated that all the men attending vrould dine together,
8and the course v;as carried off without incident.

In 1946, some comments by the Director of Agriculture 

lent hope, that the Department was becoming Increasingly 

aware of the potential contribution of educated Afrlcans,- 

He said that it v/qs' urgent to find more highly trained

Africans, since, until such men could be put to work in the
■ , ' 9
Resefves, the country could not rise to a higher standard.

On another occasion, the Director spoke of the need to

insjbruct African farmers in improved agricultural practices,

and he'aiiimowledged that the Department's Plalcerere graduates

had demonstrated their competence to do so,^^

■'Early in 1947, the Golonial. Office published an extensive
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mejTioraadLim on the subject of agricultural training at Malcerere

suggesting ways to increase both the number of students 

enrolled and the quality^ of the program;, 11 Eighteen months 

later, the Chief Secretary asked the Directors of Education,

Agriculture and Veterinary Services to comment on the memo

randum. As it happened, the. delay provided them with an 

opportunity to-make Makerere the scapegoat for the relative 

lack of interest in agriculture.

Of the tvfenty-one Kenyan students admitted to Makerere 

for 19*-!-9j eighteen v/ere-admitted into ilrts, tv;o into a 

partial science coarse and only one into^ the full science 

course, of v/hi6h only the latter included the biology course. 

Since biology-v;as a prerequisite for adiaission to veterinary 

science, agriculture, or medicine, only one of those denart- 

^ments could hope to receive a graduate from among the 19^9 

e.ntries. The Directors .contended that some of the rejected 

students would have qualified in the United Kingdom and 

that one of the rejectees had v/on the biology prize at 

Alliance High School. . Hovr were these departments to carry 

out their development plans vrnen they V70uld ultimately be 

; receiving so few-graduates? ■ • - '

They suggested-more reasonable admission, standards and 

recommended that the Government of Kenya request a special ■ 

meeting of the l^kerere College Council to increase the 

number of science admissions.^ If that request failed, they 

indicatod that eonsideration should be given to conducting 

special courses at Kabete with the Government grant to
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llalcerere reduced accordingly,^3 The Government forwarded 

the opinions of the Directors. In April, 19^9, the Cotmc-il 

discussed the Kenya complaint hut succeeded in defusing the

hostility by suggesting that the entire situation be reviewed 

with the Inter-University Council which was due to visit' 

Makerere in July.^^

- In preparing materials to be put before the Inter- 

University Council,.the Konya Director of Agriculture called

attention to the fact that as of June, 19^9, he had only 

six Makerere trained men on his staff. He anticipated his
%

need for Lhe decade beginning in 195,0 as an average of eight 

men each year,^? Presented with the need for Afz±cpji staffing 

in all Departments, the Council decided to'upgrade Kakerere

to degree granting status and a Faculty of Agriculture was 

included in that decision. Eventually, the position of 

Professor of Agriculture and Chairman of the Denartment was

advertised and the successful candidate xvras Fergus Wilson,

The new chairman took up his post in 195$ at a time .

When the-diploma course had all but ceased to exist. - 

Although the original advertisement for,the Chair had suggested 

that development of a throe-year undergraduate 

postgraduate courses' was envisaged, the total staff allotment 

for the 1551-56 quinquennium amounted to three

a S’ well as

persons,.

The^e were ho facilities for teaching or researchj no endovj-—

ments, no equipment-, and no provisions for funds-to purchase 

land for a farm.16 • ■

In a private note to the Director of Agriculture in
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Kenya, Wilson doubted that people’ had any"idea of hov low 

agriculture had sunk at Kakerere.. As an example, he showed 

that the Estimates for 1951-56 quinquennium allocated more 

to the Medical School for office stationery than themoney

total allocated to Agriculture for textbooks, apparatus.

furniture and equipment, office stationery, and scholastic 

- materials.17 In contrast to this rather gloomy picture,

'Wilson called attention to Kenya's Egerton College vdiich 

offered a two-year diploma course to Europeans, There, one 

could find an excellent and developed mixed farm, accomoda

tions for both married and single students, adequate staff 

quarters and a full-time administrative and-teaching staff 

, of ^seventeen,

■'.'/hile acl-oiowledging that poor pay and . promotion prospects 

for Africans'^Undoubtedly carried some v/eight as arguments 

-for the lack of interest in agriculture, he was convinced 

that many students vrould come forward as soon as Makerere 

could,offer them a first class course. "The a?rsv;er lies not 

dn deploying t’ne choice of African- students but in thp steady
♦ - I

building up of a first rate School of Agriculture, raising 

its 'standards year by year until degree status is achieved,

* The timing., of his appointment seemingly could not have 

The Estimates for'the Quinquennium were already 

approved through 1956. Commitments -vrere already earmarked _ 

to other schools and faculties from the Al,000,000 grant of
« - V -

the Coionial Development and V/elfare Fund. 'Wiison put the 
case in its harshest terms to the East African Gover^ents,

18

.been vrorse. .
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He requested t230,000 within the next five years for capital 

development and a further sum of L20,000 for recurrent 

expenses in the same period if the Governments i-rished to 

give agriculture recognition and support,^®

For the three govefnments to act promptly on any 

proposal was unexpected, but. in this case, they agreed to 

provide the full ±=25^0,000 within ten weeks of V/ilson's 

request.

Governor of Uganda, Sir i'uidrev; B. Cohen., 

in the agricultural program ‘can be traced at least as far 

back as the Colonial Office Ilemorandum of 19^1-7 of v.hich he 

v;as the author.- ■ -

■ The provision of funds marked the turning point in .

hakerere‘s role of providing agric-uitural graduntes; - ^-----------
. .ivlthough^it took several years beforesufficient and qualified 

staff could be hired, .buildings constructed and tlie farm 

laid out, VJilson continued as Chairman of the Faculty until 

1961+, and he provided the leadership necessary to keep the 

cycle of Improvements in full.swing. Typical of his successful

He gives the major credit for this support to the
PI

Cohen's interest

efforts i‘^as the special attention he paid to establishing a

Tlie program served twolong^vacation ejr.plo3rmep.t program.

It forced the Departments to .be aware of potential 

agricultural officers, and it gave valuable practical experi

ence to the students.

The Makerere turnaround was so successful that by 1958,

• fifty.students were enrolled as opposed tb three in 1952.

So greatly had the quality of students seeking admission

purposes.
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improved, that of those fifty students, eighteen qualified'

• for the degree course which v/as inaugurated that, same year.22 

Although V/ilson had outlined in his 1952 development 

proposal his intent to move as quickly as possible to a 

full degree program, his announcement that 1958 would be 

the last S'-ear in vrhich diploma entries could also be accepted 

v/as apparently a surprise to Kenya. Reacting v/ith alarm, 

the Department initially tried to deter Wilson by suggesting 

that they might not be able to absorb many degree holders 

but they could anticipate requiring five to six diploma 

holders for every degree holder, or at least tv/enty a year.

Taking the Department at its v/ord, the existing African 
diploma holders must havV certainly

proven themselves an 

asset, because they v/ere referred to as "the^very marrov/ of 

, our Agricultural Development plans."23 'Wilson■expressed a 

v/illingness to continue v/ith a diploma program for not more

than te’i years, but Kenya decided to convert Siriba to a 

diploma course.■

The original Wilson thesis had been that enrollments 

in agriculturp v/ould cease to be a problem just_as quickly 

as the prospective students could determine that they v/ere 

receiving a quality prograra. A&little more than half-way 

througfi;This tenure at Ilakerere he suggested that that ideal 

v/as being realized.

There can be no doubt that the offering of a 
degree ■‘bourse in agriculture has, exercised a 
marked influence upon the quality of student v/ishing 
to find a professional career in agriculture; in 
recent years there has been a steady rise in the
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academic standards of students entering the 
faculty.2^

By 196^, over t\^enty students v.^ere enrolling in the' degree 

program each year,-and the Kenya share was averaging about 

five students each year.

Overseas Training

In the last years of colonial rule, so much British 

and American money was available, it sometimes seemed-as 

if every African Assistant Agricultural Officer had the 

opportunity to go overseas for study. But except for these 

■ last years, Jlfricans were restricted ;from participating'in 

overseas training. . ‘ • '

The first recorded request by an African'agriculturalist

to.attend an overseas course is that of Samuel Kbugua, a 

iiakerere graduate.<» Upon learning of his impending transfer ® 

to Embu in 19^6 as a teaclier for the agricultural school 

there, he requested overseas training at Trinidad. Trinidrad

was the site of the^tropical agricultural college for the". - 

British Empire, and many of the European pfficers passed' 

through there before taking un their first assignments in 

illthough his request was forv/arded to the DirectorKenya.
»-

of Agriculture, his imA.ediate. superior “commented that he 

did not .think -the time was yet appropriate for sending 

Africans overseas The Director agreed, stating that,an 

African could not profit from a course at Trinidad,^ Kbugua 

repeated ,his request'a year later with the saiiie result ^25

There was not, at the time Kbugua made his requests-,

o
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any organized program for overseas training. Moreover, 

during the next few years, most of the stimulus for such 

training vras to come from non-Governracnt sources. Perhaps 

the first oi' those was. the independence of India. ALmost 

concurrently with the celebration, the new Indian Government 

began offering scholarships to Kenya. The reaction of the

British Goverament wai^ fairly guick, and within a few months

Though none ofthree Kenyans were on'their way to the U. K.. 

the young men was from the Department of Agriculture, one

was a Veterinary Assistant by the name of Paul T. Kirie,

■-"Who stayed long enough in the U, K, to earn.an agricultural 

He returned to Kenya in 19.5^' to become the firstdegree,

fully qualified-Assistant Agricultural Officer (African).

Americans v:ill find interesting tlie. comments of the 

Agricultural Advisor to the Colonial Office v/-ith regard to 

■the. suitability of ./icerican training for colonial subjects. 

While he, did not believe >the dollar shortage (l9’+&) would 

‘ permit many to go to America in the first place, his guide

lines were as follows;

1. Stay out of the South even at the expense -of missing

Good ^hite schools vrould notsimilar farming conditions. 

admit*most colonial .subjects and the standards of Ilegro

colleges are too low..

- 2. Do not ,send,men to the United States if you'vrant them

to thinic, ^TTite, and ultimately direct research- (most

interesting'in viev; of the usual American-generalization 

that the rote training required of Africans to pass the-

. /
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British exarifinatlon system stifles the student's ability- 

to think for himself).

3. If you want primarily good District Agricultural Officers, ■ 

send the students to one of six universities whose standards 

are at least equal to V/ye or Harper Adams (the six listed 

were Cornell, California' at Berkeley, Iowa State, V/isconsin, 

Michigan State, and Illinois),_

In any event, it was almost another decade before American, 

foreign aid dollars, began to flow into Africa and to provide 

a challenge to this interesting thesis.

In 19’+9 the north Myanza Local Mative Council apiplied 

internal pressure for overseas training at Trinidad, when 

it- offered to provide the fixiances, ' The Senior Education 

Officer for Hyanza stated that selection vrould have to be- 

excellent so that the person sent, would not be corr„upted

by- the "undesirable influences" of Trinidad Colony, v/hat- 

ever tliat meant, The Senior Agricultural Of flcer_^ thought 

that a better policy would be to secure, more Makerere

He had at that time only four Makerere graduatesgraduates.

who might qualify for this overseas study, and he did not

While-'this latter .believe the province could spare them, 

reason may from one.point of view appear as just a -convenient 

excuse, and it conceivably vras, a tremendous shortage of.

Sv

talent existed, regardless of race, and the field officers 

■were alvmys concerned at their inability to put more staff 

on the innumerable projects that could have used attention.

The following year, 19^0,'"the Eorth Hyanza Local l-lative '
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Council repeated-the offer., and this time, after discussion

within the province, it was agreed that it might be very
.

worth vrtiile to isend three or four progressive farmers to 

Britain to observe farming there'. The Director of Agri- 

culture gave his approval to that proposal, Later that

year, the British Council made funds available for an African 

Assistant Agricultural Officer to take a' three month toiir- 

of agricultural facilities in the U. K.,,29 and in the 

following year, the same organization made funds available 

for additional farmers,30
-.£r-

The dike had been broken,. V/hile the demand for aver seas 

training has al\^ays been greater than -the opportunities • 

available, many Africans have been able to go and the 

program has been a continuing one right up to the present 

day.

^outh. -Organizations

A movement vm.th considerable potential for stimulating 

youthful, interest in-agricultural development was young 

j^eople's voluntary organizations. The experience of the 4-H 

movement in the,United States and the Young Farmers Clubs 

(Y. F. C.) in the U. K. was available to draw ori, but,

. probably because organizing such^clubs vrould represent an 

additional duty for any field officer, the movement was 

relatively slow to get started.

The first evidence of interest dates from I9U6, when 

a retiring District Commissioner turned over his -personal-
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files on the movement to theVQhief Kative Commissioner.31 

' There is also some indication that the Senior Agriculture 

Education Officer, G. K. Chaundy, encouraged the'format!on ' 

of Young Farmers Clubs and requested a staff member to take 

charge'^f this development..

Nothing significant appears to have developed from 

fnese initial ideas. It was not until 19^9 that Thomas 

Hughes-Rice, a Senior Assistant Agricultural Officer entered 

the picture as an inndvator in agricultural education. 

ilUghes-Hice, convened a conference on Young Farmers Clubs 

„in Kyeri District which attracted over 2C0 delegates and 

resulted in the formation of four clubs before the end of - 

that year with memberships ranging fr,om sixty to one' hundred, 

and twenty young people. So impressive v;as this initial 

effort that the Provincial Agricultural Officer (P. A. 0,’) ,

called it to the special -attention of the Director of 

Agriculture. . \fnile some'rumblings of political unrest were 

apparently already coming to the surface in that year, the 

P. A. 0, suggested that increasing, th-e police force v?as not 

the answer.' Rather, an effort -to \id.n the confidence and 

cooperation of young people through personal, example and 

“leadership v;as needed, such as. offered tiirough the Y. F. C. ■ 

movement. By 1951 j- with the' cdh^ration of other Agricultural 

Officers, the clubs numbered tvjenty-five, and the Community 

- Development Officer for that area referred.to them as the 

finest possible Community Development project in the area.33..

On the.basis of this success, the Commissioner for .

■■ii

I
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Gonmunity Development directed the teaching staff at the 

Jeanes School, postwar site of the'Community Development

training, to publicize the’Y. F. C. movement to all the

He declared that if thecourses attending the school*

Community Development Assistants did nothing else but foster

such clubs, they would not be wasting their time, though he 

added the caveat that he knew that couldn?t be done.3^.

In July, 1953, a special five-week course for tv;enty-' 

five Young. Farmers Club leaders was organized at the Jeanes 

In the advertisements' for the course, these clubsSchool.

were said to encourage post-school youths to take up asi’i- 

culture instead of drifting-to the to provide Depart

ment Officers valuable contact vrf.th young men, to create an ’ 

informed public, and to foster the idea of self-help.. Plans 

were also made to give additional attention to; these clubs 

in the refresher course for Community Development Assistants 

scheduled for the latter part of 19531955, these 

clubs were an important part of the training program for the 

Rehabilitation Assistants being trained at Jeaies.

The 1955 report for Central Province indicated a total 

of thiriiy-nine clubs v/ith h,l:22 members,3^ • Clubs were also 

organized in Hyanza Province and the movement -made reasonable 

progress, right up to independence!-- particularly in view of 

the fact Jthat no officer in any department was assigned 

specifically to develop the program.

h
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Soil Conservation Service^^

By the beginning of the 1930’s, the serious results

of several consecutive years of locust Invasions, the first
¥

' stages of serious overcrowding in the,,Reserves and some 

generally inept farming practices in both European and 

jlfrican areas provided dramatic evidence of the need for a

program of soil conservation.. An interested and enthusiastic 

Agricultural Officer, Colin ^^aher, received permission in

I-iaher1936 to es^blish the Soil Conservation Service, 

embarked on a lengthy trip to the United States to study

soil conservation practices there, and serious organization
■» ^

of the Service' was undertai;en upon, his, return \n 1938.

For the next tvro decades, the Soil Conservation Service

of Kenya operated as a semi-autonomous division of the

In the process, the ServiceDepartment of Agriculture, 

established its own training program.

Recruiting Africans for the Service faced all the • 

disinterest that was such a headache -for Bukura and Scott,,u-

but l-laher and his .top aides made it' a personal task to seek

Thanks to a closeout and interviev; potential candidates,

association with _the Principal of A^iance High School, a 

number of its graduates joined- up ana: ultimately became 

•some of the.best officers at the raiik of Leveller, the 

highest, rating 'available to them,.

Everyone realized that the majority of the men were 

recruited because it was a. job offer in a tight labor market, 

and that made the tasks of training a'll the more important.

V.
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Training was conducted primarily by tv;o techniques; a- 

quasi-school at-Kitale and through on-the-job training 

in a-kind of .apprenticeship system. For the most part, the

training was' racially integrated, in itself a bold move in 

the early 19^-0’s. During the period of the heavy rains, 

when construction work v;as practically impossible, everyone

returned to‘the headquarters at Kitale where, during a two

month neriod, refresher courses were conducted for the old 
1!^ .

hands, and nev; recruits v/.ere introduced to the problems and 

methods,. Lectures were integrated and in the practical 

^■instruction'such as .tractor repair, Europeans and Africans 

worked side-by-side in learning that operation. Each of 

the basic Subjects was covered in.meticulous detail, step- • 

by-step, and. then repeated so that the same understanding 

was achieved by each member of the future- teams ranging 

from laborer at the lowest level to European Officer or 

African Leveller at the top. This determination to-keep 

things simple but to impart perfection is reflected in the 

Handbook for Soil Conservation Service Officers, which 

covers literally almost everything an officer vrauld ever

• ^encounter, - - from the duties of the offico:^:.^. and the

.purpos*e of the Service to the use of a line level, the proper 

care of'tents, and the requirements for sanitation and health. 

(See Appendix C for excerpts)

The apprenticeship training was carried on in the 

spirit that the most qualified man taught those less qualified. 

If that meant an fifrican v;as teaching a European, so be it.
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In 194o, this kind of.racial acceptance in Kenya was unique.

The attention to detail and the apprenticeship system 

were important contributions to the success of the teamwork 

required to complete any assigned pro^iect. They, among

other things, -contributed to an esprit corps vdiich is

still reflected in the enthusiasm of the men vmo served in 

those days, European or ilfrican.. ' '

Discipline v^as exceptionally strict but, it vras firm

and fair.. Rules for tents., sanitation, and health v;ere 

sti'ietly enforced. Discourtesy v;as .not permitted toward

-either race. lo vms knoim and made a lasting-'impression 

that.a European officer would be reprimanded for raistreatmemt
• ■ “ W*-

.of his ilfrican staff or a European farmer rebuked for beln% 

abusive oo tne ivfrican staff. Kuch of the v.'ork was carried

out on- European farms by ilfrican teams living- in tents on . ■

a corner of the far^. for the duration of the pro.ioct. The 

enforcement of the strict rules not only protected the health 

of the men but kept the European farmers from being impressed

lii the early

years, many Europeans resented the African Levellers' ■ 

ability to speak' excellent. EngJ.ish and insisted on speaking 

up-country Swahili... liaher instructed his Levellers that 

the remedy for this treatment vras'^to respond in grarmiatieal 

Sv^ahili, which was incomprehensible to most farmers.

One of the great contributions to morale was the team

effort v/here Europeans and Africans worked' side-by-side. It _ _

was not unusual for Maher himself to participate in the manual

■vrith anything but the-quality of the work.
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labor on a project, and the fact that all officers knew
^ •

^ery task and also performed them as the occasion demanded

contributed immensely to a sense of fair play. It may seem 

odd today, but one of the early ilfrican staff recalls that. • 

the first time he saw a European with his hands dirty'Was 

at his first tractor driving session, when the European 

instructor crawled out from under the tractor he had been 

fixing. Even if the absolute accuracy of that remark might 

be open to question, the fact that it v;as relatively rare 

every\-;here but in “their" Service was an important factor 

in morale.

Differentials in pay. and rank according to race were 

• present in the Service'as they.were throughout Kenya, but 

Kahbr battled constantly to improve both pay^ and promotion 

■prospects for his-.African .staff.. He achie' his most

significant breakthrough in 1949. After many years of 

debate, Kakerere-trained staff had only Just obtained the 

opportunity to be promoted to Assistant Agricultural Officer 

(African), but Maher-was successful.in getting three of-his 

. African Levellers, possessing only their Alliance High ' 

School certificates, promoted to the same category. The 

effec^t on African morale i'n the Service was imnienscly 

favorable.

. Another plus for morale v/as the frequent field trips 

by I'iaher, as the Officer in.Cliarge. The six field stations 

of the Service were, scattered throughout Kenya. ' One of the 

stations v;as a 350 mile trip from Kital.ebwhich took some.

.t'-'
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three to five vreeks to complete. But a serious effort was 

made to visit each station every three months. This concern 

was appreciated by the staff and v;as in stark contrast to ' 

the limited travel'undertaken by the top officials of the 

Department of Agriculture,

Kbt everything about the Servi-ce appealed to Africans, 

The life in tents, located for months away from- any cities, 

was hard and relatively unattractive. For some, the sense 

of accomplishment in seeing with their own eyes the achieve

ment of their efforts vras not enough, and on at least two 

occasions, almost half of the African staff left to seek 

other I'obs,- - ' y .

.The heavy reliance oiV apprenticeship training also 

had its difficulties, . Despite the emphasis on instruction 

in the basics, not every veteran staff member had learned 

his lesson perfectly or he may have gro^m careless in 

technique and the error was then passed along to his trainee, 

Tito checks vrere in operation to help rectify that situation

- the policy that all the leading officers- must learn

everything required of their men, and the annual refresher 

courses,"

In the early 1950’s, the Service was brought more 

directly within the Department of- Agriculture, so that the 

project teams v;orked in direction mth the Provincial and 

District Agricultural Officers, There is little question 

that some of.the spirit of autonomy was lost, but'there 

was sorue compensation in broadening the base , of involvement
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so that the crops and cattle policy of a district could he 

more closely coordinated >ri.th the needs of soil conservation.

Farmer Training Centers'

Ever since the prograra for development in the African 

Reserves had begun in 1922, most officials despaired of 

providing training for illiterate adults,' By 1946, hov/ever, 

among the adult population was a large body of ex-servicemen 

who, at Bukura, were proving to be highly successful agri- 

p.ultural students in contrast to the younger trainees just 

„ out of school. Gradually over the next few years, mo^e and 

more experLmentation was undertaken with programs to pro

vide agricultural training for those adult men and v/omen viio 

had already responded to the call of the land Jby becoming 

farmers. In 1970, a prograia of adult farmer training may 

appear to have been an obvious candidate for development.

It was, in fact, among the last to be so developed, but was 

perhaps the most important nev; program of tlie entire colonial 

period. ■ ' ^ '

t

The idea, hov;ever, had been around for many years,. As 

far back as 1932, the District Commissioner for South 

ICavirbndo asked permission' to start an adult farm institute.

He suggested that--he would undertake to train one hundred 

illiterate fanners for two-week periods, emphasizing proper 

use of land, improved methods of cultivatioji, importance of 

seed selection, and livestock management. Both the Provincial - 

Commissioner and the Senior Agricultural Officer supported

V...
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the proposal, but it received the cold water treatment in 

Kairobi.. , ,

The Director of Education thought that such a scKool ,
- ^

would prejudice the start of^a^egular Government African

School in the area, and he also thought the Kisii would

resent the proposal. Above, all^ he doubted that illitera»tes-

could learn anything worthwhile in so short' a period and
- * * ! 

stated that agricultural improvement had to depend on the

next generation of Africans, The Director of Agriculture

expressed his approval, but only if the course were for a

minimum of one year,

. These points about the aptitude of 'illiterates and the

minimum leng-th for training were the two basic arguments

ft

responsible for preventing the development of farmer training 

until the 1950's. Very few officials v/ere vdlling to place 

any stock in the suggestions that illiterates could be taught.

Agriculturalists, many of \7hom had studied for many years 

- themselves, were'certain that short courses, would have 

absolutely no residual value. Consequently, even tliose 

officers 'Vmo supported proposals .for training farmers in- 

'variably stipulated that the farmers would need to be in 

residence^ at the training sites for at least a year, -The' 

great social’and economic cost that'*''such uprooting would 

Impose 'on African farmers appears either to have' been lost 

sight of. or to have been relegated as being of lesser 

importance than-the need for this minimum in-depth- training. 

The validity of the one year training program vms

9^
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farrst tested by the Departr.ent of Agriculture in 19^0 

when it established the faiaily farni institute at Bukura.- 

Bukura was available as a training site because of the 

transfer of the prograia for agricultural instructors to 

Siriba.

5

The Bukura prograr;, in addition to being the Depart

ment's first attempt to provide' formal training for adults,

i-Iany of the
#

also involved an e^cneriment in group farming, 

colonial'offficers and scholars believed that /ifricans are 

communal b;.’ nature and that to force on them the private

initiative of the V/est uas bound to hinder instead of

It was also true that'agriculturalenlaance ■ development. 

officers and. adninis^trators had generally been disanpolnted.

with the vray in which the people of Myanza anueared to'reject

Consequently,
...

their suggestions ^for agricultural ilmDrovemont. 

group farming lod^^ed like the best approach to alleviate the 

food shortages and soil deterioration resulting from ovor-

This -experiment might alsocropping for the war effort, 

inspire the Africans to accept nev; agricultural methods.

&

-In fairness to the promoters of ideas for group'farming, 

they did consider the program to he a test, though their, , 

proposals spbke glov/ingly of the probable -results. To 

obtain funds to construct the■necessar^'houses and other

facilities, the Deprartment suggested a five-year scheme to 

the African Land Utilization axid Settlement Board, "to 

experiment in Group Farming in an area under full Government 

control and to demonstrate and test the finished article in
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'the shortest time and unhampered by the whims and prejudices

. ' of the participants.

The experiment got underway in 1950 vrith a group of Luo- 

farmers recruited at random from Central hyanza., 

farmers did not know each other‘before they arrived at 

Bukura and generating cooperation for their year in training 

a difficult task.' In the following year, a group of-

,i39

These

v;as

AbalUyia v/ere recruited, all from one location, and all ■ 

encouraged to attend by their-cnief vrlio also visited tnem 

several times during training to offer them his encouragement.

Cooperation in the second year v;as considerably improved. <*,.

But concurrently with each of the two' groups, Bukura 

also trained six families on individual smallholdings, each 

\d.th their ovm plot duly marked v;ith hedges.- Those families

invariably cooperated with. each other when the situation

warranted,' such as at plowing tiiiie. Those tasks vrhich lent 

themselves best to individual effort,.they did in their o\m 

time. . Overall, they left the impression that this type of 

cooperation was easier.to generate than in group farming vrfiere 

cooperation v^as essential on every project.

V/hile the experiment’had perhaps naively set out to 

prove its point free of the "whims and prejudices of the 

participants," this vital'factor of human likes,and dislikes 

could not be ignored in group farming. MOre resistance 

developed to scheduled cooperation than to the...spontaneous 

variety. It also appeared that the individual holdings 

offered pride of Ownership and the spirit of being one's

a

p--
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Gonsequenljly, having tested'the theory and found 

it potentially workable but hardly-a panacea, the Depart

ment switched entirely to training twenty families each

These smallholdings of

own boss

year on individual smallholdings, 

varying size and terrain became in addition to' their training

- functions, valuable experiments to determine what proportions
V

of crops and cattle could be grouped to provide adequate 

food and' income of ilOO. each year for a family.

The Bukura program was not actually the first adult 

program of the postwar era.. In Thomas Kughes-Rice,

the Agricultural,.Officer responsible fqr,starting Young 

Farmers Clubs, hit upon the idea of using school premises 

during vacation periods to hold one-v;eok courses in'agricul

ture for school teachers, progressive farmers, local business-
■\

men, and agricultural instructors. The courses covered a 

wide var.iety of suboects such as soil conservation, local 

trade developments, health and nutrition, and considerable , 

time was spent in touring local facilities vmich demonstrated 

—riarogrest. in these areas. The Department “of'rAgricuTthre did 

hot provide, funds for the courses,'and they,werd made possible 

tlrrough- the assistance of the missions;, the 'ad^nistrative 

. officers, arid other colleagues who-^ovided their services.

The principle purpose of the course was to stimulate, interest 

andigopdi'ri.ll toward agriculture and twenty-five to thirty

In 1951, vrhen-Hughe s-rRice

ho

hipeople attended each course, 

was transferred from Nyeri, the courses came to a halt'’7"'and

it remained for the Jeanes School at Ivabete to develop fully ■
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the art of these short courses.

The Jeanes School on the prev;ar pattern of village • 

teacher training was not reestablished after the V/ar. For 

■ the immediate postwar years, it was used as a training site 

for ex-servicemen. Among the many courses it offered v;as 

a nine-month agricultural course for tvrenty-five ex-servicemen. 

Those who completed the course successfully were hired by 

the Agricultural Department as agricultural instructors and 

in addition to their base pay they received a supplementary 

sum each month for each year of Army service,

- Two courses for these men were conducted^ but v;hen tha 

• Comir.lssioner of Social V/elfare,' under v;hpse ;iurisdiction the 

Jeanes School was then operated, proposed a third,' the 

Director of Agricult,ure declined on the grounds that the ■ 

courses had served their purpose in meeting the immediate 

postvfar demand for' agricultural instructors,' In a note to 

.. his staff, he suggested that the training hhd been inferior 

and that the war-earned salary increments- of .the soldier- 

instructors had led to morale, problems vrith the other 

agricultural-instructors in the field.

This exchange of correspondence which took place in 

March, 19^^? was the last 'apparent contact betvreen the 

Department and the-Jeanes School for'almost two years.

Early in 1950, the Commissioner sent the Director an outline 

for a proposed training course for farmers'. In his cover

42

letter,, the Cpraraissioner remarked that unofficial discussions 

V7ith District Commissioners and other administrative officers

/
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had led to the decision that such a course would be useful,

The Director of Agriculture solicited reactions from

his four Provincial Agricultural Officers and included his

own aggrieved cerninent that the Depar-tuient had not been

consulted until the proposal was ,on the eve of inauguration.

The answers he received froir. his .field lieuten^ts are

important because they suggest the difficult reception the

Jeanes program v;as to receive in its early years- and.

why the acknowledgment of its success hy a najority of

agricultural officers within a fbxir years was really quite

■ femarkaSle, But also contained in the remarks is enough '

distrust of the Jeanes'School to also suggest at least one'

reason why a proposal to merge the'efforts of the two

departments in‘1956 vrould go a^^^ry.

- ■ -Can it be assumed that the oLualified resident-
~: --/the ’.'rording of'the proposal/ Agricultural Officer 

at Jeanes is ’au fait' with Ihie policy of the
Department,. I much prefer training i'-fricans in
the Province. - Six vreeks is absurd 
more than this might -produce a crop of half 
informe.d Smart Alecs. I am not satisfied that 
the atmosphere at Jeanes is the right one .to, 
engender a real interest in agriculture.^'5.

There was. little, hoviever, tiie Departr.ient-could-do to

\

$

• «

To attempt• • • •'

.. r-
prevent- the courses from going fbrvmrd, and the Director 

asked'only that' Agriculture .be-consulted vath regard

In 1951} four of these short courses 

.- were-conducted’for farmers from Kiambu, Port Hall, Nyerl,- 

and Machalcos with an. average attendance of twenty~fi-ve at 

each course,

46to the.syllabus.

4/
T’armer. interest and” the. gehefal subcees'bf

these first courses made them a regular part of the Jeanes
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■Drograrr., The courses lasted for six to eight weeks, 'ffach 

course was preceded by a visit of the Jeases agricultural 

staff to the horrie area so that the agricultural material 

would be as relevant as possible.

The Jeanes courses always provided much more than just 

farming techniques. The school was administratively located 

vTlthin the Ministry of Community Development (succe,ssqr to 

Social V/elfare). It conducted a variety of specialty courses 

on health, physical education,' citizenship, local government, 

and agriculture,. In each, ppme elements of all the .others 

were included so as to provide 'the trainees with a nerspec^’ive 

,, of many aspects of development over and above their o’.m 

professional interest. The’ Jeanes courses deliberately ’ 

..undertook the-teaching'of illiterates and in the nine years' 

■the course operated, they provided ar.:ple evidence that 'bhis 

was a viabl'e approach, • . ■

■'This is by no means to say that the immediate response. 

of the-fanners \r&s one of unmitigated enthusiasm. There is' 

the classic story of the up-country group which was being •

■seen off. a-fc the train by their chief, the district officer,
j .

and other dignitaries and as the fanfare was talcing nlace 
*•

on one side of the • train, ■ the unhagiTy 

exiting on the other side,. iJor did^

legits were quietly 

wal at the training

site ensure-immediate desire to Ifea'rn,. ■ Consequently, 'in the
- s? . -

early part of the training, period, the Jeanes staff'spent

. whatever •fime they needed to gain the.confidence of the-.- - _

group by getting the members to taJk about-their families,.
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Itihen the emerging leaders of the.local customs, and so on. 

group began to ask questions about farming, then the farming

part of the course could begin in earnest.

All the staff, European and African, were fluent in

Swahili, and the numbers of staff were '^uch that usually 

an African member was available who could also speak the

Through, trial and error,■ vernacular of any particular group.

it was determined that six weeks was the most appropriate

That was the maximum time that mostlength for the course, 

trainees could be away from their homes without excessive’

v/orry, and it was the miraimitm time in vriiich to get some

results,. ■ - ' ,

Hot everything about the Jcanes program was successful. 

The staff,vras never able to engage in any significant kind

J

of follovmp program either to measure their ovai results’dr
(

Trainees often 'returned hometo reinspire their alumni,, 

emersed in enthusiasm to .try some of the ideas of their

course only to find themselves isolated as undesirable

■radicals amidst the conservatism of the family and group 
■ 48

• struc.tures at home,.

iEu'1953, at the time the Swynnerton Plan was being

* formulated, something less than 200 farmers a year viere

- receiving training at the Jeailes .School, Bulcura, and a Sew

The Plan referred specifically only toother.sources
JO*

financing more of the one-year Bulcura-type institutes, but,

by'19?4, a num.ber*^f influential agricultural officers v/ere

According to ti^not impressed by the results at Bulcura.

? ■
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. statistics they--gethered, less tJ-ian 50 per cent of those

attending were sho\^ing any results from their training ira 

their actual farming operations. Moreover, the cost of 

duplicating these institutes and -their limited annual output 

in terms of families trained made it almost impossible to 

proceed along that route,

The Sv/ynnerton-Plan estimated that 600,000 fan;ilies

could be accommodated on African lands suitable for intensive 

er semi-intensive farming,The Department of Agriculture 

realised that vraolesale and drarlatic changes were imDerative

if^ anything near that number of farmers were to receive 

Many officers had observed the Jeanestraining,

and were -impressed with the results,

Kipsigi farmers was organized at lvabianga, 

officer responsible for that new program admitted, t:.at he • 

was Inspired by his observation of the results of the Jeanes 

Tyi^ical of the letters received from agricultural 

officers by the Principal of the Jeanes school was the 

f ollo’.'.lng: ;

program 

A short course for
s ,

Tlie agricultural

program.

I ha'<^e found that Africans who attend these' 
courses invariably return to- the District mth a

^.ore enlightened outlooh on nroblems such as 
■grazing control, limitation of stock, and so on 

The point is that the number of farmers who' 
attend these courses are so few, that their voice 
is a mere squeak in the multitude,51

• • • •

Along with this nov; Interest in the short 

training method, a number of agricultural officers were also 

convinced that the expansion necessary to reach the Svrynnerton 

training tiirget should largely-be unde;rtake|i'4fchrough the ■

course
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establlshnient of additional Jeanes Schools in order to

.duplicate throughout Kenya the effort then being c®fetucted 

only at ICahete. Discussions'along these lines gained 

considerable noisentum through most of 1956, Early in that 

year, the Principal of Jeanes toured Kyanza vri-th the express 

purpose of exploring the possibilities for establishing 

additional Jeanes Schools. In Kyanza, he found a kindred 

spirit in Thomas Hughes-Rice, the agricultural officer who 

had originally started farmers' short courses in Hyeri in 

the late 19^0's and was now stationed in Kyanza as the • 

Assistant Director of Agriculture for that area.

The rationale developed by these geh^remen and a number 

of other officers was that, because the-rland consolidation 

and farm planning were just then beginning to catch on, a

%

rural education campaign was imperative to talce advantage 

of this interest. The Jeanes Schools, with their all-around 

approach to adult rural education, were in a much better f

position to make a significant contribution than were the 

existing farm institutes. 2-lany of the agricultural officers

pbserved the limited influence the Department's farms, such , 

as the one at Bukura, had had on the surrounding-area, The^
II

felt that*the Jeanes theory of attempting to reach the 5rhole -•

man was the. better way to stimulate %ural development, 

Hughes-Hiee.suggested that the institutes at Bukura, Kabianga,

eanes'Schools,

The,proposal which resulted from their conferences 

suggested that:these-Jeanes Schools would be established

and Ki-sii could: readily be' turned'^'into^

G,
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for a minimumf.o^ one hundred trainees, mth a preferable 

tar'get size of 2GGs~ The courses would be for six weeks, in 

length- with several weeks between courses for the staff to 

organize properly for the next,. The goal was to train 1200 

farmers a year at.each site,^^

Employing Jeanes staff meant obtaining a group of. men 

v/ith .training and experience in educational -work. As • 

career educationists, the staff had prospects for promotion 

and more continuity. The use of a broad program including 

civics, sociology and cultural inputs enhanced the potential 

of.,success of the teclmical' training, and the proposed ^ 

increase in size offered a potentially'more economical and 

efficient operation which v/ould help .reach the ..training 

goal of the Svrynnertpn Plan. There may have been an addi- •

tional attraction for.; turning training over to Jeanes because
-i

agricultural staff .v^eV'e already hard pressed by other aspects

of the Swynnerton Plan."^ •

In late November, 1956, agreement bn the major points- ■ 

had'reached the stage where a draft proposal for District'
r ' ' . -1. ■■

. Je'anes Schools was sent to the Secretaries for African-' 

Affairs, Agriculture';, 'Education,-and Labor and Lands to 

ask their*comr.ents • before submission to the Council of ■ 

Included'in the proposal was the suggestionMinisters,

that the Principals of these schools vrould ..all be officers 

dravm from,the Department'of Community Development,-

•This suggestion was to be the one which defeated, or 

. at least served as the. excuse to. defeat the entire-proposal.

•' -'V .

1*^
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In the course of the joint discussions, somo agricultural 

officers v;ere skeptical that agriculture \TOuld he the ' . 

principle'concentra'tion in training under the district 

Jeanes school setup. ^Subsequent to the submission of the 

draft proposal,V the Department of Agriculture spelled out 

emphatically to Community Development that these training 

institutes must'remain under the control 'of' A'gricuMure,.

As' a compromise, it offered to accept one Community Develop

ment Officer at Bulcura to teach Jeanes School techniques 

■ and civics. If that experiment was successful, fne Community 

.Development component of the institutes might be built up \ 

over time so that ultimately the questioq of.who should be , 

Principal would simply .depend -on the best'man available from 

either Denartment.^^ , . ' ' ■

.  ■ Initially, Community Development agreed to the compromise.

It named an officer to take up the Buiiura post, arrangem.ents 

were made to add him to the staff there, and announcements 

to that effect were made by the Department of Agriculture. 

Thenj Community Development balked. 'This'irefusal, coupled
y - . ■ - *

with fne .earlier'reluctance of Agriculture to accept'C. D.

• lead'ership of the institutes, effectively put an end to the 

cooperative* effort for a joint expansion of the Jeanes 

Schools and farm institutes.

This, hovreyer, v;as only the signal for a vastly 

expanded program operated by the Department of Agriculture* 

•Of -great significance to the future success of the farmers' 

training program was .that African leaders were exerting' the

'■b
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initiative for establishing training centers. Three exaL-'.ple's . 

are illustrative of the-important effect of this African 

participation. —

At'the outbreak of Mau Mali, an important Kikuyu, Chief 

Waruiiiu Wa Kungu was killed. In considering a memorial, 

the Chief's son, David, hit upon the-'idea of a training .

center for African farmers, and he donated one hundred acres.
- ' r! .

To erect the necessary buildings, Mr, V/aruhiu embarked on a 

fund liaising campaign which attracted funds from individuals 

as far away as the United Kingdom and the United States, 

perhaps greater ininortance, the idea caught on among.his o^gn 

people and leaders in other parts of the country.

Of

The.^local

African .District Council provided some'o^f-the funds for the

Waruhiu Center^'

'Other .examples of /ifrican invo!Lvement took place at 

Kaim'osi and Uyeri. '.-In 1956., the ilandi i^rican District 

Council allocated 500 acres of land ends’J.5,000 tov/ards the 

cost of buildings and initial development of .a farmers' 

training center at ICaimosi. Also in 1956j at Nyeri, Paul 

Mirie was one of thos.e instrumental in persuading Senior 

. Chief IVambug^ Mathangania to lease 203 a.cres of land to the 

•Kyeri Africhn District Coiuicil for construction of a farmers' 

training'center. The local African District Council supplied 

capital funds for the construction of buildings and much of 

the recurrent expenses.^ -

‘These centers were all designed.„with the idea of 

presenting short courses, rather than the previous year-long

%

f

I

/
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• training programs of the farmers' institutesi To accent 

the change, this type of center was called Farmers'" Training 

Centers;. The appropriate length of these courses vms the 

subject of considerable experimentation vrith many taking 

four to six weeks, and Kaimosi exp'erimenting vri.th one-week

Ultimately, it was determined that courses of ten 

' "days to two weeks were best..

The typical training 'center can accommodate betv;een 

thirty to one hundred farmers.' It charges fees of one or .
•h

two shillings a day as a means to cover food costs and also 

out of a tradition that seriousness of purpose is greater if 

one pays for something, A demonstration farm averaging . 

twenty acres is typical, but the center also has a bus so 

■that fariT.ors can take fre.quent trips to see. the results 

achieved by progressive colleagues, ' The staff consists of 

a- Principal, who normally also teaches, and several assistants, 

usually men who have graduated from Embu or Siriba..^'^

Once established, the centers become a considerable 

■ charge on the recurrent revenue of the Department., Debate 

... within-the.Denartment has continued as to vmethcr the .farms

• associated vrith the centers should be operated at a. profit

to pay for^-the center's operat-idns or whether they should 

■be operated primarily for demonstratj^pn purposes and there

fore', undertaice some projects which might- in themselves 

have no. financial payoff, ’ ■ ■

The farmers' training'program undertaken for the.-Mau 

Mau detainees; in the Athl Diver detention camp deserves

courses.

-c-h-

■■•'I-

-

—
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mention. The Jeanes School accepted responsibility for this 

training. Approximately 6,000 djstainees \rere housed at - 

Athi liiver in 1956, and the challenge to-reach that number 

of "students” was a formidable one,
' ■

The successful approach employed was to have the 

detainees select thirty of their own representatives, all 

vrf.th educational experience through.secondary' school,. The 
thirty became the teachers and attended biass. each morning 

where, the particular lessons of the day v/ere outlined to 

them, and they in turn taught their classes each afternoon^

One a5f the crucial subiects for discussion was that of land 

consolidation, a'process which for' many of the men. had t-

begun in their homo areas since the time of their detention, 

■Kie land consolidation program involved. serious rarniflca- ; . -

tions for the future of these detainees, since the allo

cations of land vrere carried out while many of tj;ie men vr.ere 

still in' the camps.

In the evenings; at car.p, slides were shown to the
. ' ■ . ■ -

detainees which were deliberately chosen from the home areas

of the majority. In this’way the. men vrore.'brou..ght up to 

date vdth the general'and agricultural development in their

areas, V/ithout placing^’any-judgment on the "j^ehabilitation
'. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ■ -■

program" of which this course was a part, the agricultural 

course is gefnerally credited with making the detainees 

anxious to ght out and be a part of the new developments,

I|: ,is ,nqt unusualyfor those involved in the training to 

■ have "that partidular program recalled to them later in

■rr“<r
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favorable fashion by ex-detainees.

Prom'its_earlier reluctance to train adults, the 

adoption of the farmers’ training program marks the most 

significant step undertalcen by the Department of Agriculture

in the field of agricultural-educatioxi. As'recently as 

19^5} the Department had stated that Africans were not at 

a level of education which v/oLtld make-it possible for them 

to plan their ovm agricultural economy. This gloomy prospect 

v^as dispelled vriLthin a decade, not because the level of

education had improved measurably, but rather because the -

Departlaont found a means which appealed to the inherent

common sense and. Intelligence of adult farmers;

short years, the short course method won great favor as the

. 'Wost potent and pQpular method of instruction as yet devised.

The seriousness of purpose by 1956, vmth whi-ch the Department

adopted the program,' is reflected in this statement by

Leslie Brovm, the Deputy Director of Agriculture,

' Coupled i-rith consolidation is the necessity to . 
educate the peasant farmer in methods of farming 
his nice new gift of a holding in one niece instead 
of scattered fragments. To meet this heed we plan 
to extend the Department's facilities for each, 
year at the farm institutes.;--.By spreading our 
educational facilL.ties over a larger number of - 
people we hope to create many foci_p_|lgo.od -farming 
from which sound principles will-spread and 
become general practices..59 

- r

%
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Chapter Six

The End of One Era and the. Beginning of Another 

The a^ynnerton Plan "Included a number of proposals

for agricultural education, but they were not'radical

The recommendations were along the lines of

Three categories

,innovations.

' improving the best of the existing, programs
r • t"

of agricultural education were included; for farmers, for 

teachers of agriculture, and. for children in school.^ 

Farmers could be given specialty training through 

coursog of a few weeks or as long as a year. The specific 

Swynnerton financial recommendations c^led for funding

three family farm.institutes in Kyanza Which at that time

B’ortunately, v;hile discussionswere still one-year courses.

.w^e .proceeding regarding the increased farmers' training

required by the overall goals of the plan, the success of
. . . . . . . . . .—■-

the Jeanes School short, courses became Increasingly e.yidf.nt 

and the Department shifted its methods accordingly. The 

• . Sv.T-nnerton Plan vjas not the primary cause of this shift,

but its opportune existence v/as an important catalyst in 

achieving fruition of the farmers' training .program. ‘

The Svjynnerton Plan,looked to the future for an 

-iinproved supply of African staff, nc^ing that while training 

facilities existed from instructor level right through to 

Kakererq graduate, the niunbers enrolled must be Increased, 

liarge numbers of African staff were needed as farm surveyors 

and farm planners, as Assistant Agricultural Gfficershand as •
S '
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Agricultural Officers, though at the time, no ilfrican had 

as yet qualified for the latter post. (Paul Kirie was the 

first to qualify in 195^)* . . .

In its recoiTunendations for agricultural education in 

schools, Swynnerton favored, continuing the traditional 

policy of the Department, Teachers at primary schools had 

an ohligation to encourage interest in agrichlture. Great 

hopes vrere placed in the farming program for the. 300-primary 

schools proposed in the Beecher Plan^ and in. the ability of 

the Education Department to traiia. enough specialist teachers 

fQf those schools. Five hours out of a total weekly teaching 

time of forty-five hours were to be devoted.to Bufal Science.
■f- - ■

The syllabus was set up.to emphasize the primary needs of i'

living things- food, air j water, and .light; grovrth and,’

reproduction; and tho balance of nature — ecology, dec^ay, 

and renev^al.

These v^ere statements concerning, the theoretical basis 

for- teaching agriculture in schools. The Department of 

Education was only one year p^ray from its suggested policy 

statement that agriculturali^s could-'not be developed through 

the schodls. Horeover, vjIthin-another fev/ years,t-the . , 

Department of Agriculture was heavily involved in its ovm 

farmer training program and the sentiment of many agricul

turalists was expressed most emphatically by the Chief 

■ .^Agriculturalist, Leslie Brovm,: ''I<o farmer I have ever seen 

xms a better farmer because of what-he had been taught at 

school."

If C-

f
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That pessimistic conclusion v;as not just the result
‘i,

- of faiiuTB of the agricultural education program in thfe

schools hut was a derivative of the vast problems involved

in educating African"children.. Enrollments in African

Schools" increased from 128,000 at the primarytlevsl'^d,.....
. ■ ‘ •

18V at the secondary level in 1938 to 330,000 at primary 

level and 1,700 at secondary level in 1953*Of the children 

eligible to' be enrolled in primary education, however, less

ixi'iii ••

than 32 per cent were completing four year.s and only 3,7

At the secondaryper cent were completing eight years, 

level, only 0.08 per cent of those eligible to be in their ^•

. 6tv?41f th year were so,, enrolled.

The financial burden of African education was still 

, largely in the hands of the Africans themselves ant^ the

■■ -missions,.. In 1947, Eliud tlathu, the first African repre

sentative in the Legislative Council, charged that the 

principle of each coramunity paying, for Its education raeeuit. 

that 583 shillings v;ere provided for every Europeeui child
• , ' ‘ 7

- and only four shillings for every'African child. In that 

• same ye^, the Department of Mucation was expending £1715 000 

.on European education for just under 4,000 students and 

only £157,000 on African education for .just under-227^000 

students. The impetus of the Beecher Plan changed the 

proportions spent- in favor of African education but at the 

time of the Sv/ynnerton Plan, educational opportunities for 

African children were still severely, limited.

In-addition to the statistical problem of providing for

i

.b

\
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numtiers of childrenV'frequent turnovers arid inadequate staff

ing remained as significant concerns.; Binns. Report

example of ai:,scliool where the agricultural teacher 

was allov/ed to spend nearly il,000 developing a school farm.

vr*-’"'.

• cited one

■ 'iiri vrent on leave'-before the project was finished and vras
In the mean-.transferred to another school upon his return..- 

, the farm reverted almost entirely to bush,'

The Department of Education had in one sense put its
time'

best staffing foot forward back in 19^ when it hired its

This conceptthree agricultural education officers, 

practically died aborning, however, 

years the utter frustration from the immensity of the- task

because \irithin a few
■

led all three officers into other fields or retirement.

The posts were never again filled because the idea v;as 

unworkable idthout a sizeable staff ai-id very few men were'

qualified, to fill the slots.

Fev7 incentives vrere provided for staff in either

agriculture or education to be particularly interested in

V/ith the exception-of the briefagricultural .education, 

period of employment of the three Agricultural Education
►

Officers, no specialist category in this.field .was available

Mon assigned'*through’ 'w’nich*officers could seek promotion,

agricultural.schools and-fai’mers'" training centers often 

looked on it aS neariing they vrere considered to bC inferior
to

or' as cruel and "imusual punishment since 

the evening programs at the schools,.',ineant ri much longer 

worId.ng day than vras'true for their counterparts in the

. . '.'V

field officers

■'--S
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field. On se-^^eral occasions in the 1950’s, the idea'of a 

. separate section for agricultural officers who vds 

specialize in education was discussed, hut each time it was 

rejected on the grounds that such a separate section would 

be a dead-end category for^hojse officers,^®

Agricultural education v/as the ninth and last .priority 

on the list of nine fundamental items which Svfynherton 

suggested needed special attention. It really might not 

have nattered if SvO'’’nnerton had ended his list at eight 

prioritiesj for his plan was most important because it 

added a-'-whole new dimension-to African farming; namely,

. the opportunity to compete for profits in every .facet of
* ^ It ' '

agriculture. It recognized that African farmers vrould .

respond to economic raotivations when they were given access"

, to markets, resources, and knowledge,

It v/as Qot the first time that a Deputy Director of

Agriculture had suggested that such a response could be

generated. Back in 193*+, ^'k)lfe had encouraged his

colleagues to concentrate on the human factor in-their

African devolopraent vrork and- to set cash goals for African- 
^ .  . >-»

fa'rmers.^^ If for no other reason than the politics of 

the 1930's, however, Mr, Wolfe's idea was not implemented 

. in any significant fashion.

Counter notions, such as the belief of many that 

African agriculture needed to be"developed on the basis 

of group farming iTas'one obstacle that needed to.be tried 

' and..discarded before the S^';ynnerton Plan could generate, the

. is

1^-
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staff support that it did.^^ Sv/ymierton cut through tvro of 

the old shibboleths, danger of theft,'and pests-and diseases^ 

i'/hich had been raised as barriers to African participation 

in the total agricultural arena. He pointed out that theft 

was a matter of law and order and- he argued that adequate 

supervision'was provided in his staffing proposals to
eliminate the argument about pests and dlseases,.^^

... .

The magnitude of the goals of the Sv;j''nherton Plan add 

meaning to \rhy its contribution v;as so signifleantThe
Increase in the number of African coffee grovrers v/as projected 

to. gS from 15^000 to 140,000.16 In field staff alone, the ' .

plan called for ah additional ,130 European ;offleers and 

21(^ /ifri-can instructors, not including over 600 other

•employees,’most of them African'laborers, -vdio v/ould be needed 

for the farm survey,teams,1^ Perhaps the goal which was 

most meaningful, to the individual .ilfrican- farmer \ras that-

.of raising the.surplus output for 600,000 families from 

approximately £10 per faKiily to £100 or more apiece,

, S^jyhnerton recognized that it vrould take the closest 

possible coordination between departments and administration

at- District, Provincial, and Director level to make the ‘
' * 1 qprogram work,'^^ .Despite the amazingly short period allotted 

for- its drafting-, ,Sv/j’‘nnerton made a determined effort through

Interviews and political memoranda to encourage suggestions 

from every administrative section, including many field 

officers. The end result of this tactic was that field 

^taff felt a part of the plan in a v;ay they had never
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before experienced for a policy promulgated by Head Officei

Once the S^^ynnerton Plan was in operation, it placed

African agriculture in a context that for the first time

gave meaning to programs of agricultural education

did not come in the area of schoolboy education, however,

but rather in adult education, male and female. Once the

Department gave the Africans the incentives they, previously

had restricted,^they found that not only were the farmers

economically m(^ivated, but they wanted to learn ways to

improve on these new opportunities offered to them. Adult

farmers had already committed themselves■ to farming, they

had a- good'basic background in soils and crops, and unlike

young people, they ;/ere going to school to return*to the

land not to.escape from it,^^ ... - • > . ■

- .From its earlier reluctance to train adults,' the adoption

of the-farmers’ training program marks the most significant.
>1 ■ ' 
step undertaken by the Department of Agriculture'in the field

of agricultural education. As recently as 19^^5J the Depart-

.. ment had stated that Africans v/ere not at a level of education

which would make it possible for ,them to plan their o\m
agricultural economyThis gloomy prospect was dispelled

Tfrilthin a decade, not because the level of education had

Success

.*

improved measurably, but rather b^nause the Department found 

a means which appealed to the inherent common sense and 

intelligence of adult farmers. In a fev/ short years, the 

short COurs.e method won great favor as the most , potent and

popular method of instruction as yet devised,, -By 1956, the
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seriousness of purpose v;lth which the Departrcent adopted 

the program is reflected in another statement by Leslie 

Bro^m, Chief Agriculturalist: tSi

Goupled. with consolidation is the necessity to 
educate the peasant farmer in methods of farming his 
nice new gift of a holding in one piece instead of '

, scattered, fragments* To meet this need we plan to
By spreadingextend the Department’s facilities 

our educational facilities over a larger number of 
people we hope to create many foci of good farming 
from which,sound principles will spread and become 
general practices.22

• • • •

The establishBient of Farmers’ Training Centers was 

the major development in. agricultural education in the
V

.colonial era* By Independence,, seventeen centers were in 

operation and over 16,000 farmers attended courses tliat 

year. .Grovrth'continued until twenty-six centers existed 

as of 1967.^^ Funds for their development were' supplied 

- by the Government of Kenya, the United States Government and 

church groups*.

One of the really strihlng developments in the use of

f

'the courses was that, by 1963,, over-000 of those attending 

courses were vrar.en.^^ The opportunity for both husband and ' 

vri-fe to obtain training has been important in-giving both 

•parties to -the agricultural process a sense of direction 

and coramit'tment to nev; methods and nev; crops.

Recruiting and training qualifi#d Mrican agricultural 

staff never 'caught up v;ith the demand during the remainder 

of the colonial era. But the Department adopted the short 

course method for-the" retraining of its existing stafi. A

glance at the.training file for Just"one-district in the
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early 196o’s vduld show two-to five-day courses in horti

culture, farm planning, plant ,pathology, sileage making,.

- animal husbandry, and so on. The teaching of these courses • 

\7as not restricted to the staff of the agricultural schools 

as formerly but was assigned as a responsibility of every 

field officer. Directives to field staff indicated that 

agricultural education for junior staff and farmers was not 

to be "-considered an unnecessary chore but rather as part 

and parcel of every officer’s vrork ,with the appropriate 

time set aside for the task.

Agriculture in schools limped along as before; that iS', 

where teachers were interested and qualified-the suggested-

and the. school garden received some attention,. VJhere 

the teachers v/ere not so inclined, little was accomplished,. 

Some'lessons of the past appear to have been.learned, however; 

the new agricultural syllabus of I960, suggested that one- 

half an acre of land, at schools was sufficient for. the-.school

25

courses

garden. If v;ell-planned and farmed on the smaller spale, 

its demonstrational value would be adequate and the drudgery

Curtailment ofof the physical labor r.educed accordingly,

- size was not a panacea, however, because complaints continued 

that the garden vras primarily used’ as a form of punishment
.

and agricultural officers threatened to v^ithdraw perra'its for 

cash crops at schools because of their inability to maintain 

adequate disease controls.

An experiment at Chavakali Secondary School at ilaragoli, 

iiorth Nyanza, in 196u, resulted in one, rather significant-
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change in method.. A new course entitled Agricultural 

Principles and Practices was introduced, but not, however, 

without.considerable resistance.. Parents were reported to 

feel that the subject.had little to do vri.th educating their 

children and \rauld result in the crowding out of examination • 

subjects for a. second-rate subject. Tlie local education 

staff was slceptical, -vri-th only agricultural officers showing 

Uh interest.

The agricultural ■'Classes met during four periods each 

weelc, blit the new component was the home projects. Patterned 

on an American activity, each student was required to ^

' raise one crop at his home usii-ig scientific .methods and to 

keep- complete records.’ ‘ Although the early home projeqts 

were only moderately successful in. terms of the care vrith

V .

which ' the students carried, them out , the cour se attained.
' " . V, '

acceptable social status with students and parents v;hen,

in 1962, the Cambridge "School Certificate syndicate accepted 

it as an examination subject.^^ With time, and with enthusiasm 

and interest on the part of the qualified'agricultural

teacher, the course was increasingly succe.ssful.. Its‘success

was recognized in the 196^.««ieport of the- Kenya Educational' 

Comraission *an<I six additipnal schools v/ere picked to introduce 

the program. 28 4.

Tlie traditional school garden program received its ,

The Kenya. Educa-coup de grace shortly after Independence 

tion Commisslo'h recommended its vdthdrawal as a separate and

Though it lingers unofficially a-t various29distinct subject.

I
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schools, all the problems discussed in the earlier chap'^rs 

ware cited .as reasons for ceasing to continue a program wiiich 

'in-many cases resulted in an educationally harmful influence* 

By incorporating the'rubrics of agriculture irithin general- ' 

science,' it was hoped that new interest in modern.agricultural' 

methods would ultimately be stimulated and tliat practical 

gardening would become a voluntary activity through the '^-IC 

clubs.

i
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Chapter Seven

Epilogue

‘In 1963, the Economic Mission of the World Bank suggested 

that the bottleneck to agricultural development in Kenya ' 

would not be the lack of suitable projects or the fundV'to 

finance them, but rather a shortage of adequately trained 
personnel'%6'organize and supervise the projects.^

./I

By the

time that report vras witten, educational activities had

been carried o-n in Kenya for two generations and agriculture 

vras the number one employer and- producer, of revenue through

out 'that same. period, .r .

In responding to the. inevitable questioq, vrhat might 

have been done that was not done, not all the answers fall

‘ 5*^

'directly vd.thin the field of agricultural Education, One 
of^h'e major factors was certainly the progress and status, 

of tropical agriculture itself,.- Agricultural development 

is l^gely dependent on basic Imovrledge obtained through 

. research. ^,Many development projects of the last decade have 

..faltered because planners assumed that ideas successful

elsewhere, could be transferred en masse t(^anpther situation. 

, Agricultural rese'arch relies heavily on factors of biology
* V - -

vrflich are often only relevant to a-gi.vei^ country and often
then, even to only sections of that country,.''^

. . . ' - / . •
The amount and'timing of rainfall are a major concern

for agriouituralists everyv-zhere. In Kenya, the amo^t of

rainfall vms discovered to^vary widely ove^the country and

•r

« .
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• Its fickle habits within a given area vrrealced havoc v/ith 

soEe of the best laid plans. -For exaaple, an unexpected

four and one-half inchipvernight rainfall at one research
- ■ " • .

station caused an estimated loss of tirenty tons of"top soil 

per acrei So impoftant-was rainfall that for years it 

was the very first item presented in the Annual Reports 

of the Department of Agriculture,

The point'is that the early agriculturalists had mucTi 

' to learn about things as elementary as the rainfall pattern 

before they could make substantial progress from the results 

of .their ether research,- It is not surprising to read of 

the long period of trial and error as the conditions in Kenya,- 

hot only differing from those of England, but differing 

considerably across the breadth of Kenya,-- wore tested for“ - ' 

the appropriateness of new crops and new methods.

As recently as 1950, a comprehensive agricultural 

policy reviev; for Central Province concluded that not enough 

. was knovm about seven-of the Province's nine ecological zones 

to recommend advice on farming in those areas. Officers 
were advised that they sh^’uld not recommend practices or 

crops- on v^hich they had less than "two to four seasons of 

experimental resultp.-J

•Given the lack of research, it is ’probably fortunate 

that the Europeans were mostly unsuccessful in promoting 

agricultural education, Had„they succeeded, their advice 

might have produced-vrorse results than np- .teachingpar.tic- 

ularly for basic African food crops.. As it was, many a 

noble experiment went a glimmering, v/ith the result that

, .-rr.
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the mud in the eye of the Department made the next recom

mendation ust a little more uncertain in its reception by 

a dubious populace.

It is conceivable that some changes of style could 

h^ve resulted in a better program. The most disturbing 

part of the story up until the raid-1950's was the manner

in which the older generation of.Africans was' simply OTitten 

off as reactionary'~hnd obstructionist. J-Iany of the^ elders 

knew far more.about farming than the relatively young Buicura-

'Scott agricultural instructors. Given that the base of 

agricultural knowledge was much greater when the farmers

training program finally got underv/ay in ea'rnbst, there 

was nothing magic about the methods of training used that 

could not have been employed earlier. Greater interest and -., 

concern by the Department' for the adult farmers might have 

promoted greater enthusiasm for agriculture, which might also 

have been reflected" among the young people.

On behalf of the agricultural officer in the field, 

hovxever, it needs to be recalled that. for all-of the inter- 

.war period, at least, he was required to be the complete 

generalist,. He had to survey the situation in his district, 

isolate the problems, organize what research he could, seek 

some solutions and then adapt them to lodal conditions,

•only then could he put himself in the position of teaching 

and persuading the farmers to a'dopt the new findings.' It 

•was not until -yery recently'that the Department, felt ade-' 

quately staffed'■bo^establish a separate section for

,C1
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agricultural education, as reconimended by the 196? Agri

cultural Education Gonmission,^

Land, crop, and cattle restrictions were among the 

most serious obstacles to agricultural education. The 

African Education Commission of 1964, suggested quite 

correctly that it had been of no value to attempt to develop 

modern farmers through the educational' system, because no 

African could legally be a modern farmer in his o^m country, 

Africans could labor on European farms or they could continue 

' as peasant; cultivators in the'He serves, but they were for-
. V

bidden by law from ovniing land in the I’/hite• Highlands and 

prohibited ■ from' gro\iring cash crops until the last decade 
of colonial rule,, ^

The late adoption of programs'for the training of, women 

■ suggests a serious cross-cultural problem unbridged.by the 

’Europeans. The woman’s role in, agriculture for Kenyan ' '

Africans hs^ alvrays been significant, but the educational 

programs Involved a half-a-loaf approach by concentrating 

almost ezclusively on men.

Something which theoretically could have been changed, 

but- i>rfiich was a reality of that age was white pseudo-superiority

based on race, As long as that mentality was present,

colonists of the first half of the twentieth century treated 

their wards as children, and were dubious that they could 

grov/ lip ■ i-h less than a hundred years.- In Kenya, the situa

tion was further complicated by the white settlers, who 

embarked-on a vigorous political campaign to protect their

4.•V
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economic, social, and political position of superiority. 

Priorities in agricultural development were heavily weighted 

in favor of the European sector and, until the Swynnerton 

Plan, there was. no organised program of development backed’ 

by other than

Once the .Department was committed, in 1922, to a 

development program which encouraged at least increased-

food production in the Reserves, it had to determine how it 

would present its programs. On the one hand it could employ 

persuasion through educational methods or at the other

‘ extreme., it could .look to the Governor to authorize compulsion.. 

In the. inter-war era, this question was almost a moot point, ' 

because the Department had so few results from its research 

that it had only a few programs to offer in the Reserves, .

Yet, while research work was attempting to find 

solid guidelines for improvement,, soil deterioration 

becoming a serious, problem,

early. 1930's precipitated erosion in many areas and drew 

■ forth the comment that future famines could be prevented 

either slowly through propaganda or immediately through - 
compulsion,.^ Toward the end of the 1930*s, the deteriora- 

■tlon of the land was already extremely serious in many 

such as__Machalcos and liamasia. After several wartime years 

; .,of squeezing every possible bit of production out of the 

land, it was a valid generalization that the soil conditions 

in the African Reserves were very poor indeed,

•By 19*+*+, the. Director of'Agriculture was suggesting

‘

some

was

The locust invasions of the

areas
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to Government that compulsion was necessary to enforce 

improved agricultural practices. In his mind, the previous 

twenty-five years of demonstration hy extension methods had 

resulted in some interesting individual efforts put a steadily 

deteriorating situation.^

At. a postv;ar conference of the" Senior Agricultural 

Officers, it was resolved that a measure, of compulsion was 

undoubtedly necessary because of -the urgency of the agri- 

culfcural situation, but the final success of any policy
q

depended on a body of enlightened African opinion,^

Governor,' Sir Philip Mitchell, repeated the theme in a 

dispatch when he commented that if the only way to. Introduce 

new methods and encourage soil conservation was.through 

compulsion, then he sanctioned it, but the best method was 

surely to gain the support of the Africans themselves.

In the face of the deteriorating soil situation, the

strong minority resorted to compulsory measures for soil

conservation and cattle dipping which have left bitter,

lingering memories among the Africans.^*^ It was only \d.th

■ the momentum- provided for African agriculture through the

, .Sv;ynnerton Plan that voluntary measures became the. more

attractive policy.. - By 1958, Kenyan agricultural officers

could bo found extolling the virtues of persuasion.

One thing must constantly be borne in mind, when 
sotting"about development' of-an African area, and 
that is to refrain from trying to rush things across,

■ Be patienl and tireless in explanation and preparation 
of the ground.until all suspicion has been overcome. 
Suggest'rather than order; aim at Implanting ideas 
in.the minds of those eoncerned so that in time they

The
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alsiost believe that the ideas v;ere their ovni.
Trying to bulldoze new ideas -ovter to the African 
almost'invariably leads to failure,^

Suggesting that persuasion may be the most appropriate

'"■impolicy in the long run,,,does not discredit the proper use

of discipline. ■ In the earlier discussion.of the’Soil

Conservation Service, discipline vras shov;n to be an i-iport^t

factor in the success of that program,. ' In the Service,

African staff recognized that Colin Haher. was continually

vrorking to improve their status and pay in return for their

adherence to tough'but fair standards.' While strict,'there

, v/as a personal' quality to this discipline which was not

, nearly as effectively employed in the relationship of the

European Agricultural Officers \gith their agricultural

To be sure, these officers faced problems of

greater numbers and greater^likelihood for frequent.transfer
' . ■ • . ■

■so that personal knowledge in depth v;as difficult.

^ .

instructors.

The

thinly-scattered Agricultural Officers vxere not as apt to

But theengage in team projects \id.th their African staff,

. major difference is that by developing an esprit de corps.

the S, G. S, recognized the human qualities .and..aspirations 

of it's staff, European and African, For the-agricultural 

.instructdrs,\on the other hand, the closest thing to organ:^ed 

■ esprit. the-Su^ra Old Boys Club, was allowed to perish,

De.spite these problems, enough responsive phords among 

Agricultural Officers could have been struck had they 

received some encouragement. Instead, the' European officer 

often felt .his superiors had little understanding of the
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difficulties he faced in the Reserves.

The results achieved through the program of the farmers' . 

training centers have been most satisfactory,. In fact 

ing discussions irith some of the staff actively engaged 

"'in the program, one gets the impression that they 

-vinced that they have now found the complete anavn 

earlier dilemma of teaching agriculture to thfe yoi 

adult.

d4r

are con-

to the'’

;g or the

It is possible, however, that this program might uliji- ' 

mately fall one step short of promoting full-scale agricultural 

development, Clifton Vftaarton has suggested-’ that in a 

development situation, every farmer must acquire-knov/l|:p 
about new inputs, knowledge about new techniques or proM^

%

c-

tion, and knowledge about hovf to economize in production and ■ 

marketing, The k. T, C. 's have undoubtedly dpne an ', 

excellent ;;ob of providing the first, two categories of , ■

knowledge, Vdiethcr they can also teach the third is some

what questionable, becaLise it is here that the individual 

^ farmer must -transfer general icnovaedge to meet his individual 

pro-blems. This-often requires knov^ledge beyondNwhat is 

happening nh his ovm small plot of land and f oirTjhis broad- 

based typ^e of education, it may have been better if the 

, proponents of the merged F, T. C,- - Jeanes School had had 

. their way.

'Often these days, but perhaps particularly so in 

developing nations, .education seems to be offered as the 

panacea for a nation's ills- When emphasized in this

4
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■ fashion, it tends to the basic problem that the loi^

range goal for every-individual is to find sode self-satis

fying career. ' Viev^^d frora one perspective, education is a 

nieans to that end and too often, it fails as a neans because 

people have been pleased to be educated but v/ithout a specific 

goal for their future.. On the other hand, there are those ' . 

v;ho suggest that it is not proper for education-to directly 

prepare people for erapioirment'.' ■ In this argument', ■ education- 

is seen as a means to develop a life-style after v/hich the 

educated’ person chooses a way to live that fits him.

The hew nations are- all caught up' in massive develop- 

Curricula and quotas of students to fill ' 'ment plans,

specific curricular slots are major parts of those plans,.

Oyer-concentration on literary, or'book-learning, education 

was an- old bromide invariably used -in any discussion of

colonial educational policy,, but it is still very rnuch 

' alive as a debate today. "Book" educators are among the 

best in, the world at propagandizing for their cause, and the 

■primary-through-college, facilities nov/ dotting the landscape

Their.adversaries 'in Kenya are a-testimony to'their success, 

are the manpo-iver economists who consult their computers to 

prove that Kenya is.on the verge of overp:^oduction of 

graduates in certain areas, and certainly .underproducing 

technically.-trained gradua-bes,.

The colonial government, can no longer .be' blanied for a.

. system of education allegedly constructed to keep Africans

The Kenya Government has its ovm policyout- of the cities.
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of "back to the land, " .'but the lure of the cities remains

and stands in stark contrast to the social and political 

isolation of life in the country. The patriotism called 

for in the cry of "back to the land" is perfectly acceptable

as a general government policy, but it quickly loses its 

appeal-on an individual basis. Every student j^-ants to test 

the theories of equality. He wants an equal chance to attend
t ■ '

the University of Hairobi and not-':a computer placement in ' 

what he perceives as a second-rate technical education.

The new Faculty of Agriculture at the University v/ill not 

• of itself ■ providd’large-scale answers, though,; fpr the few 

agriculturalists it-vrf.11 graduate, it-assures some local 

competitive status alongside t’ne Faculties of Kedicine," 

Engineering, Science and the Arts. '

The. great challenge to the Government of Kenya is to 

provide opportunities and status vathin agriculture. The 

two are inseparable.' If' Kenya v^ants good agricultural 

instructors and good agricul-tural officers each of those* 

careers must be made very attractive. If it is truly a
s*? ■

national priority to develop the agricultural sector, 'then

•i'--

• ^

rural life v/ill have to offer attractions to farmers which
»

at least competitive v/ith those perceived as existing 

in the cities. Among other things this means good roads, 

good prices for agricultural products, and instead of the 

grov/ing trend tov/ard absentee landlordism on the part- of the .
y

Nairobi-based African upper class, 

national farm heroes are^needed.

are

5

some honest-to-goodness
0 ^

. i
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■^AHbther alternative, "but a difficult one politically^, 

is that the Government can employ force to' push the agri

cultural sector and its human components in .the direbtions 

it desires. It is already heavily coirnnitted to settlement 

ncheines in the old'ViMte Highlands. Politically, tfies’e 

have to "be made to work, 'though not- necessarily along the 

patterns of their original design. Thero-vrill be a touch 

of irony if this Government is somehov; pressujred into a 

policy of- compulsion regarding agriculture.

Agricultural education-is only one .important component

K.

of agric.ultural development. Independent Kenya has been 

quite correct to downgrade the- emphasis of agricuiy*ur 

a subject in the primary schools and to concentrate on .the- 

Farmers' Training Centers. The-,Centers have been a,vital 

force, for prof^ress among peopieU-zho were .the forgotten , 

.^generation of the early colonial days. '

There is, however, no magic ansv;er for.attracting 
people to a. ca'I^r on the land. If /agriculture v;ere somehow© 

a separat.e.island unto itsdlf, the future vrauld'be bright 

indeed .because Kenya has outstanding potential to feed itself 

and to export a"vfiole variety .of agricultural pr-c»iucts. . • 

But the export .market is extremely volatile-. Any proposed

industrial solution runs headlong into the almost total lack
.1 ■ '
of■ the basic rav/ materials.. The picture becomes most 

complex v;hen one considers the proposition that the birth 

rate may ^on outstrip '"the ...potential for even majority 

employment-'under the best of circumstances.

e as
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' It is, of course, a protlem which cannot he wished 

away nor one which v;ill-weather any better through pro

crastination. For the first fevr years after Independence,'

: economic planners were concentrating so heavily oh industrial ' 

development- that outside of the settlement schemes, little 

attention was paid to -development in the agricultural 

sector. In the last few years the vitality of agriculture^^ • 

has become a major concern, and the best hope for a solution 

lies in the able minds of the Kenyahs novj- devoting some' study

to this whole area.

'1'
;

-1

1
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Appendix A

The Agricultural Training of Africans*

Proposals for the correlation of the, work of the Departments 
of Agriculture and-Education.
1.. Elementary Agriculture will be taught in Government 
schools under the Education Department or in mission schools 
in receipt of grant.s-ih-aid from the Education Department.
In the lower- classes of such schools, the teaching will be 
generally limited to the. cultivation of school gardens and 
teaching incidental to such cultivation,.

Agricultural instruction on vocation lines may be given 
ln-''the schools referred- to in the previous paragraoh provided 
such instruction is definitely limited to those schools which 
have pupils in- them v/ho are completing the. course prescribed 

. for the Primary School Certificate, and is limited to the 
last three years of the course,
3» Advanced agricultural education beyond that given in 
classes referred to in the previous paragraph, shall be given » 
only af institutions entirely'under the control-.of the 
Department of -Agriculture, except in the case of'the-Jeanes 
School and thetjAlliance* High School, or any similar institu- 
tion that may be established in future. In regard to these 
schools, special arrangements, indicated below, v:ill be made,

.4, (a) It will be the aim of the Department of'-Agriculture
to restrict admission to those institutions which it controls 
to boys who are able to profit by the courses and who are 
likely'to prove worth training,
4. (b) It is recognized that for some years to corno this

. restriction will be difficult to enforce but the ideal to 
be aime'd at first mil be that the pupils shall have 
pleted the primary -school course (Element^iry ''C'*) and ,be 

^ physically capable of doing agricultural work.
5.. ' In admitting pupils to-the-institutions controlled by 
him'the Director of Agriculture will take the-fbllovri.ng 
matters into consideration;

(i) Accomodation available,
.(ii) Recommendation from the Director of Education in 

the case of applicants from Government maintained’or aided 
schoolsi ■

' 2.

4 ^

Gom-^

(lii) Recoimiendations from District Officers or Agri
cultural Officers in the case of applicant^ -from private*

(Iv) Recommendations from District Officers or Agri
cultural Officers in the case of applicants from native areas 
in which education facilities are not available,
6, (a) The courses to be given at the institutions con
trolled by the Director of Agriculture shall provide for:

(i) Training,of .African Agricultural Instructors for 
employment in Department of Agriculture,

(ii) Training of Africans as teachers of elementar^
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Agriculture in schools under the Education Department or
elsewhere,. _ . . , . , ^

(iii) Instruction to teachers who have conpleted their 
course of training as teachers, or \irho are Actually under
going courses of training as teachers,.
6„ (b) The Director of Education shall give the Director
of Agriculture adequate notice in regard to the probable 
number of• candidates for admission-to courses provided under 
(iii) above and shall make every effort to secure tha't . 
such a number of teachers in training is sent as will justify 
the formation of a special group,
6. (c) The cost of any allowances made to teachers in 
training and the cost of their board sIialL be a' charge upon ' 
the Department of Education,.
7, The apprenticeship agreement at present used by the 
Department of Education shall mai-:e provision for the pre
liminary training of pupils iri^agriculture at an institu- - 
tion under the control of the Department of Education and 
for the continuation and completion of the training in 
agriculture at an Institution under the control of the

•’ Departraent'of Agriculture,■
8.. The Director of Education shall consult, the Director of

■" Agriculture in regard to the appointment of European teachers 
appointed- to give instruction in agricultural subjects in 
schools of Grade C, and in the Jeanes School and (so far as 
is practicable) in the Alliance High School, It.is noted 
-that this V7ill not be entirely practicable in the case of 
schools not directly under Government and ^hll be generally 

: . impracticable in the case of teachers appointed by the 
Secretary of State.
9.. The Department-of Agriculture .will provide facilities 
for the continuance of the general education of apprentices 
who have not completed the primary school course .at institu-

’ . tions under its control and will consult v;ith the Department 
of Education with regard to the appointment of suitable 
*ti @^Cil0]C'S • ^
10, (a.).. The. Director of Agriculture will advise the Director-
of Education generally in regard to school cour,aes in schools

■ under the Director of Education and will endeavour to inspiect 
•the-elementary agricultural teaching given at schools main- ■ 
tained or aided by the Director of Education and will report 

.. to him upon such teaching and will give general advice and 
assistance in regard to stock or seeds.
10, (b) The Director of Education shall ..inspect and report
upon the work of teachers employed by the Director of Agri
culture in terms of the preceding paragraph.. (9) . .
11, It is recognized-that the function of the Education 
Department (In regard to agricultural teaching')', is of an
elementary and not of a specialised character, excepting . .  ,
at the Jeanes School .and Alliance High-School or any similar- 
institution which may. be established in the future. That . 
being so, the Director of Education shall not establish ^ 
institutions in vfnich farming (whether-for cropping or stock)

■

<'■

i
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is the main purpose of the work conducted.. _
12. The instruction in agriculture given at the Alli^ce ~ 
High.School and any other secondary institution established 
or aided-in future and at the Jeanes School shall be given 
by officers in regard to whose appointment the Director of 
Education shall.^o far as is practicable have consulted 
the Director of Agriculture. The courses in agriculture 
shall-be approved by the Director .of Agriculture and he will 
make every effort to inspect and report upon the agricultural 
teaching. - .

\
♦Kenya, Department of Education, "Education Department 
Circiaar Ko. 90 of■^ December 1931," Embu-District Agricultural 
Office, File Education /3, Agricultural Education, Embu,

• 1927-?6 ' .*

o •

• 2-^

<5-

*i ■■
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Ap'ibendix B

Syllabus ^ Scott - 19^8*

Second YearFirst Year _ _
Duties of Apprentices . Crops 
Agriculture 
Labour saving devices 
Soils and Tillage 
Manuring 
Mensuration 
Seed Selection '
Planting 
Rotatlpp .
Agricultural Bo'tany 
Seeds

V/eeds
Parasitic Plants 
Horticulture 
Insect Pests 
Plant Diseases .
Plant Selection and Breeding
Forestry-
Poultry

X/

■Third Year 
ITeld Mensuration 
Horaestead Planning 

, jlriiraal’ Husbandry 
• -Pasture. 

nees ■ ■ ■ ■ . , ■
Plant Ecology 
Agricultural Eaonorai.cs 
Farm Accounts 
Hoads and Bridges 

'Revision

. * Erabu District Agricultural Office, File ''19Mf".

r‘ -

i

■

■o
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Appendix C

Excerpts from the Soil Conservation Mandal*

2-D'uties of Levellers 
A leveller is responsible for-
(a) progress of the work and securing maximum.; dixtpdt of work;
(b) discipline, neatness and the courtesy of - the Soil Conserva- 

t tion boys under him;.securing maximupi hours of work from'"
the terracer; " -
(cXgeneral maintenance of the terracer, i.e, supervising in . 
the oiling arid greasing and the tightening up of bolts and 
nuts; vihere necessary; reporting to the Mechanical Plant 
Inspector or to the A, S. C. 0. if a European officer is 
in charge of the work when the terracer requires adjustment 
or repair|
(d) checking terrace capacities (during the process of
struction); . .
(e) getting out terrace lines;
(f) altering the pegs as necessary (but not more- than 6 in, 
vertically uii or do^m except for short distances up to 10 
or 15 yards);

. (g) checking the profile of bank and .cjiannel|^~pidtting the. 
profiles on profile paper against theoretical, grade lines 
and marking the cuts and fills required with maxLmum allowance 
of Q*.l feet for high places’in the channel and no allovrance 
at all for low p'laces in the settled fills of low places in 
the banks; ’ t ‘
Ch) getting daily tasks'bf. 100 cubic feet excavation for 

'. farm labourers on European farms' (less on hard ground, as 
agreed'-by the farmer or officer, more on soft ground, 200 
cubic feet where no carrying of earth but digging only is.- 
to.be-done);

■ (i) preparing a map of any field up to 100 acres to an 
accuracy of 1 per cent and plotting it in triplicate in the 
Sketch Map Book; " ’ ' -
(j) filling in Levellers’•Report Eorms, Leveller and Tractor 
and Machinery Chapge Forms, and Design Data Forms;
(k) repor-tLng cases of sickness to the A, S, C, 0,;
(l) apportioning houi’s of work fairly and se.eing that there
is ho v;aste of labour or time amongst Soil Conservation 
Service staff under him; -

_ (m) allocating tprracer lines to be terraced by each terracer
operator and keeping a record of hours worked and length of 
terrace, constructed by each operator;,such*records to be 

, included in the' leveller’,s report; . '
(n)-keeping the leveller’s-note book filled in up to data 
a’ri.d entering up the tractor log book where there is an 

. S, C, S, tractor; and ensuring, that the tractor drivers 
carry out all greasing,’ oiling and oil-changing at the 
corr^c’t time, iriforming them as to necessary oil changes, 
etc.'and reporting to the A.B.G.O. when the 300 and 900 
ho.ur chai’iges are nearly’due; levellers in charge of a tractor 
must ask the farmer'to note the hours shovm on the tractor

‘w. •

con-
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clock oh arrival on the farm and again on the completion 
of the work;
Co) applying for and distributing medicine, petrol, diesel 
fuel, lubricating oils, and grease* The returnifig of empty 
drums to. the'camp; ■ *
(p) the leveller will be held resuonsible for any .damage 

' due to negligence, e.g. failure of ra^^mnes under his care,
■ due to failure to report lack' of maintenance on the part or 

tractor drivers and terracer operators in the' units under 
his supervision.
Kote.—All men vrorking vdth a leveller are under his orders, 
and he should report at once to the European officer to whom 
he is immediately responsible any failure to obey him, or 
other indiscipline,

3-S. G, S, Levellers on Farms
On arrival on a farm the%leveller must show the farmer 

his Leveller's Identification'‘Book and ask the farmer to read

Considerable annoyance and waste of time is caused to 
European,offleers of,the S, C, S, by levellers in charge • 
having left farms to visit neighbouring farms when their

■ daily work is over.
Ho leveller must leave a farm, whether his vfork is 

finished* or not, until 4 pi,m. (except on Saturday, when he 
may leave after 1 p.m. or any time on Sunday),

In any case'a leveller must always leave.word of his 
whereabouts-if he' leaves the camp in which he .is living,.

27-Correspondence. Instructions, Etc,
Letters sometimes have been left unattended to in the 

files for several weeks. All Europ.ean Officers of the Soil 
Conservation Service should take note of the follo^ri.ng: —.

Instructions.—’forking instructions from the senior „ 
officer at a station vail be handed by the clerical.staff to 
the officer concerned on his-ovro Instructions File,-or other 

, appropriate file. If instructions, circulars, etc., are ' 
received while on safari, these must be retained and handed 
to the office staff for filing on .return to District Head
quarters, This must be-initialled and dated v;hen seen; but 
it is not sufficient to minute "Eoted"_or “Seen*' if specific 
action is required. According to its urgancy, or. degree of 
■priority, the letter of instractions must be acted, upon as 
"soon as possible and minuted as -to the nature- and date of ■ , 
action taken,. ' : ' -

Files on vdiich action is required v;ill be placed in an 
officer's, inv/ard file.box. If an officer finds that letters ■ 
are not brought to his attention sufficiently promptly he 
should.report this to the clerk in charge of the office 
concerned.- - ' - ■ .

, Correspondence.—Correspondence must be dealt v^rith, 
according to its urgency, as promptly as pessible as a 
matter of courtesy and efficiehey.,. Ho. colour must be given

it.

ci.
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to the popularly held belief — whicji'officers may have held 
in their unofficial capacities — that,. Government Office 
correspondence is inevitably tardy.' High priority must be 
given to matters conborning repairs to machinery, movement 

: of staff., and the progress of the \VQrk- programme generally,- 
In the past, in .the interests of sneed-and efficiency, 
officers of the S. C. S. have often found it necessary, in . 
order to'^irevent hitches or delay in the workers' programme, 
to do urgent office workout of office hour's. , New officers 
must be prepared to do the same if and-when this is necessary 
and thus obtain and maintain a high 'reputation in the S. G. S. 
for energy, promptitude and efficiency.

?

* Colin Kaher, Handbook for Soil Conservation Service Officers
(Nairobi, iw>. ^ ^ ;- - r- - ^^
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List of Abbreviations

Agriculture lA-1^K. K.-A.
K.. h,. A.: 
Agriculture

Kenya National Archives 
- Kinistry of Agriculture (or Labour, 

Education, and so onj 
Deposit No. 1, Serial 'M-141/^1^

. ■ .-Deposit in K. N.. A,, from the
Provincial Agricultural Office, 
KisumU •

Embu, Office of the District 
Agricultural Officer'

Church Missionary Society

Director of Education

Director of Agriculture

Director of Veterinary, Services,

Agricultural Officer .

District Agricultural Officer

Provincial Agricultural Officer

Senior Agricultural Officer

Educational Officer

District Educational Officer

Provincial Educational Officer

Senior Educational Officer

District. Coiurnissioner 
■ * ■ . ... .«•

Provincial Commissioner

.... Agricultural Instructor

KisumU P..„A. 0,

Irabu D, A. 0.

C, M. S.
V .

. D/E ■ %

D/A

D/VS 

• A. 0.

D, A, 0,

P.. A. 0..

S, A. 0.

E. 0.

D. B..0.

P..E. 0.

s.. E. o;
■' * SvD. C.

P. C.

. ♦
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Agricultural Tiaformants
. *r

Alukonya, Tldidiid. A, 1.. .(Personal', Aug. -9,-19.68) 1943- ' 
present,.

Barwell, Cyril. A. 0. (Personal', 11, 1969) 19‘-i-9-1965..
Principal, Bufcura, Diroctbrj Farmer Training Centers.

•Booth, J,. E,. P, A. 0. ('Cbrrespondence) 1920's - 1950's. 
Principal, Bukura, Principal, Egerton College.

Brovm,- Leslie H. A, 0,. (Personal, Oct. 27,' 1969) late 1940*3 
early. I960*s. Chief Agriculturalist. •

. Chamberg, P. C. A, 0. (Correspondence):~1932 - 1949.
Senior Agricultural Officer.

Dearden," JohUi A. 0^, Plannihgi' (Personal, Juno'28, 1968) . .
1949 ~'1960's. In charge of farmer training pro'graias 
for Kational.,Christian Council of Kenya. "

^ '• Graham, Kalcolm D,- A., 0, (Personal, July 17,. 1968) ; 1932 - 
1950.. Principal, ‘Bulcura. Agricultural Education-Officer.

. . ' . -Hughes-Bice, Thomas A, 0, (Correspondence) 1940's-- 1960's.- 
Assistant Director of Agriculture, Nyaaiza

• Libulcu, Heuben, A, -I. (Personal, Aug. 9> 1968) 1936
_:,present:v-..-,-- - , - '. -. . . . . . . ,- -

Kaher,. Colin. A, 0, (Correspondence) 1930*s — 1950.
Director, 'Soil (^onservation Service,

Faina, James.. A. 0, (Personal, July'23, 1968) - 1955 - 
present. Deput-^^Director of Agriculture.

Fbugua. Samuel. • A.’ |h' ‘OPershhal, July 22, 1968)- 1943.
1962;,, Teacher of agriculture at Embu,

iiirie, Paul T:.' A. 0. (Personal, June .18, 1968) 195^1--
present. Director of Agriculture.

Mulando, James Dodo, A, I. (Personalj 
193,6 present,

Kdegerege, Joseph, A, 0, (Personal, June 20,. 1968) l94o - 
- present. Trained in Soil Conservation Service. •

Hevrton, Charles. , A, 0, (Correspondence)' Soil Conservation ; 
Service.

Kixon, Paul R. -'^A. 0, (Correspondence). 1943 - 1945',
Soil Cqnservation Service,

■c

it: ->

Aug. 9, 1969^
,

:
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(Personal, Aug. 9, 1968) .
‘ _

■ Ujite, Henry. Technical Assistant. 
■ 1938 “ present.

Oates, C. 0., A. 0. (Personal, Feh.' 2? and Kar■^::5g,yi969^ , ’ 

1927 - i9>+7. Senior Agricultural Officer..

Obwalca, Dr. P.. T. A, 0. (Personal, July 9,. 198y-> 1956 -
■present. Vice-Principalj Egorton College.

Omamo, V/illian. "A. ,0. (Pej?sonal,- July 9, 1968).. 1955 - 
presentPrincipal, Egerton College.

Riinington, 0. R.
'present.

(Personal, _June 2^-, l968) 19^'s-- ..A'i'a.

Sauvage, P* 'J> A. 0. (Personalj July 17, 1967) I960 - . 
■'1960.. PrinGlpal, Eir.bu. Teacher of Agriculture at

(Personal, Aug.'8^, 1968)'. '19'->’7 ~

Jeanes ’Schools

Shikuino, John S. A. I, 
present, .

Stern, Gert, A. b. (Personal, June 28 and Hoy. 19} 1968) 
19’+3 - present. Principal, Siriba College. •

Swymierton, R. .J. H. A. 0. (Corr.esponc|ence).. 1940is.
' I960's'.’--Director of Agriculturev.  . .

■ . . . . ■ ■ . ■ ■ 'S'. "

Vuyiya, Peter K. A. 0. (Personal,-June l4, 1968) 1948 -
present." Teacher of Agriculture• at Bukura and Siriba,

Vfechira, Titus.. Technical Assistant. (Pers'onal, July 9,
. . .i960) 1946 - present.

‘

V/angendo, Karun.'' A. 0, (Personal, Aug. 28, 1968)'^ 1940 -•
• present. A. 0. "in charge of Soil Conservation Service-^
—. -tzzAzz: ~ ■■■■

Vferinda, H.- 0. , A. 0. (Personal, Aug. 8, 1968). - 1964 
1969• Principal, Bulcur.a.

■VJhitton, Herman'0. A. 0,. (Correspondence) ' 1947 - 19^4*
' Principal, Bukura. Officer in charge of agricultural 
training, Siriba College.

vaison, Fergus'B. A. 0, (Personal, Apr. 15, 1969) '1948 4 
■ ;i9.50.. Chairman of the Faculty of Agriculture, . 
l-ialcerere College. . .

. • > K*. it »•. r. "I

\

r,..,.
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■' Agricultural Inf'oraants Interviev/ed as' Groups .

Aug, 8, 1968- Staff at Bukura. • v
Gagoh,-Edward. Kulcoko, Athanas* ‘Kylkuri.,. Sanwel-,. \ ■

■ Oduof, John, Puna, MichaGl* . Shimaiia, Thomas.
V/anjala, James. . ■. ' .

Aug. 8, 1968 - Agricultural'Instructors, Bukura District ' 
Abulu, Simeon,. Egardo, James,. Ehagi, 'Thomas. — 
■Simid.i, Sfrahim,. ■ ■ ^ .

JN- )

/•

V

Aug. 9, 1968 - Agricultural Instructors-, yihiga District 
Atukha, Samvrel. Atuunga,' Harris, I-Ialcunda, Aggrey, " 
Ondeyo, .Johnston, . Otito,'I-iafatali. .

Other 'Informants .

Beecher, Archbishop, L, J, (Personal, April '8, 1969}
In Kenya sixice the 1920's and alv/ays interested in 

, -African agriculture. Chaired 19^ Committee on ■
■ African-Education, - ‘ .

Blundell, Sir Kichael. (Corresppndencejl. • Former Minister 
- of Agriculture, 'Verified his role' in the proposal for 
multi-racial training ;in-.19^-5i

I
J: .

■Hunter, K, L, (Personal,'Mari 25^ 1969), Provincial 
■ -Commissioner of Kyanza for most^of the 19k0’s and . 

pressured Departments into cooperation at Siriba. '

• Jackman^ C, William, (Correspondence). ' Principal of 
- • , ' ' Siriba College, • *

rCamau. P,’ G, (Personal, Jah, 2k, 1969).
Jure at- Embu for^ twenty years.

Mbugua, Erastus. (Personal, Aug, .29, i960;, 'One of those 
.rare brood of-qualified agriculturul teachers whose 

. . former students 'at Kagu.mo. and Jeanes-School remember
with plbasLire, , ■ •

♦ . ■ . , 
Patrick, Robert,. (Personal, March 31, 1969). Director of 

•Education, 1946-1952.- - •
.Porter, John L. (Personal, July ll,'"l’968). Principal-of 

Jeanes School and long-time proponent of farmers’
.. . . :.....train3,ng. ■ ‘ "

■ Pro'sSofj R. G, (PersonalV luir. , 27, 1969).-' Jeanes School.
Should have been the' experimentai'Community 'Deverbpraeht 

cher—at-J3ukura-lhad^,-his-dep'ar-tment filled their 
- Gommitmen-t:. ” -

^ -i
o

Teacher of agricul-

«- .

. -
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Shea, I-I, A, W,' (Correspondence) .. Education Off ieer -in Forit 
■'Hall District vfco developed a strong agricultural 
program in the-schools for a few years in the early—

' ■ • 1950's. ‘ . . .

M '
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ture, ' London: 1963.

Comber, Borman K.■ Agricultural Education in Great' Bri
tain.^ /London: .194-8.
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